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Eoceneclastic sedimentsof thecentral andnorthern North Sea comprise five
stratigraphic sequences. Oldest is the sand-dominated, basin-centeredFrigg se-
quence, whichincludes submarinefanandapron deposits on theBeryl Terrace and
in the Central and Viking Grabens. MiddleEoceneLower and Upper Hordaland se-
quences are mixed
mud andsand units which prograded from theEast Shetland
Platform andMoray Firth andincludediscrete slope apronsand basin-centerfans.
The thin,regressive sand-prone Beltonsequencemarks thetop
of theEocenein
most of thebasin, excepton the eastern margin ofthe ShetlandPlatform, where the
foreshelfprograding prism ofThetsequencesandstonesandsiltstones was deposit-
ed.
VII
Foraminiferal biofaciesanalysis of a well on theBeryl Terrace indicates that
four ofthe five sequenceboundariescoincidewithsignificant changes in thebenthic
and planktic foraminiferal assemblages. Clusteranalysis confirms the distinctbio-
facies characterizing each sequence,an impoverished coarsely agglutinatedfauna
with radiolaria in the Frigg sequence,normal abundancesof coarsely agglutinated
forms in theHordaland units, and "Velasco"-type deep-water calcareousbenthicsin
the Upper Eocene,including planktic foraminiferain theBelton. Paleoenvironment-
al analysis ofthese biofaciesshows an overallEocene shallowing from lower slope
to outershelf. Subsidence analysis using the derivedwaterdepths indicates thatthe
Eocenewaspart of a major phase ofsubsidencewhich began in theLate Paleocene
and abatedby Oligocenetime.
Overall, theEoceneconstitutes a tectonosequence, or stratigraphic sequence
attributableto tectonicinfluences. Eocenecircum-NorthSea tectonicsincludeAt-
lantic domain seafloor-spreading to the northandwest and theencroaching Alpine
compression from the south. ThebaseEocene, topFrigg, andtop Eoceneall corr-
elate with changes in seafloorspreading thought tohave contributed, through intra-
plate stresses, to the stress regime and differentialtopography of the source area and
basin. Latest Eoceneeustaticlowering, climatic cooling,andArctic water circula-
tionare thought tohaveinfluencedthe Thetsequence.
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
Eoceneclastic sediments of thenorthernNorth Sea have been the subject of
numerous studiesto describeand interpret the deepwatersand deposits which are
producingreservoirs at severalpetroleum fields, including two giant fields.
However, questions remain as to thelarger regional picture ofsandandmud
distributionin thebasin, sediment dispersal pathways, andfactorsinfluencing these
patterns andtheir evolution through theEocene. Thepurpose of this study is to
provide that regional framework ofunderstanding. Sequence stratigraphic concepts
andmethods are appliedtoreflection seismic andwireline log data. Thethree-
dimensional lithostratigraphic characterofeachsequenceis describedand inter-
preted. Therelationship between foraminiferalbiofacies andthesequences is
closely examinedin one well in which the subsidencehistory and sedimentacc-
umulationrates are also calculated Finally, theobserved regional stratigraphy is
related to local, regional, and global factors, including sealevel,subsidence history,
sediment supply, and climate.
Sequence stratigraphy, a significantinnovation in sedimentary basinanalysis, is
not universally accepted, particularly the interpretations ofeustaticcontrolof third-
order sequencedevelopmentespoused by theproponents of themethod (Vailand
others, 1977; Vail and others, 1984;Haq andothers, 1988). Although consensus is
buildingfor climate as a cause of fourthorder (<lOO ky) variations (Goldhammer
andothers, 1987;KoerschnerandRead, 1989;Mitchum and VanWagoner, 1990)
andtectonics,including regional and globallylinked tectonics, producing second
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2order (10 my) cycles (Pitmanand Talwani, 1978; Kominz, 1984), the origin of third
order (1 my) cycles is hotlydebated(Miall, 1986;Kendalland Lerche, 1988;
Cloetingh, 1988; Sloss, 1991). Mechanisms foreustatic change are partof the
problem. Polar, particularly Antarctic,ice accumulationon a scalelargeenough to
affect sea level is generally consideredtohavebegun in theearlyOligocene or latest
Eocene (Shackleton and Kennett, 1975;Matthews andPoore, 1980; Miller and
others, 1987; Barron andothers, 1991).
TheEocene of theNorth Sea is a goodsectionfor sequencestratigraphic study
for several reasons. Regional seismic dataspanthe Cenozoicbasin from the Shet-
land Platform onthe west to the HordaPlatform on theNorwegian side (Figure 1.1).
In theeventthatsignificant volumes ofsediment were derivedfrom bothshelves
simultaneously, interfingeringin thebasincenter, it ought to bepossible to dis-
tinguish mechanisms responsible for their genesis. Eustatically-induced downward
shifts in coastalonlap ought tobe synchronous in both areas. Tectonic or sediment
supply-driven shifts may not occur at
the
same
time
on opposing sidesof thebasin.
Secondly, North Seaseismic data andcircum-North Sea outcropshave beenusedin
constructionof theHaq andothers (1988) sea level curve, which may bias the curve
towardregional tectonicinfluences, as suggested for the Jurassic (Hallam, 1988;
Underhill and Partington, 1993). This is an opportunity tocheck thestratal geo-
metries, biostratigraphic resolution, and possible influenceofnon-eustatic factors on
the Haq and others (1988) coastalonlap chart.
1.1 GeologicSetting
North Sea geologichistory has beengreatly influencedby aseries ofexternal
tectonic influences,both long- andshort-term, which have compressed, extended,or
3Figure 1.1.Regional seismic andwell locations superimposed on majortectonic
elementsof theNorth SeaBasin (modifiedafter Searsand others, 1993). Most of
thelabelledstructural elements are referredto in thetext at least in geographic
terms since only subtlerelief of these Mesozoicfeaturespersisted into theEocene.
4transpressed thebasin. Eachof theseepisodes has had effects on the manyindiv-
idual blocks andbounding faultswhich comprise thebasinas well as on the surr-
ounding areas. By controllingthe extentof strike and dipmotion on faults, amount
ofbasinsubsidenceor inversion, andupliftof sediment source areas, thesetectonic
influenceshave largely controlledthe distribution,composition, degree ofmarine
influence, andburial history ofthe sedimentary basinfill. Considerationof theev-
olution of thesetectonicinfluencesandtheir effectssince thePaleozoicwill assist
interpretation of theEocene.
Knowledgeof theNorth Seabasin geologic history comes via onshorestudiesin
areas surrounding thebasin, constituting some of theearliest modern geologic
work, as well as relatively recent subsurfacework related to the petroleum explor-
ationof the area. TheNorth SeaBasin proper is surroundedby land on the east,
west, and south; thenorthern margin is defined by theAtlanticcontinentalmargin at
about 62°N (Glennie, 1987). Thebasin lies within thelarger NorthwestEuropean
Basin, a geologicallycomplex regionextending from theAtlanticmargin to the
Carpathians andUkraine (Figure 1.2; Ziegler, 1978, 1982; 1988; Ziegler and van
Hoorn, 1989). Variouscrustal blocks in thearea are theproduct a series of tectonic
eventsrelated to Paleozoic plate interactions,principally including thelate Silurian
Caledonianorogeny,Devonian rifting, andthe late Carboniferous(Her-cynian)
Variscanorogeny which marked the closing oftheProto-Tethys sea (Glennie,
1986b). Thestructural fabricproduced by thesetaphrogeneses has beenreactivated
in most subsequent diastrophisms, including Mesozoic rifting andtheAlpine
orogeny.Thehistory of theNorth SeaBasin can be tracedback atleast as far as
early Permian time,when it was divided into southern andnorthern sub-basinsby
Figure
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6theMid-North SeaRingkobing-Fyn High. ThesouthernPermian basin, extending
into Germany andthe Netherlands, is underlain by thethick Carboniferous (West-
phalian) Coal Measures, andis the source ofprolific gas stored in theoverlying
lower Permian Rotliegendeeolian sandstonesandsealedby upperPermian Zech-
stein salt. Figure 1.3is a generalized cross sectionof theserocks andthe younger
deposits discussedbelow.
TheTriassic
may
be consideredthe period duringwhich the geologicstagewas
set for subsequent development oftheNorth Sea. During this time east-west ex-
tension related to rifting initiated,andthebasic basingeometry, including sediment
sources andsinks, was established.During theearly Triassic,an armof the North
Atlantic megarift propagated southwardfromthe Norwegian-Greenland Sea to open
the Viking and Central grabens, cross-cutting the Permian andolderbasement trends
(Ziegler and van Hoorn, 1989). At thesame time, theMoray Firth-Witch Ground
sub-basin andHorda-Ergsund half-grabens were formed (Figure 1.1). In these areas,
which continued tosubsideas parts of thePermian Basin (Ziegler, 1992), Triassic
sedimentaccumulations exceed3,000 min the Viking Graben and2,000m in the
Central Graben, including coarse elastics derivedfrom theFenno-scandianShield,
theScottish Highlands,and ShetlandPlatform, which form im-portant oil reservoirs
(Spencerand others, 1987). Thethemeofsedimentsfrom thesesource areas acc-
umulatingon thetectonically subsidedbasinfloor is repeated in thebasinevolution,
including thePaleogene.
Continuedrifting was accompaniedby thermal domingand upliftof thecentral
North Seaduring themiddle Jurassic, producing up to 2500m ofrelief (Hallam and
Sellwood, 1976; Enyon, 1981;Ziegler, 1982; Ziegler and van Hoorn, 1989; Ziegler,
7Figure
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81992). Lower Jurassic,Triassic andPermian sedimentswere eroded,forming the
widespread Mid-Jurassic unconformity, which Haq andothers (1988) interpret as a
eustatic fall, disputedby Underhill andPartington (1993). Eroded sedimentswere
redeposited in adjacent subsiding basinswhere they constituteimportant hydro-
carbonreservoirrocks in the Viking and Central grabens and in northern Germany.
Coincidentwith domingwas volcanic activity anderuptions ofash from the vicinity
of theViking/Central/WitchGroundgraben triple junction (Ziegler and van Hoorn,
1989). Doming andvolcanismdiminishedand normal sedimentationpatterns and
marine settings returnedby theLate Jurassic. The theme ofthermal uplift, erosion
ofelastics, volcanic eruption, and collapse is anotherwhich is recapitulated laterin
theNorth Seahistory, including duringthe earlyEocene.
Anacceleratedphase ofrifting-related extension in the Viking, Central, and
Moray Firth-Witch Groundgrabens occurred in theLate Jurassic-Early Cretaceous
(the so-called "Cimmerian" event), accounting forup to 19 km ofcrustal stretching
(Ziegler, 1982, 1988), andprobably upwelling ofunderlying mantle (based upon
gravity interpretations ofDonato andTully, 1981) However, this secondphaseof
rifting includeda component ofdextral obliqueextension, indicatedby wrench
faulting in thesouthernNorth Sea, indicativeofthe new European stress regime
attributedto theopening of theTethyan sea (Cloetinghand Kooi, 1992;Ziegler,
1992). Shales depositedin the graben deeps from Kimmeridgianto Berriasiantime
are rich in high-yield, oil-rich kerogen, suggesting a poorly-circulated,anoxic basin,
and constitutetheprinciple source for most North Seaoil (Barnard and Cooper,
1981; Baird, 1986). Callovian-Oxfordianrift-related activity in theFaeroe-Rockall
trough to thewest (Figure 1.2) resulted in thermal domingand relative upliftof the
9ShetlandPlatform from which elastics were shedeastwardinto the Viking and
Moray Firth-WitchGround grabens as submarinefan deposits, similar toPaleogene
sedimentationandtectonics, (Ziegler and van Hoom, 1989). Early Cretaceousbasin
foundering,due bothto subsidenceand gradualeustatic sea level rise (Tyson and
Funnell, 1987; Christie-Blick, 1990), led to depositionof fine-grained sediments
during this time.
TheLate Cretaceous andPaleocene comprisethe "late stage" during which
rifting activity abated andwas replaced by simplethermal andload-induced sub-
sidencein theNorth Seawhile stretching continuedto the westof thebasin in the
Norwegian-Greenland Sea. TheUpper Cretaceous is represented by the Chalk series
throughout theNorth Sea andwell onto thebasinmargins. Theunitrepresents
furtherbasin quiescence, save reactivationalong some bounding faults which led to
chalkresedimentation,particularly duringthe Danian(Hancock, 1984). This tect-
onism may bepartly attributable to the growingintraplate compressional stress
regime which affectedmuchofnorthwestEurope as theTethys ocean closedand
Africa collided to thesouthin theAlpineorogeny,inverting sub-basinsin the
southernNorth Sea(Ziegler, 1978, 1987).
Alpinestresses to thesouth were accompanied duringthe Paleoceneby pro-
gressive thermal domingrelated toFaeroe-Rockall rifting, uplifting theShetland
Platform andScottish Highlands,which thenshed coarse elasticsinto thebasin
duringapparently loweustatic sealevel. Thick, sand-richPaleocene fansandfan-
apronsaccumulatedin thebasin duringpossibly accentuatedbasinmargin-basin
centerdifferentialtopography given the compressivestress regime (Cloetingh and
others, 1987; Kooi andCloetingh, 1989; Galloway andothers, 1993).
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Volcanicactivity in theHebrideswas associatedwith thebuild-up ofrifting
stresses in the North Atlantic;bothphenomena increasing duringthe Paleoceneand
culminatingwith the early EoceneBalder (Thulean) volcanic outpouring,associated
with plateau basaltextrusion anddike emplacementin NorthernIreland and Western
Scotland, all ofwhich was coincidentwith thefinal crustal separationofEurasia
andNorth America via spreading in the Norwegian-Greenland Sea (Pitmanand
Talwani, 1972; Glennie, 1986b). Collapse of theShetlandPlatform and relatively
high sea level in aquiescent, founderedbasinsetthe stagein the early Eocene
(Ziegler, 1990). The now post-rift stagebasinsubsidedthermally andunder
sedimentloading with only minor load-induced faultreactivation.
1.2 Previous Work
TheEoceneis an appropriateunitfor study as the logical extension(strati-
graphicallyupward) ofprevious work in thePaleoceneand lower Eocenesections,
and becauseit appears toconstitutea distinctmajor regional depositionalsupercycle
(Galloway andothers, 1993). Geographically, thescopeof the study was chosen
based on coveragebyseismic and well dataand thelimits ofCenozoic basinde-
position (Figure 1.1). Thesouthernlimit ofthe study area is so definedas toavoid
the halokineticallydisturbedCenozoicsection in thesouthernNorth Sea, where the
Eocene isrelatively thinandargillaceous. Theterm "Eocene"as the subject of this
dissertation is usedinformally because, justas some workers haveinformally
lumped thelower Eocene with thePaleocene depositionalepisode (e.g. Rochow,
1981), thepost-Balder to Oligoceneagesedimentsform a coherentpackage of
geneticallyrelated sediments.
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Publicationson theEocene North SeaBasin, the generalized seismic strati-
graphy, lithostratigraphy, biostratigraphy, andsubsidencehistory, are auseful basis
from whichto build. Considerablework on the Paleogeneof the North Seahas been
published since this dissertationstudy commenced,including works in a volume on
British petroleum and tectonics(Hardman and Brooks, 1990), the proceedings of the
Symposium on Sequence Stratigraphy ofCenozoic andMesozoicBasins ofEurope
(Vail and Jacquin, 1992), andthe Fourth Conferenceon Petroleum Geology of
Northwest Europe (Parker, 1993).
ThegreaternorthwestEuropean basinhas beenthe focusofsequence strati-
graphic work for over 200 years, datingback atleast to thework on transgressive
andregressive unitsin theParis basinby AntoineLaurent deLavoisier in 1792. The
high qualityand quantity ofseismic dataacquired for modernexplorationof the
North Seabasin, coupled with thewealthofage-equivalent sectionsdescribed
onshore,has prompted substantialmodem sequence stratigraphic investigation of
thearea, including many referencesections for theMesozoic and Cenozoic global
eustaticcurve proposed by Haq andothers (1987; referencesectionslisted in Haq
andothers, 1988).
Lower Tertiary deposits include some of theearliest andlargest oil andgas fields
discoveredin theNorth Sea basin,including PaleoceneMontrose (Fowler, 1975)
andForties (Thomas and others, 1974) fields andtheEocene Frigg field (Heritier
andothers, 1979;McGovney andRadovich, 1985;Conort, 1986; Enjolras and
others, 1986;Mure, 1987). Early stratigraphic and sedimentologic workwas
centeredon understanding thesePaleogene reservoir rocks. Parker (1975) described
a Paleocenecoastaldeltaic complex which prograded from the Moray Firth area and
12
fed coarse sedimentsover theshelfedge onto the slopeand into the basin. Thefirst
major lithostratigraphic schemefor theNorth Sea basinwaspublished by Deegan
andScull (1977). They subdividedthePaleocene into submarinefan sandstonesof
theMontroseGroup (Maureen, Andrews andForties Formations), proximal shelfal
anddeltaic deposits ofthe Moray Group (Dornoch andBeauly Formations), and
distal shalier deposits ofthe Rogaland Group (Sele andBalder Formations) (Figure
1.4). Further differentiationof theTertiary sectionwas minimal. TheNordland and
Hordaland groupswere named in the Norwegian sector andinclude formations for
themost significant sandaccumulations,Frigg andUtsira. Thegross simplification
of thepost-B alder stratigraphy is attributableto thefactthatvery little was known
aboutthesection in 1977and most ofit was consideredargillaceous and therefore
indivisible or uninteresting. Mudge andCopestake (1992) present a revision of the
scheme for theOuterMoray Firth Paleogene which includes a biozonationof fora-
miniferal, diatom,andpalynomorph markers allowinga refined chronostratigraphy.
They proposed no substantial changes for thelower Eocene,butthePaleoceneis
furtherdivided into formationsand members andthetime-transgressive Rogaland
Group is abandoned.
Aproposal for major subdivisionof Eocenelithostratigraphy, including many
new names, was made by Knox andHolloway (1992). This was adopted by Mudge
and Bujak (1994) in their chronostratigraphic subdivisionof thesection. Based
upongamma log patterns andcorrelationscalibrated to
a detailed dinoflagellate
biozonation(documentedby Bujak andMudge, in press), they dividedtheEocene
basin into five genetic stratigraphic sequences:Dornoch,Balder, Frigg, Alba, and
Grid (Figure 1.5). Theshelfal Eoceneis named "Mousa",Albasequencesands are
Figure 1.4Thefirst formal Tertiary lithostratigraphic scheme for theNorth Sea
Paleogene (Deegan andScull, 1977). The post-Balder is not differentiatedexcept
for theFrigg andUtsira sands. The Rogaland Group (later revised) lumps distal
shales in
an oddly time-transgressive manner.
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referred to as "Caran", andupperEocene sandsare "Brodie". Note thatalthough the
lithostratigraphic units are ofless spatialextent and,in somecases, temporal extent
thanthe sequences,they are not grossly time-transgressive. This reflects the general
trendin North Sealithostratigraphy towardrecognition of chronostratigraphically
significant units.
Morton (1979) investigated theprovenanceofPaleocene deposits andfound that
Moray Firth sandsof theMoray Group were derived from metamorphicbasement
near theScottish Highlands, while thosein the Viking and Central Graben (Mont-
rose Group) were recycled from oldersandstoneson theEast ShetlandPlatform.
Further work by Knox, MortonandHarland (1981) showedthat thesetwocycles of
sand influx were of tectonicorigin andcausedby coincidentupliftof the source
areas andsubsidenceof thebasin. Both cycles are boundedby transgressive sur-
faces, indicativeof slower sedimentation,which are accompanied by volcanism.
Mudge and Bliss (1983) confirmedthe same two tectonically-controlled cycles and
mapped fourunits within themin theMoray Firth andViking Grabenareas. Their
Unit 4,equivalent to theBalder Formation,reportedly represents a "basinwide
marine transgression” and "quiet-water depositionwith restricted circulation andthe
developmentofanoxic bottomconditions" accompaniedby accumulationof volc-
anic tuffsderived from the ScottishHebrideanprovince to thewest.
TheBalder Tuffis the main unit ofa series ofpyroclastics deposited over much
ofnorthwesternEurope during thePaleoceneand Eocene, including onshore
England (King, 1981), Denmark (Boggild, 1918), andthe Faeroe Trough (Ridd,
1983;HitchenandRitchie, 1987). Composed ofnormally graded microcrystalline
quartz,recrystallized diatoms, andaltered volcanic ash, theunit thickens to the
16
northwest, theinferred source area (Jacque andThouvenin,1975). Themain
outpouring is datedas 53.5 Ma(Knox and Morton, 1983). Recentwork (Morton
and Knox, 1990) suggests the source volcanism was along theproto-Greenland-
Scotland Ridge along which theNorwegian-Greenland Seaopened. Althoughit is
an anomalouslylarge tephra outpouring for basalticpyroclastic volcanism, the
associatedbasalts are of correspondingly high volume,rivaling the Cretaceous/Ter-
tiary boundaryDeccan Trap deposits (Elliottandothers, 1992).
Seismic Stratigraphy
Papers on regional seismic andsequence stratigraphy appliedto the Tertiary
sectionappeared in the 1980's, beginning with work by Rochow (1981) in which he
documentedthe previously described Montrose Group submarinefan deposits and
overlying Moray Group deltaicswith reflection seismic andwell log data. Stewart
(1987) presented a rigorous treatmentof thePaleogene, which hedivided into ten
sequencesfromDanian to Ypresian age,using seismic and well data(both of un-
statedquantity or distribution), including biostratigraphic information (Figure 1.6).
Eight Paleocenedepositionalsequenceswere mapped, including reworked Danian
Chalkandthe submarinefan deposits of theMaureen,Andrew, andForties, each
composed of a regressive, basin-centeredsandy lowstandcomponent followedby a
thin, transgressive argillaceous highstand onlappingthemargin. Thesesequences
are reconciledwith thelithostratigraphy ofDeegan andScull (1977) andresolve
some stratigraphicproblems. For example, thecoalsof the upperBeauly Platform
(Sequence 8) are showntobe equivalent tobasinward deposits underlying the
Ypresian Balder Tuff. Stewart(1987) identifiedtwo early Eocene agesequences
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Figure 1.6 Chronostratigraphic representation of thewidely citedten
stratigraphic sequencesdescribed andmapped by Stewart (1987). With
regard to the Eocene, Sequence 9 includesBalder deposits andSequence
10 encompassestheFrigg, althoughStewart's study area did not include
Frigg Field.
Thelower (Sequence 9) is a transgressive shaleunit containing minor basinfloor
submarine fansands in the southernViking Graben. This sequencepassesupward
into the tuffaceousshalesof the BalderFormation, including a second incidenceof
localized fan development(Balder Field), andculminates witha hiatal surface.
Stewart's tenthunit is a thintransgressive shalewhich onlaps thebasin margin and
is characterized in its basinwardreachesby reddish clays andred-stained planktic
foraminifera.
Milton and others (1990) applied themethodology ofGalloway (1989a) to the
same area and concludedthatmost ofStewart's (1987) sequenceboundariescorre-
spond to radioactivebedsrepresentative ofhiatal surfacesbetweenpulses in sedi-
mentation. They furtherelucidatedtherelationship betweenthe stratigraphies of
Stewart(1987) andDeegan andScull (1977), equatingSequence 9 to the Beauly
Formation updip andBalderFormationin thebasin, andSequence 10 to theFrigg
Formation. Based uponerosionofthe units in theInnerMoray Firth, Milton and
others (1990) interpretedthe large coarse-grained submarinefan deposits of the
MontroseGroup as products ofbasinmargin uplift (relative fall of sea level) and the
finer-grained Moray Groupunits asproducts ofreducedupliftand landward mig-
ration ofan axis of tilting theShetlandPlatform (relative sea level rise in thebasin).
Jonesand Milton(1994) showedthat the "third-order" sequences ofStewart (1987)
show enchancementofMontrose Group lowstand deposits duringthesecond-order
tectonicuplift andthickening ofMoray Group transgressive systems as a result of
combined second-and third-orderrelativesea level rise.
Armentrout andothers (1993) identified six Paleoceneandfour Eoceneseq-
uences in the outerMoray Firth area (Figure 1.7) and mapped themusing seismic
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Figure 1.7. Cycle chart for the North SeaPaleogeneby Armentroutand others
(1993) includes six Paleocene andfourEocene depositionalsequences versus 22
events on the "global" curve ofHaq andothers (1988). They foundtransgressive
systems tracts to be very thinor nonexistentin theNorth Seabasin.
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and well log data. They concludedthat tectonic activity modifiedsequence
geometries on thethird-order (million year) scale, including an early Eocene
subsidence event.
PetroleumField Studies
Detailedstudieshave beenpublished ofthe reservoir sandsof thePaleocene and
Eoceneoilandgas fieldsof theNorth Seabasin,including their seismic, biostrati-
graphic, and sedimentologicattributes. Significant work has beencompletedon the
lower EoceneFrigg and Tay sandsandmiddleEocene Albasands andmust be acc-
ommodatedby anyregional interpretation
ofEocenerocks.
Heritier and others (1979) first describedthe Frigg Field (seven tcfofgas), a
submarinefan deposit in the northViking Graben. Using seismic and well log data
over thefield (discovered in 1971), they describe the Frigg as a deep-sea fan deposit
of massive, clean, porous(22%) andpermeable (>lmD) sands in a birdfoot-shaped
moundon thebasin floor apparently sourced from theBeryl Terrace of theeastShet-
land Platform. They alsointerpreted the Paleogene evolutionof fansin thearea,
including theNinian,South Alwyn, Bruce, andHeimdal, with which they lumped
the Frigg as the last phase ofPaleocene deepwatersandaccumulation. McGovney
and Radovich(1985) provided more detailedseismic mappinganddetailed log
correlationwithin theFrigg Field, which they interpreted as a product of thelate
Ypresian (49.5 Ma) sealevel dropproposed by Vail andHardenbol(1981), although
the palynological datingofthe sandby Heritier andothers (1979) is not more pre-
cise than "Ypresian". They alsoidentifiedand mapped five discrete lobes ofsand
and dividedtheminto channeland sheetsands. Brewster and Jeangeot (1987)
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presented evidenceof aPaleocenetopographic highunder thefield, syndepositional
faulting (documented using 3D seismic databy DeClarens andothers, 1992), and
the possibility ofeastern sourcing of some of the sand, much ofwhich they inter-
preted as grain flows and debris flows basedon core analysis. Enjolras andothers
(1987) and Conort(1986) confirmedthe lack ofgrading in theFrigg sands, which
the former believedto have beensubstantially reworked by bottomcurrents.
Lower Eocenebasinand slope sandstones, equivalent to the Frigg Formation, are
foundin the north Central Graben andare named the"Tay" sands. Armstrong and
others (1987) describedand interpreted lower, middle andupper Tay sandstones
from an investigation including 3D seismic data atGannet Field(800 mmbbl ofoil),
which produces fromthe JurassicFulmar, PaleoceneForties, andTay Formations.
Brewster and Jeangeot (1992) differentiated sand-dominated,moundedfansofTay
agefrom underlyingBalder-equivalent mud-dominatedfanswith "shoestring"
channels. Bothwere thought to have beensourcedfrom the WesternPlatform and
thinover a nearby salt dome.
Harding and others (1990) describeda sand-pronemiddleEocene shelf which
prograded southeasterly across the FladenGroundSpur and shedsands onto the
slope andbasin (Witch GroundGraben). Thelatter oftheseinclude sinuous, leveed
channeldeposits ofthe greaterAlbaFan which are productive at theAlbaField
(1100 mmbbl ofoil) (Mattingly andBretthauer, 1992). Harding andothers (1990)
and Mattingly andBretthauer(1992) consideredsea level tobe amajor control on
developmentof theAlba fan, butgave no explanation as to why. Newton and
Flanagan (1993) reinterpreted theAlbasands as theproduct of high-density turbidity
flowswhich deposited sands in a pre-existing unleveederosional channelbasedon
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the fact thatthey are massive andclean (up to 35% porosity and5 D permeability)
and theproposed levee faciesis, in fact, autocthonoushemipelagicshalerather than
submarine overbankfines.
Biostratigraphy
Biostratigraphically signficantmicropaleontologic study of theNorth Seabasin
has focusedon two major microfossil groups: foraminifera andpalynomorphs.
Diagnostic diatoms andradiolarians are present only in a few parts ofthesection.
Foraminifera are oflimited chronostratigraphic utility but are goodindicatorsof
benthicandplanktic paleoenvironments. Dinoflagellates,spores,andpollenhave
beenestablishedas excellent ageindicators. However, insofar as they are generally
distributed
over large areas or terrestrially derived, they are not representative ofthe
paleoenvironments of the marine rocks in which they are found. They may beused
to infer regional paleoclimates. Some dinoflagellatesare thought to be sensitiveto
water temperatures (Bujak andMudge, in press).
ThePaleogeneof theNorth Seais characterizedby anenigmatic assemblage of
agglutinatedforaminifera, first documentedin onshoreGerman wells by Staeshe and
Hiltermann(1940). GradsteinandBerggren (1981) provided a detailedaccount,
including taxonomy, ofthe agglutinatedfauna foundin centralNorth Seawells
between the topof theDanian andbaseof the Oligocene. Similar assemblages
occur simultaneously in alpine flysch basins,suchas theCarpathian flysch ofPoland
(Grzybowski, 1898), theNewfoundlandcontinentalmargin (Labrador Basin), and
North Sea. Inferred common paleoecological conditionsofthese areas include
rapid depositionoforganic-rich, carbonate-poor elastics under somewhatrestricted
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bottom water circulationconditions leading to low pH andEhin at least 200 meters
ofwater(Gradstein andBerggren, 1981).
Calcareous foraminiferaare foundin wells penetrating shelfsectionsin the
Paleogeneofthe North Seabasin andthroughout thebasin in theNeogene,
apparently as a result of an overall shallower basin by this time. King (1983)
identified twocalcareous Paleogene biofacies:an "innersublittoral"assemblage and
an "outer sublittoral - epibathyal" group. He alsorecognized agglutinating fora-
minifera, theso-called Rhabdammina biofacies,in thebasincenter .
King (1983; minor revisions in 1989)proposed Cenozoicbiozonations
composed ofinterval zones for thebenthic (17 zones) and planktic (16 zones)
foraminifera. Within this scheme, theEocene was dividedinto four parts based
uponranges of36 species ofbenthicforaminiferaand six species ofplanktic
foraminifera. Eachinterval isdefinedby thehighest occurrence of a single
particularly widespreador diagnostic species andis furthercharacterizedby other
species which typically occur within the zone. Thebiozonationincludedonly a few
agglutinated species, very muchreducing itsutility in the centerof thebasinwhere
agglutinants dominatethe biofacies. Age control on the biostratigraphywas
provided by correlationtonearby northwestEuropean sections containingthe
planktic foraminiferaandnannoplankton found in standard biozonations(e.g. Blow,
1969; Martini, 1971) as well as a few planktic index fossils which
occur in theNorth
Sea Basin, such as Globigerinatheka index.
Dinoflagellates are common in theNorth Sea Cenozoicandare thebasis of a
number ofbiostratigraphic zonations consideredto beof stratigraphic resolution
superior to foraminiferal zonations. loakim (1979) dividedtheTertiary section in
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theNorway 16/1-1 well intonine biozones. More comprehensive regional studies
by Costa andManum (1988) andPowell (1988) furtherdividedtheTertiary section
andrelated the zones to surrounding outcrops andto nannoplankton zones. Bujak
andMudge (inpress) erected themost robust and highest resolution biozonationin
the area. They identified eightdinocyst zones and 32 subzonesin theEocene
(Figure 1.8) which they related to genetic stratigraphic sequences(Mudge and
Bujak, 1994), and tiedclosely to onshore nannofossilzones thus providingaccurate
correlationto globalchronostratigraphy. Eachzoneand subzonecorreponds to the
highest occurrence or highest abundantoccurrence of one or more species amonga
succession which is consistentthroughout the study area.
Gradsteinand others (1992, 1994) produced thefirst combinedforaminiferal and
dinoflagellatecyst zonationfor theCenozoic, andtheonly schemeconstructed
using relatively objective quantitativetechniques (Figure 1.8). They apply methods
ofRanking and Scaling (RASC) and graphic correlation (STRATCOR) to determine
themost probable sequence(or average) occurrence offaunal events in 33 wells
(Figure 1.9; first presented in Gradstein andothers, 1988). Aproduct ofthe RASC
methodis the "interfossil distance", which represents the degree ofinterchange-
abilityofadjacent events,which actually include last occurrences of fossils and
othereventsconsideredsynchronous basinwide, such as log markers, ashbeds,
radiolarianblooms, etc. Events tend tocluster into groups having highintragroup
interchangeability (all occurring about the same time basinwide) and are separated
from othergroupsby low intergroup interchangeability (high
interfossil distance).
Groups are assigned agesbased
on containedindex (wide-ranging) fossils and/or
correlationto age-calibrated sections. Using thesemethods, they dividethe
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Figure 1.8 Composite North Seabiostratigraphic chart. All biozonationsare
plotted relative to the global"NP" nannofossilzones ofMartini (1971) and
"P"planktic foraminiferal zones ofBlow (1969). Therecent dinoflagellate
zonationby Bujak andMudge (inpress) shows thehighest resolution,
particularly in the lower Eocenesection (Ela-E6a),where eachsubzone
corresponds to the highest occurrence of one or more species. Gradsteinand
others (1992, 1994) interpret aPriabonian hiatusnotrecognized by theother
workers. King (1989) recognizes slightlydifferent zonationsbased on
planktic, benthic, andagglutinated foraminifera.
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Figure 1.9 Aportion of theScaled OptimumSequence ofGradsteinand
others (1988). The dendogram plots optimally ranked events
(microfossil tops, floods, andlog markers) on the y-axis versus their rank
or interfossil distance (interchangeabilitybetween nearby events) on the
x-axis. The Eocene is divisible into four major units andthe late Eocene
(Priabonian)is missing.
Eoceneinto fourzones, and speculate thatUpper Eocene sedimentsmay be missing
from thebasin (Figure 1.8).
SubsidenceAnalysis
VanHinte (1978) introducedthe conceptof geohistory analysis, in which burial
history ofsediments is reconstructedby decompactionofsediments andcorrection
forpaleowater depth. Steckler and Watts (1978; andGuidishandothers, 1985) de-
veloped methodsforevaluatingtectonic subsidenceby removal ofeffects from sedi-
mentloading andeustatic sea level fluctuations. Calculationsof this sort have been
madeon North Seasediments as a means ofunderstanding the geodynamics ofthe
basin, particularly with reference to theamountof stretching duringtherift phase
versus post-rift thermal subsidence(Sclater andChristie, 1980; Wood andBarton,
1983; Thome andWatts, 1989). Nielsen andothers (1986) mapped Cenozoic
subsidencepatterns from a distributionofwells which allowedthemto infer depo-
centers ofdifferential load-inducedsubsidence,such as theViking Graben andOuter
Moray Firthduring thePaleogene.
1.3 Objectives
The published work describedaboveincludes many studieswhich are subreg-
ional in scopeor,if regional, focusuponone particular aspect ofthe geology, such
as thebiostratigraphy. Thepurposeof this study isto produce an integrated regional
stratigraphic framework for theNorth SeaEocene, within which to conductlocal
biofaciesand subsidenceanalyses, and toattempttounderstand controls on seq-
uence development. This is summarized as fourmain objectives:
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(1) To describe the geometry,bounding surfaces,distribution,thickness,and
lithofaciesofEocene sequencesusing seismicand well data, andinterpret
their component depositional systemsand sedimentsources.
(2) To describe andevaluatethe foraminiferalbiofacies in a representative well,
bothqualitativelyand quantitatively,interpret paleoenvironmental conditions
they representandcomparetheresults with theseismic andlog lithofacies
sequencesin thewell.
(3) Using themost accuratelithologic informationavailable andpaleobathymetry
derivedfromthe benthicforaminiferal biofacies, perform subsidenceanalysis
on Eoceneandyoungersediments for a well in order tounderstandthe history
oftectonicsubsidenceandrates ofsediment accumulation.
(4) By synthesizingresults from the first threeobjectives withprevious work,
attemptto interpret thefactors most likely tohave contributedtosequence
development,particularly differentiating betweentectonics, eustasy,sediment
supply, andclimate.
1.4Database
Primary data for the study includereflection seismic, well log, andpaleontologic
data(summarized in Table 1.1). Seismic informationincludes about7,500 kilo-
meters of 1980's vintageregional data acquired by GECO for NOPEC (Norwegian
Exploration Consultants) anddonatedfor use in a study of the Cenozoicbasin by
Professor William Galloway's depositionalsystems study groupat the University of
Texas at Austin(Galloway andothers, 1993; Reinsborough, 1993; Garber, in prep.,
Liu,in prep.). Thelines spanthe Cenozoic basinwith most orientedclose to reg-
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Table
1.1
Summary
of
data
used
in
this
study.
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TYPE
DESCRIPTION
SOURCE
Seismic
approx.
7,500
kilometers
GECO
regional
multichannel
reflection
seismic
data:
-1981
vintage
CGT81
grid,
Central
Graben
area
-1982
vintage
CNST82
grid;
Moray
Firth
area
-lines
6,
17,
19
reprocessed
in
1988
-1984
vintage
NNST84
grid;
Viking
Graben
area
NOPEC
Wireline Logs
13
Danish
sector
composite
logs
157
Norwegian
sector
logs
204
U.K.
sector
composite
logs
Gr,
sonic typically
only
Gr,
sonic
Gr,
sonic,
lith,
velocity
donation*,
purchase
donation*,
purchase
donation*,
purchase
Paleonto- Control
3
1
wells:
Gradstein
foraminiferal
biostratigraphy
30
wells:
interpreted
foraminiferal/palynological
tops
1
well:
(U.K.
Union
9/12-2)
10
meter
ditch
cuttings
Published,
shared
donation* Unocal
U.K.
Ltd
*
log
donors:
Amoco,
Marathon,
BP,
Statoil
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ional strike or dip (Figure 1.10). Line spacing averagesabout 40 kilometers which
is enough to identify patterns from line toline which are significantover large areas
(notethatthebasinis about400 kilometers wide by 1100 kilometers long). Thedata
are divided into threemajor surveys, thenorthern NNSTB4series, central CNSTB2
lines, andsouthernCGTBI grid. Because thesecorrespond to geologically mean-
ingful divisions (NNST covers theViking Graben, CNST theMoray Firth, CGTthe
Central Graben), correlationis generally straightforward within each grid, butnot so
simple from one survey to thenext,a problem exacerbatedby minimal overlap of tie
lines betweensurveys (particularly the NNST and CNST grids).
Becausetheseismic datawere regional in scopewhen acquired andprocessed,
the paper copiesprovided for this study were displayed atrelatively small scales (50
traces per inchhorizontalandtwoinches per secondvertical). By petroleum ind-
ustry standards,thisisa compressed scale. Asa result, only relatively large features
are expected tobe resolvable. Itis possible that localized geologicfeatures, such as
narrow incised canyons,slump scars, low-reliefmounds, leveed channels, and
others are beyond resolution in thesedata.
Well logs were available fromover 500petroleum explorationand development
wells drilled in the UK, Norwegian, and Danish sectors acquired through purchase
fromlog vendorsanddonation from project sponsors. Of these,about 350are full
scalelog suites, including atleast gamma-ray andsoniclogs. Spontaneous potential,
or "sp", logs are not normally acquired in thebasindueto the use of saline drilling
mud andthe difficultyof groundingthe tool on offshoreplatforms. Many logs from
theUK sector are "composite" logs, filedby theoperatorin accordancewith
Figure 1.10Indexmap showing locationsofreflection seismic lines and
wells used in this study as well as exploration quadrantnumbers (outline)
usedto identify well locationsandinternationalsector boundaries for
Norway, United Kingdom, Netherlands,and Germany (dashed lines).
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governmentregulations, which include gamma,sonic, drilling,coring and casing
information, mud logs andageinterpretations. Norwegian logs oftendo not include
any such ancillary information, but show only the curves. A furtherproprietary log
suiteincludes curves displayedin two-way travel time for seismic correlation.
While useful for well/seismicties and correlation,theselogs were not usedin
lithologicmapping because of their small scale.
Mud logs, lithologic summaries based on drill uttings, are crucial indicators of
lithology since the North Seagamma-ray logs tendtobe inconsistentdue to the
variable mixtureof sand, silt and mud through theEocenesection. Gamma readings
indicating cleansandin one well may correspond tosiltstonein another, for ex-
ample. Examination ofwell cuttings at theBritish GeologicalSurvey Core Store in
Edinburgh, Scotland,confirmedthe high degree ofaccuracy of themudlogs, in part
attributableto the relatively modem exploration of theNorth Sea andexpenseof
offshore drilling.
Most of the North Sea Cenozoicsedimentsare poorly consolidated,particularly
the sandswhichhaveporosities averaging about35% andpoorrecovery in cores.
Whereas Eoceneageelastics are lithified sandstones
andshales in
manybasins.
North Sealithologic logs indicatemuds, clays,and unconsolidatedor weakly ce-
mented sands gradingtomudstones, claystones, shales, and sandstonesin thePaleo-
cene or lower Cretaceoussection.
Paleontologic datawere available in varying degrees ofdetail andusefulnessand
only for select wells, ranging from unsubstantiatedage interpretationsto faunal lists.
EstablishedNorth Sea Cenozoicbiostratigraphy relies on bothforaminiferal and
palynological microfossils as age-indicators, with thelatter being consideredmore
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reliable for purposesofcorrelation (e.g. consistentage indicators). Commercial
interests, such as RobertsonResearchandBP, havesubjectively erected operational
biostratigraphic zonations for theseorganisms, including thefirst occurrence,last
occurrence, andacme (maximum development)ofkey taxa(those which are the
most widespread). These generalizedzonations are widely usedin industry. How-
ever, the uniquenature ofthe faunal assemblages which lived ateachwell location,
convolved with thesetofvariablesincluding reworking, preservation, andborehole
contaminationaffecting theirultimate appearanceunder the microscope, make each
site a special case. With this in mind, theageinterpretations,for example, which
appearon compositelogs are gratifyingto theextent they agree with interpretations
basedon other information. However, withoutknowledge of theparticular criteria
used to assignthe ages,it wouldbe foolish to place suchemphasis on them as to
forcecorrelations inconsistentwith otheravailabledata.
Gradstein andothers (1988,1992, 1994) published a probabilistic biostrati-
graphy of33 wells in the North Seabasedon the most likely order offirst occ-
urrence of foraminiferaandothereventsin thosewells (described above). Thetops
of their fourEocene biozones for eachof29 North Seawells were madeavailableby
Felix Gradstein(Canadian Geological Survey, Halifax) (Figure 1.8). These object-
ive, quantitativeinterpretations were given considerableweight in correlating the
well logs andnearby seismic data,particularly thebase Eocene,topYpresian, and
top Eocenemarkers.
Ditch cuttings were acquired for two wells located directly on seismic lines on
theouter partofthe ShetlandPlatform, intersecting all five sequences,with the
intention ofstudying both ofthem. Samples from tenmeter intervals were acquired
for UK 9/8-4and UK 9/12-2. Cuttings from the former were acquired at theBritish
GeologicalSurvey Core Store facility in Edinburgh, Scotland. Unfortunately, the
sample sizes were quitesmall (as were most samples at therepository) and didnot
proveuseful.As a result, effortswere madetoacquire larger sample sizes through
industry. Unocal UK Ltdprovided adequatelylarge samples from UK 9/12-2 and
the study proceeded. The very sparse occurrence offoraminiferain thesesamples
confirmedthatprocessing andpicking ofthe much smaller samples from theUK
9/8-4 well wouldbe fruitless.
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Chapter Two
METHODOLOGY
Thepurposeof this chapter isto briefly discuss issues related to themethods
appliedto thedata beforedescribing theresults in successive chapters. Some of
the methods are straightforward (mapping, log correlation, foraminiferal analysis)
whereas others may be consideredunorthodox(quantitative analysis) or even contro-
versial (genetic sequencestratigraphy), thelatter requiring explanation.
2.1 Methods ofSequence Stratigraphic Analysis
Themethodsemployed are a modificationofthe type ofintegrated sequence
stratigraphic analysis widely practiced in academiaandindustry, combiningseismic,
wireline log, andbiostratigraphic information. Identificationof sequences was init-
ially madefrom seismic dataon which the stratal geometries,including surfacesof
onlap, downlap,andtoplap constituting conventionalsequence boundaries,are visi-
bleand mappable (Figure 2.1; Vail andothers, 1977). These geometries define the
basic stratigraphicunits andtheir relationship to one anotherin terms ofrelative
position, thickness, anddistribution,while alsoallowinginterpretation of relative
sea level changes, sedimentsources,andtectonic influences.
A variation ofsequencestratigraphy proposedby Galloway (1989a)
is a useful
means ofunderstanding basinevolutionanda logical approach tobasin analysis.
Based on concepts setforth by Frazier (1974), Galloway's "genetic sequence strati-
graphy" recognizes the same surfacesandstratal geometries as thosedescribedby
theExxon group, butplaces more emphasis on regional floodingsurfaces as prac-
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Figure 2.1 Exxon-type depositional sequencestratigraphic model depiciting
depositionalsystems tracts andtheirbounding surfaces (after Haq and others, 1988).
Geometry shown in top figure isin depth (as on a cross section), on bottom is in
geologictime (as on a Wheeleror chronostratigraphic diagram).
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tical sequenceboundaries.Thebasisof theparadigm is that duringperiods ofbasin
margin transgression, paleogeographies are redefinedand drainagesystems reorg-
anized. Thus, the arrayof depositionalsystems represented by therocks within a
single "depositionalepisode" (Figure 2.2) is a logical succession of genetically
related systems sharing common basinpaleogeography, source area(s), andsedi-
ment dispersal pathways. Regional depositional episodes may be furthersubdivided
intolocalized depositional events,composed ofprogradational, aggradational, and
retrogradational stacking patterns (Xue and Galloway, 1993) comparable to the de-
positional sequence's parasequencesets andcomponenthighstand,lowstand, and
transgressive systems tracts (Van Wagonerand others, 1988;Figure 2.3). In many
basins, including the GulfofMexico (Armentrout, 1991;Schaffer, 1990; Galloway,
1989b; Miller, 1989;Coleman, 1990) andNorth Sea(UnderhillandPartington,
1993), floodingsurfaces (often seismic downlap surfaces) are represented by radio-
active shales widely correlatable on gamma-ray logs, in contrastto the localized
"unconformity" anddifficult toidentify "correlativeconformity" ofMitchum and
others(1977). If fact, the high degree ofcorrelatabilityofhigh gamma markers in
the North Seahas beendemonstrated forJurassic sedimentsby Underhill and
Partington (1993) andPartington and others (1993), andforPaleogene deposits by
Knox andothers (1981) andMudge andCopestake (1992). Galloway (1989a) also
stressed theimportance ofregional tectonicsas an influenceon sediment source
areas andthe quantity andtextureofclastic sedimentspreserved in asequence,and
the role of slopeand basinfloor depositionduring thetransgressive phase via
retrogradational slumping.
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Figure 2.2. Chronostratigraphic representation of a depositionalepisode (Frazier,
1974) illustratinglateral andvertical depositionalenvironmentassociationsin a
single basinmargin pulse of sediment(after Galloway, 1989a).
Figure 2.3. Comparison ofVail/Exxondepositionalsequence model with Galloway
genetic stratigraphic sequencemodel. Surfacesrecognized are the same but
packaging and namingofcomponentsisdifferent (after Xueand Galloway, 1993).
For thisproject, seismic sequenceswere first identifiedusing theanalytical
techniques ofMitchum and others (1977), thencorrelated through thewell log data
using themethodology ofGalloway (1989a) wherein thesequence
boundariesare
condensedintervals. Seismicdownlapsurfaces are condensedintervals so the
correlationto the tie-well is straightforward. However, where the stratal surface
correlatedon seismic is one ofonlap, indicatinghiatus and/orsubaerial or submarine
erosion, thecondensedsectionin the overlying transgressive system tract is the sur-
faceusedin log correlation. In the North SeaPaleogene, thethintransgressive de-
posits relative to lowstand deposits (Neal, 1992) typically results in a small strati-
graphic distance betweentheseismic (depositional sequence) andwell log (genetic
stratigraphic sequence) boundaries.
Their are several possible causes for the condensedsectionsobserved in the
NorthSea, including transgression associated with relative rise ofsea level, decrease
in sediment supply, and/orincrease in tectonicsubsidence(Mudge andBujak,
1994). This differs from their interpretation according to both the depositional
sequenceparadigm (Loutit andothers, 1988; VanWagoner andothers, 1990) and
genetic stratigraphic sequencemodel (Galloway, 1989a). Both schemes restrict
major marine condensedsection development toperiods ofrelative or eustaticrise of
sealevelandconsequentbasinmargin flooding. Theterm "sequence", unless further
specified, is henceforthusedin a generic sense in this work sincethe sequences and
sequenceboundariesused donot adhere strictly to thedefinitions of depositional se-
quencesnor genetic stratigraphic sequences.
Wells for whichpaleontologic datasuitable for correlation purposeswere
availablewereused to datesequences andimportant unit boundaries.These were
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chiefly the33 wells studiedby Gradsteinandothers (1992, 1994) andaboutten
others with proprietary information. Where thecombinationofseismicand well log
data did notprovide a uniqueinterpretation of the correlation,paleontologicage in-
formation
was especially useful. Cross sectionsderivedfrom both seismic interpret-
ations andreduced-scaledigital well logs were useful for bothcorrelationpurposes
and in visualization ofthe larger patterns andtrends in basinfilling.
2.2 MethodsofLithostratigraphic Analysis andMapping
Oncethe sequencescomprising theEocene section were identified and corre-
latedon seismic dataand well logs, lithostratigraphic maps ofthe distributionof
sedimentthickness andframework sands
were
drawn. Framework
or bed-loadsand
distribution reveals the skeletalarchitecture ofa clastic sediment dispersal system
and provides an indication ofsedimentsourcesandcomponentdepositional systems
(Galloway and Hobday, 1983). Althoughit is oftendesirableto have a structure
map for eachunit underconsideration, in order to assess the influenceofstructure
on sediment dispersal andaccumulationpatterns,North SeaEocene structureis so
simple thatmaps of successivestructural datums basically reflectthe infill of sedi-
ment from one sequenceto thenext, an evolution betterstudied withisopach maps.
A structuremap at thebase of theEocene sets the scene for subsequentEocene de-
position. In addition,for eachsequence, isopach, net sandstone, percent sandstone,
log facies and paleogeographic maps were compiled.
Isopach maps ofeachsequence were created by subtracting the depthat thetop
ofeachsequence from thatof theunderlying sequenceboundary. As with the base
Eocene structure,seismic datawere incorporated toaccurately map the updip limits
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ofeachunit and inter-well variationsin sequencethickness. Time-to-depth conver-
sion was madeusing thenearest or otherwise most applicablevelocity information,
either avelocity log (preferred) or seismic stacking velocities. Maps ofthe unit
thickness are useful for understanding its distribution, sedimentsources,and depo-
centers.
For purposes ofsandstoneidentification, it was necessary toestablish a gamma-
ray reading which was considered toreflect the presenceofreasonably clean sand
within eachwell. A common practice is toestablisha shalebaseline, a gamma-ray
or spontaneous-potentialreading which characterizes theshaleunits, thenassign a
particular distance, such as halfway from thebaselineto themaximum sanddeflec-
tion, as the sandstonecutoff. As discussed above, thereis not agamma-ray cutoff
which is useful basinwideoreven regionally in theNorth Seabasin todifferentiate
sand fromsilt. In thePaleoceneand Eocenesection, this is partly attributableto the
varying fraction ofclay-rich pyroclastics oflow naturalradioactivity in thesedi-
ments (Berstand and Dypvik, 1982). Wells with compositelogs, most ofwhich in-
clude reliable lithologic information, were straightfoward. For wells without other
information, gamma-ray cutoffvalueswere estimated from interpretations of sandi-
ness basedon knownsandstoneintervals (such as theFrigg sandstone, where pre-
sent) or extrapolatedfrom nearby wells. Oncea cutoffvalue is determinedfor a
well, its applicationto theEocenesection allows calculationofthe net sandthick-
ness andsandpercentage(Figure 2.4).
Net sandmaps show thetotal thicknessofsandfor eachsequence. While net
sand mapsindicatethe absoluteamountof sandwithin a unit,percent sandmaps
indicate therelative sandiness, regardless of thetotal thickness. Themaps are often
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Figure 2.4. Methodofunit thickness,net sandandpercentsand calculation.
similar, but can show differingtrends in sand distributionrelated bothto sourcing
andreworking. If cleansandis being deliveredto thebasin, thehighest sandper-
centagesshould be updip while the thickestaccumulations may be more dependent
on accommodationspace which is higher downdip. If a mixed sandandmud or
mud-dominated system supplies sediment, thecleanestsands may be foundin areas
ofhighest marine energy(which winnows out mud), such as shorezones, shelves
subjected to strong tidal currents,or deeper areas with contouror otherpowerfulcur-
Log facies maps were constructedby classifying thepatterns of the sandy inter-
val on thegamma-raylogs in eachsequence. Selley (1976, 1979)has shownthat
log patterns in the North Sea are a useful indicatorof depositionalenvironment. His
classificationdivides logs into four categories: (1) serrate patternsrepresenting thin-
ly interbeddedsandstoneand shale,(2) blocky patternswith abrupt baseandtop
contacts,(3) upward-fining motifs with abrupt bases, and(4) upward-coarsening
grain-size trends with abrupt tops. When combinedwith thepresenceor absenceof
glauconite,as an indicator ofopenmarine conditions,carbonaceousdetritus, signify-
ing terrigenous or deltaic conditionsandlack ofmarine reworking, or both,an indi-
catorofrapid transportof shallow deposits intodeeper water), theseprovide a basis
for depositional environmentinterpretations (Figure 2.5). Selley's workillustrates
theutility oflog motifs, although the glauconiteandcarbonaceousmaterial qualifi-
cations are not always possible with North Seawells unless a mud log is available.
Furthermore, thedifferentiationbetween, for example,deltaic andsubmarinefan
environmentsis well-constrainedby theseismic and lithostratigraphic mappingof
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Their map distributionindicatedthat ofthe teninitially definedlog motifs, five were
themost diagnostic(Figure 2.6). Log facies Ais ablocky (sharp base andtop)
bedded ormassive sandwithin asand-rich interval (often the entireEoceneis sand-
rich in suchintervals) interpreted torepresent an aggradational inner shelfor shore-
faceenvironment. Facies B isa blocky, typically massive singleor multiplesand
unitswithin a mud-rich interval interpreted as a shelfal tidalridge orsubmarine
turbidite channelin the slopeor basin setting. Facies Cis an erratic, spiky log pat-
ternwith multiplesands which thinand fineupward within anoverall mud-domi-
natedinterval interpreted torepresent slope turbiditesor distal basin-floor fanand
apron deposits. Facies D is singleor multipleupward-coarsening sands within a
sand-richinterval indicatingprogradation which couldbe indicativeof a proximal
submarinefan environment, shorezoneor shelf, thedistinctionbetween shouldbe
discerniblefrom thelarger basin geometry. Facies E is an upward-finingand thin-
ning sandor setof sands in an overall retrogradational geometry which could indi-
cate fan lobe abandonmentin mud-rich interval or thetransgressive innershelfand
shorezonedeposits ofa shelfenvironment. Note thatmany unitsmay show ele-
ments ofmore thanone log pattern, such as upward-fining sands in thebase of the
sectionoverlainby blocky sands. In such cases,it was necessary to decidewhich
patternmore accurately characterizedthesequenceas a whole.
Aprincipal goalof studying thedistributionoflithofaciesin eachsequenceis to
interpret the depositionalsystems framework. Theinterpreted array of depositional
systems containedby eachsequenceoughtto be consistent with otherobservations
and interpretations. Among theseare seismic stratigraphic relationships including
stratal geometries andseismic facies (reflection amplitudeand continuity), litho
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logic information from well logs, and three-dimensionallithofaciesdistributionsde-
fined by net sand,percentsand, andlog motif maps. Log motif mapping commonly
provides an approximationof the depositionalsystems distributionin thatcommon
log patternsoftenrepresent a common depositionalsetting (Galloway, 1968;Fisher,
1969; Selley, 1976;Galloway and Hobday, 1983;Armentroutand others, 1993;
Xue, 1994). North Sea Eocene depositional systems include marine clastic envi-
ronments on the shelf, slopeandbasin. No major delta systems were observed
seismicallyand none were inferred from mapping, although Condonandothers
(1992) documentedareally restricted middleEocenetidally-influenceddeltaic de-
posits from boreholeson theEast ShetlandPlatform. Thebasicrangeofimportant
depostionalsystems were tide, storm, and wave-reworkedshelf systems, sandy
progradational andmuddy retrogradational slope aprons,and basinalsubmarinefan
systems. These depositionalsystems andotherpertinent information were compiled
on a series ofpaleogeographic maps.
2.3 MethodsofBiofacies Analysis
Foraminiferal biofaciesanalysis of theEocene sectionon theoutershelf was per-
formed using ditch cuttings acquired for Unocal well UK 9/12-2. Followingstan-
dard techniques for samplepreparation (boilingin sulfinatedamine to disaggregate,
sieving at63 pm, drying), all theforaminifera in each sample were picked and iden-
tifiedwith theaid of a binocularmicroscope. Relative abundancesofkey species
andgroupsof species were plotted against depth todetermine their variationrelative
to the interpreted seismic sequences. Quantitative analyses, chiefly cluster analysis,
were performed toestablisha more robust, objective groupingof the biofaciesrepre-
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sentedby each sample. A model was applied which allowedinterpretation of their
paleoenvironmental andpaleobathymetric significance which was compared to the
interpretations from thestratal geometries andlog lithofacies.
2.4 MethodsofSubsidenceAnalysis
Geohistory, or subsidenceanalysis, is a methodofsequentially decompacting
andremoving sedimentary layers ("backstripping") in order to deducetheir original
thickness, crustal subsidencedue toloadingby water andsediment, andsubsidence,
including negative subsidence(uplift), attributableto tectonics. By strippingoffthe
layers ofpost-Eocene sediment for wells in the basin, one can estimate theamount
of tectonicsubsidencein the Eoceneandcompare it to that predicted by geodynami-
cal models or toregional tectonichistory. Furthermore, by decompacting thesedi-
ments, we can determine therelative rates of sedimentaccumulationin thebasin.
Anequationrelating thepertinent factors which combineto produce subsidence
in sedimentary basinswas developed by Steckler and Watts (1978). Theequation
equatestectonicsubsidenceto thecombinedeffectsof sediment andwater loading
given aparticular basementresponsetoloading:
where
Y = loaded basementdepth
O = lithospheric response toloading
S* = uncompacted sediment thickness
Pa = mean density of theaesthenosphere (3.40 g/cm^)
Y = <d[s* fPa Ps 1- ASLf- ll + (WD - ASL)
[ J [pa-pw JJ
ps* = mean density ofuncompacted sediments
pw
= mean density ofsea water (1.0 g/cm3)
WD = interpreted water depth at time ofburial
ASL = height ofsea level relative to today
Bond andKominz (1984) developeda computerprogram tosolve the subsi-
dence equation given a sedimentary sectionofknown thickness, lithology (including
density and porosity), diageneticcementation (including externally derived cement),
geologic age,andpaleowater depth. Theleast well-constrained variables in the
Eoceneofthe North Seaare, in orderof decreasing uncertainty, paleowater depth,
originalporosity, degreeof cementation,and absoluteage.
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Chapter Three
SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, North SeaEocene sequencesare definedanddocumented,in-
cluding their stratal architectureandbounding surfaceson seismic andwell log data.
Thehierarchy of features, from the surfacesbounding theEocenesection, to the se-
quence boundaries, to intrasequence geometries andlithologies, are presented and
discussed. Followingdefinitionofeachsequence,it is illustrated on seismic lines
and well log cross sectionswhich demonstrateits attributesthroughout thebasin.
Initial well andseismic correlationdefinedthe top and baseof the Eocenewithin
the Cenozoic basinfill. ThebaseEocene, top of thelower Eoceneandtop of
Eoceneare boundarieswhich are commonly marked in compositewell logs andare
within theresolution ofthe paleontologicinformation provided by F. Gradstein
(Canadian Geological Survey). Using thesedata,rigorous correlationsof thebase
and topof theEocenewere madeand reconciledwith the work on the Paleocene
(Liu,in prep.) and Oligo-Miocene (Garber, in prep.). Oncethesebounding surfaces
were established,finer subdivisionsof theEocenewere made.
Five sequencesare definedwithin theEocene andhave been informally named
basedon lithostratigraphic nomenclaturein use when they were first defined. It is
important to re-emphasize thatthesesequences are defined, chiefly, by bounding
condensedintervals ofchronostratigraphic significance. Thelithostratigraphic units
afterwhich they are named are , naturally, defined basedon their lithology andmay
be time-transgressive. By adopting the names of significantlithostratigraphic units
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which are containedwithin the sequence,theintention is toimpart recognition of
their approximate stratigraphic position to thosefamiliar with North Sea stratigraphy
(as practiced by Mudge and Bujak, 1994).
The sequencesare, from baseto top, Frigg, Lower Hordaland, UpperHordaland,
BeltonandThet. Therelationship betweenthesesequences andpublished lithos-
tratigraphy is shownin Figure 1.5. Thesequencesrecord theevolution from the
deep-water, sand-dominatedPaleocene to the shoal-water, mud-dominated
Oligocene. TheFrigg sequenceshares attributes oftheForties Formation while the
Beltonis more similar to the lower Oligocene. Figure 3.1is a digitized interpretive
section digitizedfrom seismic line CNST 82-6, a line extending downthe axis of the
Moray Firth. Theline is a key illustration ofPaleogene sequences as it follows the
axis of sediment input, andincludes themost representativegeometry of the se-
quences. Thick sand-prone sequences displayingcontinuousreflections on the
ShetlandPlatform become thin, muddy, andshow poorreflection continuityin the
basin andonlap theNorwegianplatform. Stratigraphically, theFrigg is basin-cen-
teredandonlapping, while theHordalandsequences are preserved marginward,
downlappingthe Frigg andbuilding across thebasin.TheBelton sequenceis a thin
unit with
a Norwegian componentofsedimentinput. TheThet is aprograded wedge
ofsedimentperched along themargin of theShetlandshelf.
Figure 3.2 is adigital rendering ofline 84-4which crosses the ShetlandPlatfonn
and Viking Grabenabout 150kilometersnorthofline 82-6. At this position the
Viking Grabenis considerably wider andshallower. Thecontrastbetweenthe thick
accumulation ofEocenesediments(about one secondtwo-way travel time) on the
British margin versus the thinnersection (about 200milliseconds) on theeastern
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Figure 3.1. Digitized line drawing of sequence boundaries on seismic line CNSTB2-6 (see Figure 3.5 for location map). Arrows indicate reflector
terminations. This line parallels the axis of Eocene sediment input into the basin and displays typical stratal geometries which define the sequences.
Gamma ray log from a well on the shelf displays an upward-coarsening sandy Eocene section while another in the Viking Graben shows sand bodies
with blocky log motifs encased in mudstone.
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sideis apparent. Thesequencegeometries are comparable to those in line 82-6.
However, the Lower Hordalandlaps out fartherwest andtheBelton is considerably
thicker in theViking Graben. Eocene (and Paleocene) sedimentsare erodedalong
the HordaPlatform.
Figures 3.1 and3.2include markings of the shelf-edgeandtoe of slope for each
sequence. These physiographic features are important inflections betweenthe shelf,
slope, andbasinenvironments. Traction deposition andmodificationby wave, tide
and current activity dominateshelfsedimentationwhereas gravity flow dominatesin
the slopeandbasin setting. Themodels ofpredicted sequencegeometry by Vail
and others (1977) specificallyaddress therelationships between packages in eachof
these
areas and formerly definedsequenceboundariesin relation to them(Type 1
falls were beyond the shelfedge).
Delineationof the shelf-edgeand toeof slopein North Sea transects is difficult
becauseof theundulatory nature of thebasinstructureowing toits compositionof a
mosaic ofelementssuch thatmultiple inflection points are visible on each dip pro-
file. In this study, the shelf-edgewas interpreted basedon seismic geometry and
well log character. In general, on the shelf,particularly the ShetlandPlatform, high-
amplitude continuousreflections correspond to sand-prone sectionsin wells (e.g.
Figure 3.10). At the shelf-edge, commonly an inflectionpoint along a seismic dip
section, reflection continuity decreasesdowndip as gravity processes replace traction
as thedominant modeofsedimentation(e.g. Figure 3.7) andsand/mud ratios tend to
decrease. Thetoe ofslope divides the slope from thebasinfloor, which is takento
be the nearly flatcentermost portion of theViking Graben and Central Graben areas.
Reflectioncontinuityon the basinfloor in theNorth Sea canbe quitelow to chaotic
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(e.gFigure 3.16) since basinal sedimentsare chiefly heterolithic, gravity-resedi-
menteddeposits. Basin floor fanswith blocky log motifs, such as the Frigg Fan in
thebasinal Viking Graben, are differentiatedfrom line-source fed slope aprons such
as theBruce accumulationon the Beryl Terrace.
With this brief overview of theEocene sequences andtheir broad geometric re-
lationships in mind, let us consider eachofthe units in detail beginning with a de-
scription of the baseof thesection: theBalderFormation.
3.2 Balder Tuff: baseof the Eocene
As discussedin thesectionon published work,the Balderl Formation, a well-
knownairfall tuffdeposited over much ofnorthwestEurope anddated atabout53.5
Ma, is thelogical division betweenPaleocene andEocenestrata, althoughit falls
abovethe chronologicalEocene boundary (Mudge andBujak, 1994). TheBalder
Formation (Deegan and Scull, 1977;Knox andHolloway, 1992) is essentially
equivalent to theBalder Tuff (Jacque andThouvenin,1975; Malm andothers, 1984)
andto theBalder sequence ofMudge andBujak (1994). It is a conspicuous seismic
andgamma-ray marker duetoits petrophysical properties (decreasing velocity, up-
ward increasing gamma-ray response) which can bereadily identified andtraced
across theseismic grid.
TheBalder Tuffis thelatest and largest in a hierarchy ofPaleogene tephras de-
posited in theNorth Sea. It is theapparentculminationof thehot-spot activity
which uplifted the PaleoceneShetlandPlatform, andis itselfcomposed of a series of
ash beds, up to 28 cm thickeach(Malm andothers, 1984; White, 1988). The for-
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mation averagesabout 50 m thick(Deegan andScull, 1977), generally thickens
northwestward (Knoxand Morton, 1988), andshows a consistent "bell-shaped" log
pattern reflecting increasing gamma-ray and decreasing sonic velocities (Figure 3.3)
attributedto the gradual diminutionof tephra depositionand decreasing thicknessof
individualbeds. That the theBalder Tuff (with its characteristicdiatom component,
Coscinodiscussp. 1) is preserved well ontothe margins ofthe basinwhich indicates
relative sealevel was high during its deposition. Thefact that thelog andseismic
character andash thickness
are uniform over such a largearea suggeststhatlittle
dilutingclastic sedimentwas being deposited in thebasin over the one to two mil-
lion years of tuffaccumulation(Jacque andThouvenin, 1975). Thetuff, then, repre-
sentsa period ofreduced clastic sediment input andis capped by a condensedinter-
val ofbothclastic andpyroclastic sediment starvationmarkedby a gamma-raypeak.
Having establishedthe widespread distributionof theBalder, it is worth noting
thatthereare localized exceptions to the generallylow clastic input. Slope andbasin
sand deposits interfinger with thetuff, implying their contemporaneousdeposition.
TheBalderField (NorwegianBlock 25/10in the east Viking Graben) isan example
and is describedas a complex of southerly-prograded andchannelizedsuprafan
lobes (Sarg and Skjold, 1982). Thereservoir sands atBalderField are well-sorted,
clean, andmassive, as if derived from a source of clean,pre-sorted sandandtrans-
ported cohesively in denseturbidity currents (Hanslien, 1987;Timbrell, 1993;
Jenssen andothers, 1993). Similar deposits occur on theBeryl Terracein the
Gryphon Field, which Newman andothers (1993) interpreted as lowstand fans com-
posed ofamalgamationsof "liquified flows". Timbrell (1993) invokedrelatively
low sea level for lower Balder sandson the Beryl Terrace andlinked themtoshelf
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Figure 3.3 An example ofthecharacteristic log signature of theBalder
Formation. Gamma ray increases while sonicinterval velocities decrease
to forma "bell-shaped" pattern.
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canyonsanddeltaicsediments on theouterShetlandPlatform, andinferred a rapid
rise and floodingby thetop of thesection. This interpretation is consistent with the
54.2 Ma fall and 53.5Ma rise on thecoastalonlap chartofHaq andothers(1988),
assuming Balderbiostratigraphic calibration is sufficient.
3.3 EoceneSequence Definitions
Frigg Sequence
Theoldest sequenceofthe five identified is theFrigg, namedfor the Frigg 1
Field, a giantgas fieldin theViking Graben. TheFrigg is a basin-centered unit,
thickestin theViking Grabenandthinning ontothe ShetlandPlatform where it on-
laps theBalder (Figure 3.1). Like most Paleogene units, it exhibitsmedium tovari-
ableamplitude continuousreflectionson theouter shelfwhich pass gradually into
variable amplitude, discontinuousreflections basinward. Thetop of theFrigg ex-
hibits a highamplitude continuousreflectionin areaswhere it marks thetop of a
thick(100-300 millisecond) sand accumulation. Heritier andothers (1979) had suf-
ficientcontrol to map thesereflectionsand thelargesubmarinefans they represent
(Figure 3.4). Elsewherein the basinal setting, between sandlobes, a condensedsec-
tionaccumulated which can be traced over thetopof theoldersands as a gamma-ray
peak. In its muddier lithofacies, theFrigg can be subdividedon thewireline logs
into twounits with a distinctivereddish colored clay marking thecondensedsection
between the two.This log marker was correlated wherepossible as a "form line"
(e.g. Viking Grabenlogs in Figure 3.17), but thesubdivision is not identifiableor
seismically mappable.
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Figure 3.4 Ypresian (Frigg) sanddistribution in theViking Graben area(after
Heritier and others, 1979). It is apparentthat a closer gridofseismic and wells than
that usedin this study was necessary tomap Frigg sand distributions. Note the
Bruce Fan location on theBeryl Terrace.
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Lower Hordaland
TheLower Hordalandl sequencerepresents a landward shift in submarineonlap
which occurred coincidentwith thefloodingsurface atop theFrigg. Accordingly, it
onlaps theShetlandPlatform to the west ofthe Frigg updippinchout and downlaps
the Frigg sequence(Figures 3.1, 3.2). On theShetlandPlatform, theLower
Hordaland is an overall retrogradational or backstepping package commonly repre-
sented by an upward-fining trendon thegamma log (Figure 3.1). TheLower
Hordaland and succeeding Upper Hordalandare bothmud-dominatedunits, with
sand bodiesconcentratedon theShetlandPlatform and in discrete basinflooraccu-
mulations represented by blocky log patterns,such as thoseproducing oil at thebil-
lion barrel Alba 2 field in thesouthernViking Graben.
Upper Hordaland
TheUpper Hordalandis a mud-dominated,progradationalunit displaying a
basinwardshift in coastalonlap, featuring a prominent downlapsurfaceontothe
Lower Hordalandon theouterShetlandPlatform (Figure 3.1), and deposited over
much of the Cenozoic basinincluding the Norwegian shelfand Central Graben.
Low-angle progradation on theoutershelfis evident on seismic data. Moderately to
highlyradioactive muds are indicated on logs, particularly associatedwith the
downlapsurface and in thebasincenter. Lithologies are sandy on the shelf, strik-
ingly muddy on theoutershelfandupper slope, andmuddy with localized sand
bodies in thebasin center. Limited sandinput from the northern Hordaplatform is
evidentfrom thefew wells availablein theeasternpartof thebasin.
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Belton
A furtherbasinwardshift isrepresented by theBelton sequence,which is thin
overall (less thanabout 100 msec), particularly on the shelf. Like the underlying
Upper Hordaland, theBelton is widespread and includes a secondary componentof
sedimentderivedfrom Norwegian sources. Stratal geometries and lapouts are non-
diagnosticfor the sequence,thinas it is on the shelf,but adistinctmedium tohigh
amplitudeseismic faciesin thebasin distinguishes it from the underlying Hordaland
and overlying, typically low-amplitude Oligocenesequences.The Belton is a dis-
tinct genetic stratigraphic sequencein logs as itis boundedby thin, hemipelagic ra-
dioactivebeds,particularly at thetop which is a basinwide hiatal surface markedby
a strong gamma-raypeak. Lithologically, theBelton is a mixed sandandmud sys-
tem with thin, turbidite sandsindicatedon basin-centerlogs.
Thet
A major basinwardshift in coastalonlap is apparentfrom the outershelfposition
occupied by theupperEoceneThet sequence,a progradational prism ofsediments
visible onseismic along the length of theouterShetlandPlatform (Figure 3.1). The
Thetonlaps theBelton near the Beltonshelfedge and downlaps it near thebaseof
slope. It is displays internally continuousreflections in an offlap geometry indicat-
ing progradation and atleast one furtherbasinwardshift. Mixed sandandmud
lithologiescharacterize this shelf-marginwedge ofsediment. These are typically
massive or upward-coarsening sandbodiesupdip grading laterally to thinnersand
units downdip.
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3.4 Seismic and Well Log Sequence Characterizations
The
purposeofthis sectionis to documenttheEocenesequencesas they are
manifested in seismic and well log data. Because ofthe greatquantity ofanalog and
digital datausedin subdividing and correlating thesequences,it is notpossible to
present all ofit. However, nine representative portions of seismic sectionsare re-
produced andnearly 100 digitizedgamma-ray logs are shownin reduced-scalecross
sections (Figure 3.5).
Representative seismic examples are reproduced toillustrate the stratal geome-
tries displayedby thesequenceson seismic sectionsand on selecteddigitized, time-
converted, gamma-raylog segments. Seismic lapouts, terminationof areflection
against anotherin a way thought stratigraphically meaningful(Mitchum andothers,
1977), are marked with arrows. Most of thereproductions are at the samescale as
thatatwhich the seismicwhich was interpreted. Thevertical exaggeration, basedon
the averagethickness of theEocene sectionin nearby wells, is given butshould be
regarded only as an approximation since thevertical axis is two-way travel time and
A series of cross sections depicting thesequenceexpression on gamma-ray logs
is a useful means ofexaminingthe lithostratigraphic relationships within and be-
tween sequences. Thesections illustrated are buta fractionofthose produced for
correlationpurposes. Thesectionsare displayed in depth (meters), as measured
from mean sea level (by subtracting thekelly bushing height from thelog depth).
Sea level is the datum,as opposed to thetop Eocene, in order to preservethe true
structure ofthe section. This produces acompressed Eocenesection since although
it is generally about one kilometer thick,it spans adepth ofabout2,500meters. For
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Figure 3.5Locationmap indicatingportions ofseismic lines reproduced and wellsin
log cross sectionspresented in succeeding figures. Shading refers toMesozoic
structural elementspresented in Figure 1.1.
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comparison between sections, all are at the same vertical scale, but vary in their
horizontalscale (and,hence, in their vertical exaggeration). All logs are shownat
the
same scale,0-100 APIunits on thegamma-ray. Sandintervals are indicatedfor
theEocene in thewells as determinedfrom thegamma-ray andmud logs (and as
tabulatedfor the lithofaciesmaps). Becausethefocus ofthesesections is the
Eocene, sandwas notindicatedin the Paleoceneor Oligoceneinterval even though
thelogs do extendinto thesesections. Lapout relationships determinedfromthe
seismic data
are indicatedby the half arrows. Upward-fining or -coarsening textural
trends, andupward-thinning or -thickeningofsand beds, are indicatedwith an open
Moray Firth Area
Theouter Moray Firth was an important sediment depocenter duringthe Eocene.
Accordingly, seismic andwell log datain thearea are keys tounderstandingEocene
geology. A well log cross sectionalong line CNST 82-5 (Figure 3.6) includes a
greatthickness(nearly 1000meters) ofEocenesediment preserved in the Outer
Moray Firth. Particularly notableis the accumulationof fine-grained deposits in the
Hordalandunits (such as in UK wells 15/23-3and 15/24-1). This section alsoillus-
trates the typical North SeaEocene sequence geometry: a basin-centered, onlapping
Frigg is followed by thick, muddy Hordalandunits which buildup andout, a thin
Belton, andthefore-shelfprism ofThetsediments. Also, as in thePaleocene, older
sequenceshave sandin basinal systems while youngersequenceshave sand in
marginal systems. To thewest, coarser shelfsediments are preserved in upward-
coarsening Upper HordalandandBeltonsequences (UK wells 14/29-2 and 14/29-1).
Progradation is also evidenced in theThet by upward-decreasing gamma response
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Figure 3.6 Log cross section along seismic line CNSTB2-5. See Figure 3.5 for location. Shaded rectangle indicates position of seismic example shown in Figure 3.14. Sandy updip section near
south Shetland Platform sources to west is distinctly argillaceous at mid-dip position in the Outer Moray Firth. Sharply-bounded basin floor sand bodies found on basin floor in Viking Graben.
Note the thick Lower Hordaland accumulation of mud in the Outer Moray Firth.
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(suchas well UK 15/22-2). In thesouthernViking Graben, sandbodies withblocky
gamma signatures diagnosticofbasinfloor fansare present. Note,however, that the
presenceof theFladen Ground Spur (Figure 3.5) may have directedsedimentdeliv-
ery from the OuterMoray Firth to the southeast,suchthat thebasin-floorsands in
theViking Grabenwere sourcedby proximal depositionalsystems on theouter
ShetlandPlatform rather thantraveling along the dipofline 82-5.
Wells alongline CNST 82-6extend northof82-5onto theShetlandPlatform
(Figure 3.7). Thehigher structuralposition of thewestern wells, relative to those
along82-5, corresponds a higher sandfraction. Upward-coarseningshelfsandbod-
ies are preserved on theplatform. TheFrigg sequenceis divisible into twounits in
some wells and consists ofmud exceptfor localized sandbodieswith blocky log
patternsin the Viking Graben. Thelocalizednature ofthe basinfloorsandbodies is
illustratedby thefifty-meter thick sandin Norwegian well 15/6-3 which is entirely
absentin well 15/9-3 abouttwo kilometers distant.
Interpreted anduninterpreted seismic from dipline CNST 82-6on thesouthern
ShetlandPlatform shows all five sequences,andclear reflectionlapouts are visible
(Figure 3.8). TheFrigg sequenceis relatively thin(80 msec) with internalreflec-
tions which are continuous updip (west) passing downdipinto a thicker sequence
(300 msec) with higher amplitude, less continuousreflections corresponding to
mudstonein well 15/18-2. TheLower andUpper Hordalandhave more continuous
reflectioncharacter displayinga progradational geometryrepresented at thewell lo-
cationby sharply-bounded sandunits encased in mud.
To thesouth, logs from wells along seismic line CNST 82-3 on the Western
Platform reveal about80 meters of sandy, upward-fining Upper Hordalandin the
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Figure 3.7. Log cross section along seismic line CNSTB2-6. See Figure 3.5 for location. Shaded rectangle indicates extent of the
portion of seismic shown in Figure 3.8. A sandy shelfal section is equivalent to mud-prone basinal sequences in which isolated sand
bodies display blocky log patterns. Westernmost wells include upward-coarsening progradational units. TheFrigg sequence can be
subdivided in by a hemipelagic mud in some wells. Thet progradation is apparent on seismic.
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Figure 3.8 A portion of seismic line 82-06 in the Moray Firth. See Figure 3.5 for location map. Mid-dip position includes most Eocene sequences at an
outer shelf position with the shelf to the west (left) and basin to the east (right). Arrows indicate reflection terminations, such as the downlap of the
Upper Hordaland onto the Lower Hordaland, and the onlap of the Belton onto the Upper Hordaland, toplap of intraThet reflections. This line illustrates
the transition from good continuity of reflections on the shelf (to left) grading to less continuous reflections basinward (to right).
CentralGrabenwithin a mud-dominated sectiononlappingthe DanishPlatform to
the east(Figure 3.9). TheFrigg sequenceis thin andmuddy, onlappingthe basin
margin. Hordalandsequences spanthebasin, andinclude sandbodies in the upper
unit. In the CentralGraben(UK wells 22/11-1 and21/14-1) blocky log patterns
correspond to massive, sharply boundedsandbodies. On theDanish Platform,
(Norwegian wells 7/3-1and 17/10-1) serrate log patterns indicateintercalated muds
and silts. Wells in thebasin, (e.g. UK 22/8-1) include goodexamples of a "bow-
shaped" log patternin theEocenesequences.Each genetic stratigraphic sequence
begins witha gamma high,gradually decreasesto a low, then builds back to to a se-
quence-bounding high.This succession is interpreted as sediment starvation,
progradation and depositionofprogressively coarser sediment(all within the mud
and silt grainsize range in this instance), retrogradation, anda return to sediment
starvation.
Strike line CNSTB2-15(Figure 3.10) intersects line CNSTB2-6(Figure 3.8) and
displays an obliqueviewof thestratal geometries. Thestrike section shows gen-
erally higherreflection continuityandamplitudethanthe 82-6lineand a sand-
dominatedlithology at this slightlymore updipposition. TheFrigg sequenceis thin
(about 100msec) and downlappedby the Lower Hordaland,which includes atleast
two internal surfacesindicating downwardshifts in onlap followed by flooding
which resultedin depositionof a radioactivemudstone andgamma-raypeak on the
well logs. ThethinUpper Hordalandonlaps and downlaps theunderlyingunit and,
at well 15/12-1, is capped by a condensedinterval.
Wells alongline CNST 82-15(Figure 3.11) intersect theabovethreelog sections
from the ShetlandPlatform to the Central Graben (Figure 3.5). Shelfal wells indi-
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Figure 3.9 Log cross section along seismic line CNSTB2-3. See Figure 3.5 for location. Relatively thin, shale- and siltstone-dominatedEocene section at
southern end of study area features thin sandy interval on the Western Platform, multiple condensed intervals in the Central Graben and generally good log
marker correlation.
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Figure 3.10 A portion of seismic line 82-15 along the southern East Shetland Platform. See Figure 3.5 for location. The three Eocene sequences
preserved this far updip are predictably sand-prone, as evidenced by the gamma ray logs from two wells. Detailed stratal geometries, as indicated by
arrows marking reflector terminations, include Lower Hordaland downlap onto theFrigg, a minor basinward shift in onlap in the Lower Hordaland, and
onlap of the Upper Hordaland onto the Lower Hordaland. Two subregional onlap surfaces within the Lower Hordaland correlate nicely to peaks on the
gamma ray logs from both wells.
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Figure 3.11 Log cross section along seismic line CNSTB2-15. See Figure 3.5 for location. Despite appearances, this is not a dip section but a
strike section. Updip sands to the northwest were transported across the plane of the section. Note the absence of Eocene sand in Witch
Ground Graben basinal wells. The Western Platform section is notably argillaceous.
catea thick(over 300 meters) sand-dominatedupdipLower Hordaland, including
threelocal subunits (in wells 15/12-1 and 15/17-5). Thesand disappears quite
abruptly andis replaced by a subequal thickness ofsilt and mudin the Witch
Ground Graben(well UK 15/23-4+4; this is thethick mud in the82-5 dip section)
where sharp-based sandunits are foundin the onlappingFrigg. TheThetis thinand
muddy in this updip area. Themuddy sectionextendsinto the Central Grabenwhere
the Frigg andLower Hordaland downlapand pinch out. A discrete, thickFrigg-
equivalent "Tay" sandis preserved at Gannet Field in the Central Graben (see also
Figure 3.13), where, as describedin ChapterOne, it has beeninterpreted as a series
ofprograding slope deposits derivedfrom the WesternPlatform (Armstrong and
others, 1987). Indeed, well UK 22/26a-ldisplays a serratepatternin thelower sec-
tionoverlain by a blocky log pattern,strongly suggestive ofdistal fan turbiditesover
which proximal fan channelsands are preserved. Thick muddy Eocene sediments
are preserved elsewhere in thewestern CentralGraben along the slope east ofthe
Western Platform, and, in well UK 29/18-1, on theshelf.
West CentralGraben
Line CGT 81-10(Figure 3.12) crosses the WesternPlatform into the Central
Graben. While thick on this partof theline, theEocene sectionrapidly thins by half
toabout 200msec justeast of this section.Frigg through Belton sequencesare visi-
bleabove a continuous,high-amplitude Baldermarker. Thetop ofthe Eocene and
of theBelton unit is, in typical fashion, characterizedby high-amplitude reflections
above which is a zone oflower Oligocene sequencelow-amplitudereflections.
Disruption ofthe section(basinwide "hydrofracturing" according toCartwright,
1994) gives the appearanceofdipping or shingled,even downlappingreflections
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Figure 3.12 Western end of seismic line 81-10 along the Western Platform and slope of the Central Graben. See figure 3.5 for location map. Nearby
wells indicate the sediments within these packages, which thin rapidly eastward, are chiefly mud. The Eocene and overlying Oligocene section have
been disturbed by faulting, interpreted by Cartwright (1994) as hydrofracturing, which obscures the section.
which pass through thesubhorizontal surfacesknowntobe theactual stratal sur-
faces. Therefore, sequence-defining stratal surfaces, such as are apparenton the
CNST grid(includingline 82-15, which intersects this line and has no such process-
ing artifacts), are obscured. Nearby wells indicate a chiefly argillaceous Eocene
succession,with local basinalsandbodiesfoundin theBelton andFrigg sequences
(the latter at nearby GannetField).
Figure 3.13 shows characteristically thinCentral Graben EoceneandFrigg se-
quence submarinefan developmentat the southernend ofline 82-15. Frigg-equiva-
lent Tayl sands near theGannet2Field form aclassic stratigraphic trapand display
seismically moundedgeometry. TheBalder Tuff seismic marker (visible at the
north andsouth endsofthe section) is downlappedby thehigh-amplitudereflection
marking thetop of thesand. Well 22/26a-1 displays a serrate log patternin the
lower Tay overlain by a massive sandunitin theupper zone. TheUpper Hordaland
and Beltonsequences display medium amplitudediscontinuousreflections, some of
which, are inclined as if by differential compactionover the underlying Frigg
mound. (For discussionof this complexity, see Timbrell, 1993and Jenssen andoth-
ers, 1993.) The overlying lower Oligocene is distinguished by a very low amplitude
zone just abovethe Eocene.
Southern Viking Graben
Figure 3.14 is a portion ofline CNST 82-5 along thesouthern ShetlandPlatform,
a featureknown as theFladen GroundSpur, and eastinto the southernmostViking
1 Tay is the name of a Scottish firth on the North Sea coast.
2 Shell U.K.named prospectsalphabetically,starting with "A UK". This scheme was abandoned
large bird that nfsts on rocky coasts and is relmed to the tropical booby.
§ nameS A B‘"‘net IS
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Figure 3.13 A portion of seismic line 82-15 in the west Central Graben (see Figure 3.5 for location), where the Eocene is typically thin (300-500 meters
total) and argillaceous. Note the Frigg-equivalent "Tay" sands form a distinctly mounded feature above the Balder marker. The nearby Gannet Field
produces oil from this submarine fan sand accumulation sealed by overlying Hordaland and Belton muds. Well U.K. 22/26a-l shows the gamma log for
the Tay sands. (The Hordaland and Belton don't tie well because the well location is two kilometers west of the seismic line.)
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Figure 3.14 A portion of seismic line 82-05 crossing the southern tip of the East Shetland Platfrom (Fladen Ground Spur) and into the southern Viking
Graben. see Figure 3.5 for location map. High amplitude, discontinuous seismic reflections in the Viking Graben correspond to sand bodies with blocky
log patterns.
Graben. On theuninterpretedline (top) a higherreflection amplitudes characterize
theEocenesection relative to the overlying Oligocene. In theViking Graben this
interval corresponds to sand-prone sediments withblocky log patterns in theFrigg
andHordaland sequences,overlainby silts and mudsin the Beltonand lower
Oligocenesequences. Thesequencesthinontotheplatform probably due, atleast in
part, to differentialcompaction. TheViking Graben is underlainby sediments
which compactwhenloaded andthusprovide greater accommodationspace thanthe
Fladen Ground Spur basementhigh.
CentralShetlandPlatform
An updipportion ofline NNST 84-1 (Figure 3.15) displays Eocene sequences
along thecentral outerEast ShetlandPlatform where, as on otherlines, medium am-
plitude reflections withgood continuity are visible. TheFrigg sequenceshows some
onlap ontothehigh-amplitude double-peakBalder marker butis mostly internally
conformable. Thetop ofthe sectionis a continuoushigh-amplitudereflection pro-
ducedby theimpedance contrast betweenFrigg sandsof theBruce Fan (as mapped
by Heritier andothers, 1979) and overlying Lower Hordaland muds. This is a typi-
cal expression of theFrigg sandlithofacies. TheHordalandsequences display an
upward-fining,retrogradational gamma-ray log trendculminatingin a flooding sur-
face. Massive sands are visible in theThet, including an upperportion which is up-
ward-coarsening as one wouldexpectfor thisprogradational unit.
CentralViking Graben
A downdip portion of the same line (NNST 84-1) is shownfrom theeastern
Viking Graben (Figure 3.16). Reflectioncontinuityin theEocene and Oligocene
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Figure 3.15 A portion of seismic line 84-1 on the Shetland Platform (see Figure 3.5 for location map) where all five Eocene sequences are visible along
the margin and reflection continuity is relatively good. The well, located to the south, intersects the sandy Frigg (Bruce Fan), upward-fining Hordaland,
thin Belton, and sandy Thet units. Both sand units, as well as the top of the Balder Tuff, are marked by high amplitude reflections.
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Figure 3.16 A portion of seismic line 84-1 in the northeast Viking Graben. See Figure 3.5 for location map. The Eocene section displays a chiefly
chaotic seismic facies with variable amplitudes and very low continuity. Sparse well control in this area indicates a muddy section where correlations
are rather tentative. Structures in the overlying Oligocene are suggestive of diapirism that may have been induced as these sediments dewatered during
and following rapid deposition of the Miocene Utsira Formation, derived from the Norwegian margin (Garber, in prep.).
section is quitelow, approaching a chaoticseismic facies, making differentiationand
correlationofunits difficult. This same faciesis visible
on lines to the northand
south and isthought tobe aproduct ofmud diapirism(noted by Ronnevikandoth-
ers, 1975) and/orgas escape in thesection. Wells are sparse,but gammalogs indi-
cate a mud-dominatedsection. Gas escapestructuresandactive chimneys from the
Jurassic to the sea floorhave been reported in thearea (Brewster and Jeangeot,
1987;Conort, 1986). Cartwright (1994) showedevidencefrom three-dimensional
seismic datathatmultiplesequences,including thoseof theEocene, underwenthy-
drofracturing during expulsion ofoverpressured fluids.
Wells along line 84-1show massive sandbodies ofthe Bruce Fan (Heritier and
others, 1979)preserved on the outerShetlandPlatform andBeryl Terracein the
Frigg sequence,but absentin downdipwells (Figure 3.17). Norway 25/1-6 was,in
fact, drilled near theFrigg Fieldbut missed the sandpinchout to the northby about
one kilometer (Conort, 1987). TheHordalandunits are muddy andonlapping, with
evidenceofretrogradation (upward-fining) to thewest (well UK 9/7-1, as noted in
Figure 3.15). TheBeltonis thick andmuddy in theViking Graben, with adistinct
gammapeak at the top marking thecondensedsection so typical of thetop Eocene
in the basin. TheThetis sand-rich andprogradational, with distinctupward-coars-
ening trends.
Due eastof the ShetlandIslands, theViking Graben begins to broadento the
north (Figure 3.18; Figure 3.1). About 100meters ofFrigg sandforms SouthAlwyn
Fan (Heritier and others, 1979) capped by distinct radioactivemudstones (N 30/7-6)
correlatable to theeast(N 30/9-1). Predictably muddy Hordalanddeposits are
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overlainby theBelton, which includeslocal sharp-based basinal sandunits (Norway
30/7-6). TheThetsequenceshows sandy, upward-fininglithofacies(UK 3/1la-6).
North ShetlandPlatform
Figure 3.19 shows thewesternend ofline NNST 84-8along thenorthern
ShetlandPlatform. Medium amplitudereflectionswith averageto good continuity
are visible throughout the section. The Paleogeneis offset(probably dueto differ-
ential compaction) across a Mesozoic fault. In this mud-dominated shelfal section,
as indicatedon thewell logs, thinHordaland,Belton, andThetsequences onlap the
margin. TheFrigg is a thin condensedsection beyond seismic resolution. TheUpper
Hordalanddownlaps theLower Hordalandin a fashion typical for theShetland
Platform. A strong gamma-ray peak is foundat the top of theBelton on bothlogs,
which are shownin context in a log cross section (Figure 3.20)
TheEocenethinstoward the northandline 84-8 is thenorthernmostdipline
with significant section, about 500meters maximum thickness(versus over 1000
meters along line 84-4). Section 84-8 (Figure 3.20) crosses the broadenandshallow
Viking Graben. Ofparticular importance is thethick sandy section atAgatField (a
Lower Cretaceous submarinefan oil reservoir) on theHordaPlatform, derivedfrom
theNorwegian margin and tentatively consideredequivalent to theFrigg, Upper
Hordalandand Belton. This cross sectionprovides a good example of thecontinu-
ityof theBalder Tuff (in this case, over 60 kilometers) across the basin. Thelog
marker is unmistakablein eachof thewells shown.TheHordalandsequences on the
western margin are argillaceous. Thelower sequencethins and lapsout in thewest-
ern Viking Graben. Thin sandunits which thinand fineup-section, turbidite-style,
characterize theBelton on the slopeand basin(well 211/27-8, 211/24-5and 33/12-
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Figure 3.19 A portion of seismic line 84-08 along the northeast edge of the Shetland Platform. See Figure 3.5 for map location. Arrows
mark reflection terminations. Even at this relatively updip position, the Eocene section is mud-dominated.
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Figure 3.20. Log cross section along seismic line NNSTB4-8. See Figure 3.5 for location. Shaded rectangle indicates position of
seismic example shown in Figure 3.19. This section crosses the northern end of the Thet wedge, which is thin but sandy. Other
sequences are mostly mud. The Norwegian platform well (far right) includes sand derived froman eastern source thought to
correlate to Hordaland and Belton sequences based on nearby seismic data.
2). Severaldistinctsandbodies are present in the Thet,which is shows oblique
clinoform geometry on seismic interpreted tobe a product ofprogradation (Figure
3.14).
Horda Platform
At the eastern basinmargin along theHordaPlatform (Figure 3.21) line NNST
84-8 reveals theupdip limit oftheBelton andUpper Hordalandsequences.
Sediments within thesesequenceswere derivedfrom theFennoscandianShield, but
useful stratal geometries are obscured by structure. Theplatform was tiltedwest and
Paleoceneand Eocenestrata erodedduring themid-Pliocene(Rundberg and
Smalley, 1989), a featurecommonly observedin most ofthe NNSTB4 series along
themargin. Sparse well controlin thewestern Viking Grabenand on theHorda
Platform makes correlationsin this areadifficult.
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Figure 3.21 Truncation of reflections in the Eocene section is visible on this seismic line (NNST 84-08) across the Horda Platform (see Figure 3.5 for
location map). This prism of sediment thins rapidly to the west (basinward) across the shelf. Sparse well control (none near this line) suggests a sandy
Eocene section.
Chapter Four
SEQUENCE CHARACTERIZATION
In this chapterEocene North Seasequences are characterizedby their three-di-
mensionaldistribution,thickness, framework sand distribution,and depositional sys-
tems. Thesuccession ofmapspresented for eachsequencerepresentsa progression
from the objective (structure, isopach, net sand, percent sand) to the interpretive (log
motif,paleogeography). Themaps show greaterdetail in areas ofdenserwell con-
trol in the ofthe outerMoray Firth, easternmostShetlandPlatform, and Viking
Graben. Sparser well spacingresults in less detail in theupdip shelfareas, Nor-
wegian platform, and CentralGraben. Detailedinformation from the literature, such
as field maps from developmentdrilling and 3D seismic, have been incorporated as
pertinent andpossible. All maps were produced at the same scalein order to fac-
ilitate comparisons. Referencetoparticular geographic areas on thesemapsis by
sector and quadrantnumber, as shownin Figure 1.10, e.g. Q.UK3 refers to Quadrant
3 in theBritish sector of the basin. Geographic features are used extensively and the
readerif referred toFigure 1.1,uponwhich thesefeatures are labeled. Thestruct-
ure at the baseof theEocene is presented first in order toestablish theapproximate
basin configurationbeforedepositionofthe Eocenesequences.
4.1 BaseEoceneStructure
Structureat thetop of theBalder Tuff,constructed from well and seismic data,
showsreliefof2,500meters, from -500meters on theshallow westernside toover
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-3,000meters in the Central Graben (Figure 4.1). Kooi andothers (1991) noted
thatrapid post-Miocene differentialsubsidencein the Central Grabenofover 1000
meters accountsfor the present-day differencein structuralrelief between the Cent-
ral andViking grabens. This is important since the differentialrelief, hadit been
presentduringthe Eocene, wouldhave focusedbasinalsedimentationinto the Cent-
ral Grabenrather than theViking Graben, where it occurs. Both troughs are broad
features, compared to the sharp, fault-boundedMesozoic expression shownprev-
iously on the tectonicmap (Figure 1.1). Thedeep basinis narrow near theBeryl
Terrace (59.3°N), thenwidens to thenorthin theViking Graben, which shows
relatively steepslopes on theShetlandPlatform (at 60°) crossing to a gentlerramp
alongthe length of theNorwegianPlatform. Theeasternedge of the Beryl Terrace
is not well constrainedby availablewell dataandthereforeis not expressed as clear-
ly as seismic crossings indicate. Theeasternedge ofthe ShetlandPlatform shows a
headlandat about 60°N andwraps gradually south-southwestinto theouterMoray
Firth area (58°N). Steep slopesare preserved along the Western Platform margin of
the CentralGraben.
4.2 Sequence Distribution,Lithofacies, andDepositionalSystems
Frigg Sequence
TheearlyEoceneFrigg sequenceis dominantly a basin-centered, onlapping unit
characterizedby local sand-rich basin-floorfans in thebasin(Figure 3.6, 3.13, 3.17).
Thesequenceis up to 350 meters thick on theBeryl Terrace with secondary depo-
centersin theViking and Central grabens (Figure 4.2). Theeastern 100meter
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Figure 4.1. BaseEocene (topBalder Formation) structure based on wells
supplemented by seismic data. About2500 meters of relief separatethe
shallow (-500 m)Shetland Platform from the deepest partof the Central
Graben(-3000 m; almost 1000m deeper thantheViking Graben). The2000
m contourindicates a wider Viking Grabento the north (60°N) separated
from a narrower deep to thesouth(59°N).
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Figure 4.2.Isopach map of theFrigg sequence. Arrows indicate depocenters.
Major thicks are apparenton the Beryl Terrace andin the Viking Graben and
southernCentral Graben. Wavy patternindicates Friggerosion on the Horda
Platform.
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contourfollows thetrendof theViking Graben structure(Figure 4.1), narrowing
southof59°N. TheShetlandPlatform was theprimary source for depocenters on
theBeryl Terrace andonto theViking Graben floor. In theouterMoray Firth, a
west-east trending accumulationover 100meters thick occurs in the Witch Ground
Graben. In the Central Graben, over 200meters ofFrigg-equivalent sedimentoccur
atGannet Field andthicks are also developed on thesoutheasternendof thetrough
near the Sdgne basin(a reentrantalong theeastern Central Graben).
Sandwithin theFrigg sequence(Figure 4.3) is concentratedon theBeryl Terrace
(Q.UK9) andin thenorthViking Graben (Q.UKIO/N25, Q.UK9). These thickest
net sandsoccur in the accumulationspreviously seismically mapped by Heritier and
others (1979). These include thepoint-sourced Frigg, Heimdal, SouthAlwyn, Brae,
andNinian submarine fansin theViking graben (Figure 3.4). TheBruce "fan"is
probably more accurately considered an apron (Reading andRichards, 1994)in con-
siderationofits position on the Beryl Terrace, which is essentially an intraslope
basin which may have had multiplesand sources along the ShetlandPlatform.
ThinnerFrigg sandbodies(up to50 meters) are distributedalong theShetland
Platform (Q.UK14,15) and are linked tobasinalsands in thesouthernViking Graben
(Q.UK16,16,N15). LocalizedFrigg sandaccumulations occur on thewestern slope
of the Central Graben(Q.UK22) on the northernHorda Platform (Q.N35). Over200
meters of "Tay" sands atGannet Field (Q.UK22; Figure 3.13) were derivedfrom the
Western Platform (Armstrong andothers, 1987). The Central Graben depocenter (up
to 250meters; Figure 4.2) is mud-dominated,as is most ofthe northern Viking
Graben.
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Figure 4.3 Net sandmap of theFrigg Sequence. Thickest sandslie along the
ShetlandPlatform, in theBeryl Embayment, andin thenorthViking Graben.
Previously mapped sand bodies include theGannet (CentralGraben), Frigg,
andotherfansmapped by Heritier andothers (1979).
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ThenorthernFrigg sequencefans (Figure 4.4) are locally sand-rich, 80-90%sand,
which is in accordancewith their description elsewhere(literature discussed in
Chapter One and descriptions in Chapter Three). The decreasein percent sand is, in
reality, likely more abrupt thanwas shownby existing well control. Frigg deposits
along theShetlandPlatform are up to40%sand. Sandsources were along the
southern ShetlandPlatform (Q.UKIS), middleShetlandPlatform(Q.UKB), and
northernShetlandPlatform (Q.UK3). Theunfortunatelack ofwell control on the
Western Platform gives theappearancethat theTay Sands(at GannetField in
Q.UK22) came out ofnowhere. In fact, theirprovenancehas beendisputed in the
literature but is generally thought to have beenfrom thewest. Bannerandothers
(1992) showed thatthesand distributionin the Gannetarea was influencedby salt
domes whichhad contemporaneousseafloorrelief, diminishing theutilityof sand
maps as source indicators. Similarly, the sandbodieson theotherwisemuddy Horda
Platform (over 30%sandin Q.N35) cannot belinked toupdip sources since wells
are not available.
Facies successionswithin theFrigg sequence, as indicated by log responses,in-
clude aggradationalandprogradational sandbodieson the easternShetlandPlatform
givingway to sharply-bounded basinal sandbodies (Figure 4.5). Theprograda-
tionalportion of theshelf(log facies D) has less net andpercentsand (Figures 4.3,
4.4) than theaggradational areas, possibly reflecting differentialsubsidence. Paleo-
cene differential subsidencehasbeen documentedin theouterMoray Firth (Mudge
andBliss, 1983;JonesandMilton, 1994) andmight beexpected for the Beryl Terr-
ace as well. Updip sand depositionwould have beenconcentratedin theseareas of
greatest accommodationspace, while sandsshedacross the structurally higher
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Figure 4.4 Frigg sequencepercent sand map. Arrows indicateinferred
sedimenttransportdirections. This mapis similar to thenet sandmap (Figure
4.3), with theexception of the downdip sandsin theouterMoray Firth
(Quadrant UK 15), which are low in net sand, but quiteclean.
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Figure 4.5 Frigg sequencelog motif map. Aggradationalandprogradational
areas on theouter Shetland Platform fed sandsto blocky deposits the slopeand
basinfloor. Isolatedsubmarine fansofunclear updip equivalents are foundin
the Central Graben andon theHorda Platform.
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Fladen GroundSpur foundtheir way to theshelf edge andinto thebasin (Figures
3.7, 3.8), possibly explaining thesand accumulation in Quadrant 16.
The shelfalsandspass basinwardabruptly into thosechiefly oflog faciesB, sin-
gleand multiple sharply-bounded sandsin a dominantlymuddy matrix interpreted as
submarinechannelsands (Figure3.6). These are the well-knownpoint-sourced
basinfloor fanswith leveedchannels ofthe Frigg, Brae, SouthAlwyn and others
mapped by Heritier andothers (1979). Remarkably few sandbodies with log facies
C, representing interchannel submarinefan or turbiditelobe environmentsofmixed
sandand mud deposition, were observed in thebasinal Frigg sequence.
Accordingly, Reading andRichards (1994) consider these"sand-rich" point-source
fans, which, it may be added, are within an overall mud-dominatedunit. Thefairly
cleannatureof thesands suggests mass-wasting, gravity-dominated processes which
delivered discrete, cohesive, pre-sorted sandsto thebasinfloor in densedebris and
turbidity flows (Conort, 1986), although some post-depositional reworking by bot-
tomcurrentshas been postulated from core studies(Heritierand others, 1979;En-
jolras and others, 1986). Brewster and Jeangeot (1987) have describedthe reservoir
rocks of theFrigg Field as as series ofgrain flows anddebris flows. TheBruce fan
was deposited as a slopeapronon theBeryl Terrace, an intermediatebreak in slope
which accumulatedsands shedfrom the west andsouthwest(Figure 4.6), some of
which then cascadeddownto thebasinfloor, forming theFrigg Fan (Heritier and
others, 1979;Conort, 1986;Condon, 1988; Galloway andothers, 1993).
The seismically-mounded (Figure 3.13) "Tay" sands atGannetField (Q.UK22)
display spiky and upward-fininglog profiles (Figure 3.11), representative ofboth
distal and proximal positions ofa sand-dominatedprograding slope fanderived from
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Figure 4.6 Frigg sequencepaleogeography. A sand-rich shelf on the Shetland
Platform sourced theBruce Apron on theBeryl Terrace andfansystems in the
Viking Graben, some ofwhich may have beenreworked by deep marine currenl
Tay submarinefansands atGannetfield were derived from WesternPlatform.
NorwegianPlatform was muddy, except atnorthernextent.
the WesternPlatform (Armstrong andothers, 1987;Bannerandothers, 1992), the
updip equivalent for which thereis no well control. Less still is knownofthe sand
bodies, inferred tobe Frigg-equivalent on theHorda Platform (Q.N35), which are
sharply-bounded sandsoflog faciesB. Theseare possibly submarinefans deposits
(Rundberg andSmalley, 1989), butat a fairlyproximal position to theNorwegian
source area,which is otherwiseunrepresented by well data. To thesouth (Q.N3I)
Eocene age clays and silts harboringan agglutinatedbenthic foraminiferal fauna
(Rundberg andSmalley, 1989) are present on theHorda Platform. This biofacies
suggestsan Eoceneageand a shelf-edgeor deeper paleoenvironment (see biofacies
chapter).
Lower HordalandSequence
TheLower Hordalandsequenceshows a landward shift in onlap andmud-domi-
natedprogradation in the southernShetlandPlatform andouterMoray Firth area
(Figures 3.6, 3.11) where up to 350meters ofsectionoccur (Q.UKIS; Figure 4.7).
Over200meters ofLower Hordalandare preserved on theBeryl Terrace (Q.UK9)
andViking Graben(Q.N24). In the northern Viking Grabenover 250meters of
sedimentispreserved in thicks along thewestern side (Q.UK3; Figure 3.17). There
are minor depocenters are on theeast(Q.N9) andwest (Q.UK29) sidesof the
CentralGraben(Figure 4.7), up to150 meters thick.
Lower Hordalandsand(Figure 4.8) was focused on thesouthern to middle
ShetlandPlatform, a marked change from theFrigg sequencesand distribution,
which was centeredin the northViking Graben (Figure 4.3). Most of therest of the
Lower Hordalandsequenceis muddy, including the 100-200meter thick sectionsin
the CentralGraben (Figure 4.7; Q.N9). Up to 200meters ofsandis present in the
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Figure 4.7.Isopach map of theLower Hordalandsequence. Arrows indicate
depocenters in theouterMoray Firth, Viking Graben,andNorwegian-Danish
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Figure 4.8Lower Hordalandsequencenet sandstone map. Arrows indicate
inferred sediment source directions. Maximum sand deposition (over 200
meters) was in theouterMoray Firth Area andBeryl Embayment. Net sand
thins over an outershelf and slopebypass zone to thicker basinal
accumulations (over 150meters) in thesouthViking Graben.
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outerMoray Firth (Q.UK 15) and Beryl Terrace (Q.UK9) depocenters. Up to 150
meters of sandis preserved in thesouthern Viking Graben (Q.UK 16, Q.N15,16) in
trendsparallel to themargin. Harding andothers (1990) report up to200 meters of
net sand atAlbaField (Q.UK 15/16), a somewhat surprising amountif it was derived
from theshelf. This thicker accumulationofcleansandin thebasin, suggeststhat
shelfsandaccumulationwas limited by accommodationspace.
Net sandthins to
zero on the slope, indicatingbypass of sandsin this area,as
suggestedby thelog cross sections(Figures 3.6 and3.7). Minor shelfaland slope
sandlithofacies (up to 75 meters) are foundin thenorthern Viking Graben (Q.UK 3
andQ.N 30) near seismic line NNST 84-6. Local thin sands (less than 10 meters)
are present in the Central Graben andin several wells in the VikingGraben
(Q.UK9).
Highest Lower Hordalandsandpercentages (Figure 4.9) on the southernShet-
land Platform (Q.UKIS) are updip of thethickestsand(Figure 4.8), which occurs in
a chiefly muddy section (10-20% sand). Theisolatedthinsandin Quadrant 20in
theBuchan Grabenisabout90% clean, while sandunits in thetwo otherCentral
Graben areas (Q.UK21.22) are thinandcontained in a thicker mud-dominated
Lower Hordaland (10% sand). In thenorthViking Graben, a western source is
inferred from the highpercentage (90%) ofsandin thewestern accumulation
(Q.UK3) from which sandmay have cascadeddownslope, across a bypass zone, into
the Quadrant 30 accumulationin thenorthViking Graben.
Lower Hordalandlog charactersare similar to thoseof theFrigg sequence.
Massive aggradational sands (log facies A) on theouterShetlandPlatform (see
westernwells in Figure 3.11) pass abruptly over thepaleo shelf-edgeinto thick (up
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Figure 4.9 Lower Hordaland percentsand map. Arrows indicateinferred
sediment sources. Sandiest areas are the Witch Ground Graben, outerMoray
Firth andnorth Viking Graben. Beryl Terrace area with relatively thicknet
sand (Figure 4.7) only constitutes40%of theLower Hordalandsection.
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to 50 m),sharply boundedsands (Quadrant 16 wells, Figure 3.6)within a mud-dom-
inatedsection (log faciesB) in thesouthern Viking Graben area (Figure 4.10).
Among thelatter are thereservoirs atAlba Field (Q.UKI6), structureless, well-
sorted, massive sandsthought to have beendeposited in a pre-existing channelby
high-density turbidity currents (Newton andFlanagan, 1993). In theouterMoray
Firtharea, upward-coarsening mud andsilt lithofaciessuccessionscorrespond to the
thickestportions of theunit (Figure 4.7) which were partofa muddy, prograding
shelfsystem (Figure4.11).
Elsewhere in theViking and Witch GroundGraben areas,isolated sandbodies
display the spiky, upward-finingandthinning log patterntypical ofdistal fantur-
bidites (e.g. Figure 3.7, wells UK 15/20-1, UK 15/6-3). To thesouthwest, across a
zoneofpoorwell control, themassive sandlog facies(A) occurs on the Western
Platform, probably partofthe source ofsandfor interbeddedsandunits in the north-
ern CentralGraben(Figure 4.11). This patternresembles thatof theFrigg sequence.
Themajor source of sand was on theShetlandPlatform and deliveredrelatively
large volumes ofcleansandto theViking and Witch Ground Graben areas while a
source on the Western Platform supplieddirtier sandsto thenorthwesternCentral
Graben slopeandbasin. Massive sands are located in a well in the East Shetland
Basin (Q.UK3) which may have beenthe source forthe blocky submarinefan sands
in the northViking Graben to theeast(Q.N3O; Figure4.11).
Upper HordalandSequence
TheUpper Hordalandonlaps the bounding platforms (Figures 3.1, 3.2)and is
distributedover a much larger area thaneitherof theunderlying two sequences,
extending fully across both theViking and Central grabens and surrounding shelves
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Figure 4.10 Logmotif map oftheLower Hordalandsequence. Massive
sands on thesoutheasternShetland Platform pass downdipinto sharply
bounded sands encasedin mudin thesouthern Viking Grabenand Witch
Ground Graben.
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Figure 4.11 Lower Hordaland sequencepaleogeography. Sandderived from a very
sandy aggrading shelf formed a slopeapronandbasinfloor fan system along the
southern ShetlandPlatform margin. A muddy shelfprograded across theouter
Moray Firth area. A basinfloor fanin thenorthViking Grabenmust have been
derived from aggradationalshelf sandsalong thenorthShetland Platfrom.
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(Figure 4.12). Theseismicstratigraphic expression of theunit displays a major
landward stepin onlap on the ShetlandPlatform which extends across thebasin
instead of thinningandpinching outas do theFrigg andLower Hordaland sequences
(Figures 3.1, 3.2). Thickest accumulations,up to 350meters, are locatedover the
HordaPlatform, northViking Graben, outerMoray Firth, and Central Graben
(Figure 4.12). TheouterMoray Firth thick (300 meters) is associated with the
downlap surfaceatop theLower Hordaland(Figure 3.6). Over 250meters of
Lower Hordalandmud in theoccur in theSpgne sub-basinarea (Q.D3) of the
Danish CentralGraben. Over200 meters ofUpper Hordalandare present on the
Norwegian Platform (Q.N3I/35).
Upper Hordalandsanddistributionis similar to that of theLower Hordaland se-
quence, including bimodal concentrationofsandalong thesouthernShetlandPlat-
form andbypassing or funneling to the southernViking Graben(Figure 4.13). By
comparison, total Upper Hordalandsandsis generally thicker (up to 200meters in
the outerMoray Firth, Q.UKIS) andmud-free, over 90%sand in updip wells (Fig-
ure 4.14). A 20 kilometer-wide sandfairway trends southeastofftheFladen Ground
Spur (Q.UKI6), including nearly 100meters ofnet sandin a sand-dominated(60-
80%) section(Figures 4.13.,4.14,3.6). Over 100meters ofsandare presentin the
southern Viking Graben(Q.NIS) and, basedon available control, couldpossibly be
derived from thewest across the bypass slope or from the southwestalong theshelf-
connectedsandtrend. Up to70 meters of sandoccur along the WesternPlatform
margin andonto the slopeof the Central Graben (Figure 4.13). Akidney-shaped
accumulation up 45 net meters comprising 80%ofthe sectionin the northwest
Central Graben(Q.UK2I/22) may have beenderivedfrom western ornorthwestern
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Figure 4.12.Isopach map oftheUpper Hordalandsequence. Arrows indicate
depocenters in Moray Firth, northViking Graben, HordaPlatform and near
the Spgne sub-basin in theDanish CentralGraben.
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Figure 4.13 Upper Hordalandsequencenet sandmap. Major sand
accumulationsare in theouterMoray Firth andsouthern Viking Graben
areas. Limited input occurredalong the WesternPlatform andnorthern
Viking Graben, andlocalized but thick sandbodiesare found on the Horda
Platform.
Figure 4.14Percent sandmap of theUpper Hordalandsequence. Arrows
indicatesediment sources along thesouthern ShetlandPlatform where the
sequenceis up to90%sand.A cleansandfairway links updip sands to
Viking and Witch GroundGrabensands.
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sources. Thethick Upper Hordalandsectionin thesoutheastern Central Graben
(Figure 4.12) is mud-dominated, as is the depocenter in thenorthViking Graben
(Figure 3.17). Moderate volumes ofUpper Hordalandsand are present (50 m net)
on the northernShetlandPlatform (Q.UK2) opposite substantialsand on theHorda
Platform (nearly 200 meters). Either of theseupdip sources may beinvoked for
local basinalsandaccumulations (up to45 meters thick) occurring in the north
Viking Graben (Q.UK3/9/211, Q.N34).
Upper Hordalandlog characteranalyses reveal patternssimilar to thosefor the
Lower Hordalandsequence. Massive ShetlandPlatform sandspass downdipinto
the sharply-bounded sandbodiesrepresented by blocky motifs oflog faciesB (Fig-
ure 4.15). Boththinner, interbeddedsandsoflog pattern C andthick, massive sands
oflog facies A occur downdipin the southern VikingGraben. Whereasshelfal
sandsoccupied an apparentheadland in Quadrant 9 duringLower Hordalandtime.
Upper Hordaland massive, aggradationalsandbodiesform twopromontories to the
south (Figure 4.15), part of an aggrading sand-rich shelf covering the platform at this
time (Figure 4.16). Anupward-coarsening log patterncharacterizes thesandson the
WesternPlatform, likely sources for boththe slope-attached andbasinallog faciesB
andC sandsofthe CentralGraben (Figure 4.16). Similarly, sandbodiesalong the
northern ShetlandPlatform (Q.UK2) are massiveandmay be theshelfal equivalents
andsources for the threesmall turbiditesandbodiesin thenorthernViking Graben
(Q.UK3/211).
Massive sands in theseismic unit which thins westward across theHorda Plat-
form (Figure 3.21) are thought tocorrelatedto the Upper Hordaland(Q.N35). A
shallow marine environmenthas beeninterpreted for thesesands, which include
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Figure4.15 Log motif map oftheUpper Hordalandsequence. Aggradationalsands of
theShetlandPlatform are related tosand bodieswith blocky log motifs in the Witch
GroundGraben area. Progradation from the Western Platform shed sandy turbidites
onto theup-per slopeandbasinin thenorthern CentralGraben. Minor shelf sands
along thenorthern ShetlandPlatform may berelated tolocalized sandbodiesin the
northViking Graben.
Figure 4.16 Upper Hordalandsequencepaleogeography. A sand-rich shelfalong
the ShetlandPlatform deliveredsands to a slope apronand basinfloor submarinefan
deposits along the Viking Graben. Aprograding shelf along WesternPlatform
sourced Central Trough submarine fans.
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glauconite,shell andplant debris (Rundberg andSmalley, 1989). Asnoted previ-
ously, their distributionis speculative since well controlis sparse,but wells in the
next quadrant south (Q.N3I) are sand-poor.
Belton Sequence
TheregressiveBelton sequenceis distributedover nearly as much ofthe basinas
the underlying Upper Hordaland, butis generally thinner,particularly on thebasin
margins (generally less than50 meters) and in the Central Graben(Figure 4.17).
Thethickest Belton section(up to300meters) is centered in theViking Graben
(Q.UK9/3), associatedwith low-continuity, high-amplitudereflections which distin-
guish it seismically from underlying andoverlying units. Thethick butareally re-
strictedEocene in theStord Basin on the Horda Platform(Q.N3I) is thought toin-
clude some Beltonagesediments.
Sanddistributionwithin theBelton sequenceis similar to thatof theUpper
Hordaland with less distinction betweenshelf,basin, and slope sands perhaps re-
flecting the gradualdecreasein differentialtopography as thebasinfilled with sedi-
ment (Figures 4.18, 4.19). A depocenter near theBeryl Terrace (Q.UK3/9; Figure
4.17) is mud-dominated,as are two thicks in the Central Graben (Q.N2/3, Q.NB).
Up to 100meters ofnet sandare presenton the outershelf of the ShetlandPlatform
(Q.UKI4/15/9) linked to deposits in theViking Graben which are up to 100meters
thick (Figure 4.18). OtherBeltonnet sandaccumulationsincludeup to 80 meters in
the western Central Graben (Q.UK22), an inferred source along thenorthern Shet-
land Platform (Q.UK3) with over 45 meters, andthe 130meter thicksands on the
HordaPlatform (Q.N35) which may belinked to deposits in theViking Graben (Fig-
ures 4.18,4.19). Becausethesewells are isolated on theshelf, it is not clear if a
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Figure 4.17. Isopach map of theBeltonsequence. Arrows indicate
depocenters. Theunit is thin over much of thebasin,particularly the Central
Graben area. Thickest accumulationsare in the Viking Graben (up to 250
meters). Wavy patternindicateserosionaltruncationofBeltonsequence on
theHordaPlatform.
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Figure 4.18 Beltonsequencenet sand map. Sandaccumulationslie along the
southernShetlandPlatform andin outerMoray Firth area. Secondary
accumulationsare found in thenorthernViking Graben,possibly derived
from theHordaPlatform.
Figure 4.19Belton sequencepercent sandmap. Arrows indicate sources on
the northernand southernShetlandPlatform and HordaPlatform. Cleanest
section isindicatedon southernShetland Platform andouterMoray Firth.
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sandfairway existed betweenthem andthebasinalsands in Quadrants 34/33. Belt-
on percentsandand net sandtrends are remarkably similar, suggesting thatthe
sand/mudratios vary consistently with thenet sandamount,i.e. highnet sandshave
high sandpercents andvice versa. Cleanest sandunits (>90%) occur in two areas on
thesouthern ShetlandPlatform, with secondary projections outlinedby the 60 per-
centcontour extending eastwardfrom them(Figure 4.19).
Beltonlog patterns differs substantially from thoseof thepreceding sequences in
thatsandunitsofblocky log faciesB are restricted to the slopeand passbasinward
into the spiky, upward-fining sandsthought to representdeep water depositionvia
turbidity currents (Figure 4.20). Interbeddedsandunits with similar spiky log pat-
ternsoccur in the CentralGraben (Q.UK22). To thenorth, the massive sandsin the
East ShetlandBasin (Q.UK3) extendover a largerarea thanthoseof theUpper
Hordaland, andthe massive shelfal(shallow marine) sands(Q.N35) may have sourc-
ednorthernViking Grabenbasin-floor sands (although thewell control west of the
shelfsands is poor) (Figure 4.21).
Thebasinwardshiftin coastalonlapindicated seismically for the Belton(Figure
3.1) is expressed as an eastward andnorthward migration ofsandlithofaciesrelative
to thoseofunderlying theUpper Hordaland(Figure 4.20). A decrease in differential
basin topography may beinferred as well from thedistributionofBeltonsediments.
Whereas duringFrigg and Hordalandtime clean sandswere bimodally distributed
on the shelfandbasinfloor, separated by a muddy outershelfand slope (Figures
4.13, 4.18), massive Beltonsandbodiesextend ontothe slope and gradeinto thinner,
turbiditesandbodies toward thebasin center (Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.20 Beltonsequencelog motif map. Massive sand bodies on thesouth-
eastern Shetlandshell are updipof sharply-bounded sandson the slopeandthin,
interbeddedupward-finingsands on Viking Grabenbasinfloor. Shelfsands from
theNorwegianPlatform may have sourcedbasinal deposits characterized by blocky
log patterns in the northernViking Graben.
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Figure 4.21Belton sequencepaleogeography. A westernsand-rich aggrading shelf
was the source for tubiditeswhich form a heterolithic slope apronin thesouthern
Viking Grabenand Witch Ground Graben. Sandy shelves are inferred updipof
basinalsandsin thenorthViking and Central troughs.
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ThetSequence
TheThetsequenceforms a regressive foreshelfwedge which follows thetrend
ofthe margin to thesouthwest intothe outerMoray Firth area (Figure 4.22). The
unitranges up to260meters thick justsouthof theBeryl Terrace (well UK 9/28-la)
, andhas asecondary depocenter (>2OO m) in the outerMoray Firth. Because the
seismic interpretation ofthis unitsuggests thatit wasrelated to a fall in relative sea-
level which forced sand-rich shelfal depositionseaward (Figures 3.1, 3.2),the distri-
butionought to be constrainedmore by accommodation space thanby sediment
input. If the topof theThetwas constrainedby lowered sealevel tobe a flat, wave-
base graded surface (Swift and Thorne,, thenthicks ought to represent bathymetric
lows atop theBelton which allowedgreateraccumulationof sediment. Figure 4.23
shows the topBelton structure,which confirms this hypothesis. Along the 1000
meter contour thereare severalpromontories (indicatedby arrows) which corre-
spond to thinner Thet, which presumably prograded rapidly to the slope,beyond
which thicker Thetis preserved.
Thet sands are concentratedin several distinct lobes which are separated along
strike by interveningpasseswith thin or absentsand(Figure 4.24). These are actu-
ally filled with silt, not mud, but distinctly finer than thesandsshown on themap.
Thelobes correspond approximately to thethickestaccumulations ofThet (Figure
4.22). Anorthern accumulationincludes over 120meters of sand (Q.UK3). A thick
up to 200meters iscenteredalong thebendin theShetlandPlatform (Q.UK9/16),
and secondary isolated thicks up to80 meters occurs in theouterMoray Firth
(Q.UKIS). Thesandtrends for percentsandare similar, with sandiestintervals
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Figure 4.22. Isopach map of theThetsequence. Note different scalefrom
other
maps.
Arrows indicate depocenters. Unit is a wedgeperched on the
outerShetlandPlatform. Arrows indicate thickestaccumulations,possibly
related to local variationsin accomodation space during deposition ofthis
regressive sequence.
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Figure 4.23. Structure atoptheBelton sequence. Arrows indicateheadlands
which may have
influenceddeposition ofthe overlying Thetsequence.
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Figure 4.24 Thetsequencenet sand map. Thickest sands are on the
southeasternShetland Platform in several distinct lobes (arrows),
corresponding to thethickest portions of theThetwedge.
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(over 80% sand) foundin along thenorth Shetland Platformandover theFladen
Ground Spur (Figure 4.25).
Massive aggradational sands dominatethelog patterns in theThetsequence
(Figure 4.26), particularly to thesouth. Although theunitdisplays seismic offlap
andis interpeted to behaveprograded, upward-coarsening is poorly expressed on
the gamma-raylog facies. This is probably because theunit is sosand-rich,
reflecting extensive reworking ofsedimentsby wave andcurrent action. Massive
sandsindicativeofinner shelfand shorezoneenvironmentof depositionare
consistenttheshelfmargin wedge geometry of theThetsequencerepresenting a
major basinward shiftin coastalonlap (Figure 3.1). Mud log and cuttings reports
indicate glauconite andshallow marine macrofossils within theThet sands,
reinforcing theshallow shelfenvironmental interpretation. Thesharp lower
boundary ofupdip Thet sandsoverlying Beltonand Hordalandmuds isprobably a
"sharp-based shoreface" featureof thesort describedby Plint (1988), representative
oflowering ofwavebaseontothemiddle andoutershelf, scouring and erosionof
sediments, and accumulationofprograding coarse sediments.
Theshallow waterdepthindicated forthe Thetbrings thepossibility of
reworking by marine processes, including tides, waves,and storms. Thepassesof
finersediment in theThet (Figure 4.24) may represent tidal channels(Figure 4.27).
Themo-dern North Seahaslarge tidal ranges so thesewould be expected in thepast.
Con-don andothers (1992) documentedEocenetide-dominated deltaic deposits on
the updipmostEast ShetlandPlatform. Houthuys and Gullentops(1988) foundtidal
sandridges in theEocene of thefar southernNorth Sea(Belgium). Active currents
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Figure 4.25 Thetsequencepercent sandmap. Sandiestsediments are in
several distinct
zones (indicated by arrows of inferred transportdirection)
along theShetlandPlatform.
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Figure 4.26 Thetlog motif map. Dominantlymassivesand bodies
characterize theunit, with some blocky andprogradational components.
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Figure 4.27 Thetsequencepaleogeography. LateEocenerelative sealevellow
forced depositionover the shelf-edge. Anerosional surfaceis preserved updip anda
hiatal/erosional surfacebasinward. Currents may have scouredthe deep basinwhile
tidal energymay account
for silty areas along strike.
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may have swept through thebasinandmoved or erodedsedimentsforming the late
Eocene hiatus documentedby Gradstein andothers (1992, 1994).
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Chapter Five
CHRONOSTRATIGRAPHY
Estimation ofchronostratigraphic agesis an important partof sequencestratig-
raphy in order tocomparetheir occurrence with thatofotherlocal, regional, and
global geologicalevents. Numerical ages also makepossible calculations ofrates of
processes,such as sediment accumulationandsubsidence.Theconstructionof nu-
merical times scales isan intricate, iterative process in which enormous quantitities
and varietiesofdata must bereconciled. Numerical time (geochronology) is de-
termined from the measurementofratios ofradioactiveisotopes ofdiffering known
rates ofdecay. Becauseradiometric dating is notpossible or feasible for all rocks,
ties and interpolations toradiometrically datedrocks are necessary. Themost direct
tie is a magnetostratigraphic tie, since magnetozones are consideredto be globally
isochronous. Less precise andless strictly synchronous, but easier and more
uniquely identifiable,are biostratigraphic eventsand zones. In thebestcase, rocks
contain index fossils which are recognized as partofa global biostratigraphic
scheme, such as the Paleogenecalcareous nannofossil(NP) zonationofMartini
(1971) or planktic foraminiferal (P) schemeof Blow (1969), both which have been
tied tomagnetostratigraphic and chronostratigraphic scales ( e.g., Hardenboland
Berggren, 1978; Harland andothers, 1990). Although a few of these"index" fossils
appear in the North SeaTertiary section, they do not occur commonlyenough tobe
useful. As a result, indirect ties to lower latitude sectionscontaining fossils from the
P andNP zonationsare necessary.
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North Seastrata can beindirectly tied in to global chronostratigraphies in several
ways. Although radiometric andpaleomagnetic datesare not available, the fossils
which occur in theTertiary are also foundin outcrops in northwestEurope for which
thereare goodradiometric, magnetostratigraphic, and/orglobal biostratigraphic
control. Furthermore,many of the outcrops are among theearliest and most-studied
anywhere, including thetypesectionsforEuropean stages,originally definedlithos-
tratigraphically,which have beenadopted worldwide as chronostratigraphic units
(Harland and others, 1990). For example,the typesectionof theYpresian stageis in
Belgium, andcontains fossils common to those in North Seawells as well as cal-
careous nannofossilsof zones NPII and NPI2 (Hay andMohler, 1967; Martini,
1971). Bujak andMudge (inpress) have erected a dinoflagellatecyst zonation for
theNorth SeaEocene which includes many taxaalso found in theseonshorelocali-
Of theseveral numerical time scales in use, that ofHarland andothers (1990) is
consideredthemost applicableto North SeaTertiary deposits andwill be employed
here. TheHarland time scale emphasizes European stratigraphy and stagebound-
aries andis commonlyusedby NorthwestEuropean geologists, stratigraphers, and
petroleum companies. Anothercommonlyused time scale isthat ofHaq andothers
(1988), which includes a globalsuccession ofdepositional sequences andtheir
bounding surfaces. It is important tonote that thesetwo time scales differ signifi-
cantly in theEocene(Figure 5.1). For example, Haq and others (1988) place the
baseof theEocene near theNP9/10boundary, low in magnetozone C24, at54 Ma,
whereas Harland andothers (1990) put thePaleocene/Eoceneboundary within
NPIO, also low in magnetozoneC24, butat56.5Ma, a differenceof two andone-
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half million years. Thesedifferencesare attributable toseveral factors. Actual nu-
merical designationsof thebiozones referencedare not provided by thetime scales
in question. Instead, theoccurrence of fossils in rocks ofknown European stagehas
allowedtheir relativeposition with regard to stageboundariesto be assigned. Time-
scale workers have attempted toplace ages on the stageboundariesby a complex
andvariable processofcalibrationofisotopic data. Depending uponthe methodof
calibration used, theresults vary dramaticallyand errors bars ofone to two million
years exist forthe Eocene stages(Harland and others, 1990).
Numerical time assignments for North Sea Cenozoicsequences(Figure 5.2)
have beenmade basedon correlation to theNP (Paleogene nannofossil) andNN
(Neogene nannofossil) zones ofMartini (1971) as numerically calibratedon the
Harland andothers (1990) time scale. Initially,correlation of sequences
to NP zones
was madeusing proprietary paleontologicinformationregarding theindirect corre-
lation of foraminiferaand dinoflagellatestonannofossil zones. Therecent stratig-
raphy and dinocyst biostratigraphy ofMudge andBujak (1994) provides amore di-
rect correlationto NP zones (Figure 1.8). BecauseBujak andMudge (in press) pro-
videdseveral well log examples of theirEocene stratigraphy, including NP zone cor-
relations, it was possible to relate themto the five Eocene sequencesof this study.
Thenumerical ageassignments were made by converting the NP zones using the
time scaleofHarland andothers (1990).
TheBalder andFrigg boundariespresented here coincidewith thoseofMudge
and Bujak (1994) (Figure 1.5). Thetopof theBalder Tuffis placed at the NPIO/11
boundary, at55.7 Ma on the Harlandandothers (1990) chart. Thetop ofthe Frigg
sequencefalls in the middle of NPIS, just below thePlO/11 boundary, at47.2Ma.
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Figure 5.2 CenozoicNorth Sea chronostratigraphy (sequences from this study are
shaded). Linear time scale ofHarland andothers (1990). SomeEocene sequenceage
calibration from Mudge and Bujak (1993). PaleocenesequencesofLiu (inprep.),
Oligo-Miocenesequences ofGarber (inprep.). Seealso Galloway andothers, 1993.
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TheLower Hordalandsequence,approximately equivalent to theAlba sequenceof
Mudge and Bujak (1994), rangesinto theNPI6 zone with at top at43.3 Ma. The
Upper Hordalandsequencecorrelatesto the lowerGrid sequenceofMudge and
Bujak (1994) extending to theNPI7/19boundary at38.7Ma. TheBeltonand Thet
sequencesare within theupper Grid unit, with tops near the topofNPI9 (36.7 Ma)
andwithin NP2I (34.8 Ma), respectively.
Figure 5.3shows the chronostratigraphic representation of theEocene sequences
as displayed on seismic line CNST 82-6, using the numerical ages presented above
and geographic distributionfrom seismic mapping. Line 82-6 crosses the outer
Moray Firth, southernViking Graben, andDanishPlatform areas (map in Figure
1.10). Because it is near the major source ofEocenesediment input to the North Sea
basin, thesequencegeometries and chronostratigraphic depictionofthe line are
broadlyrepresentative of thosethroughout the basin.
Notethatthe Frigg, which is not easily divisible into two units along this line,
accountsfor nearly half ofEocenetime, about seven million years. Most ofthis
time is accountedforby slow deposition ofhigh-gammamuds, with intervening
sandsassumedto have accumulatedrapidly andpossibly beyond available biostrati-
graphicresolution. The depositionallythick (and muddier)Hordaland sequences
were depositedin about threeandone-halfmillion years each. TheBeltonoccupies
abouttwo million years andtheThetis dividedinto two successiveofflapping
wedgesofless than one million years duration each.
Thedurationofhiatuseswhich occur between sequencesis poorly constrained.
Themost distinct gamma-ray peaks are those at thetop ofthe Balder Tuff andtop of
theBelton. Neal (1992) presents aCentral Graben Eocene chronostratigraphy based
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Figure 5.3 A. Seismic interpretation of line CNST 82-6. B. Chronostratigraphic (Wheeler) diagram of line 82-6 Eocene sequences showing lateral distribution on horizontal
axis and geologic time on vertical axis. Lengths of hiatuses between sequences are poorly constrained.
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on Amoco s proprietary graphic correlationschemewhich indicateshiatuses lasting
five to ten times as long as the depositionofeachofthe sequencesthey divide, sug-
gestinga pulsed style ofsedimentation. However, published biostratigraphies
(King, 1981, 1989;Gradsteinand others, 1992, 1994) donot show the same long
hiatuses.
While the absoluteduration ofhiatal surfacesis intractable, therelative duration
ofhiatuses is inferred from thelapout relationships within the sequences.Thickest
section occurs
on
theouter margin ofthe East ShetlandPlatform, withlapout of
units west andeast suggestingincreasing length ofhiatusesin thosedirections. For
example, the Frigg sequencehas reflection terminationswhich indicate onlap onto
the Balder Tuffalong the slopebotheastand west ofthe Viking Graben (Figure
5.3a). Accordingly, thishas beendepicted on the Wheeler diagram (Figure 5.3b) as
a hiatus ofincreasing durationeastandwest of thewestern Viking Graben. In a
threedimensional sense,hiatusesshould beofgreaterdurationalong strike north
and southof the major Eocene depocenter, which is near line CNST 82-6 (see
isopach mapsin previous chapter). Note also thathiatusesofconsiderableduration,
representing multiple sequencesandcondensedintervals,occur on thefar eastand
west margins ofthe basinatop the Balder Tuff. This is consistentwith theparticu-
larly radioactive mudstone marking thetop of thatunit.
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Chapter Six
FORAMINIFERAL BIOFACIESANALYSIS
6.1Introduction
This chapter presents dataandinterpretations from foraminiferal study ofa well
on the Beryl Terrace. Theintention is toshowhow theobjectively and subjectively
evaluatedforaminiferalbiofaciesrelateto andimpart additionalunderstanding of the
sequencestratigraphy presented in the previous chapters. As discussedabove
(Chapter One), North Seabiostratigraphies which are useful for purposesof correla-
tionhave been proposed. These typically emphasize use ofmarine dinoflagellate
cysts (Bujak and Mudge, in press) which apparently evolved at a particularly rapid
rate in the early Eoceneandthusproviding a correspondingly high degree ofresolu-
tionin thatsection (Figure 1.8). Earlier North Seawork on foraminifera(Gradstein
and Berggren, 1978;King, 1981;Gradstein andothers, 1988) emphasized two main
components ofthe fauna: agglutinating andcalcareousforms, with the former occur-
ring preferentially in the deep basinand thelatter on the surrounding shelves, each
providing a relatively low degreeof stratigraphic resolution.
Thewell selectedforbiostratigraphic study, Unocal UK 9/12-2, was chosenfor
several reasons. First, it is located directly on a seismic line, CNST 82-10, allowing
an accurate tie betweenwell depths and seismic travel times. Secondly, it is located
on theBeryl Terrace, a key area,and intersects all fiveof theEocene sequences de-
scribedin the preceding chapters. Finally, samples were available for thewell from
theoperator, Unocal UK Ltd,in sufficient volumesto extractmeaningfulquantities
of foraminifera. Well logs, including gamma-ray,resistivity, sonic, travel times
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from the integrated soniclog, and adigitized log convertedto timedomain were
available. Correlationofthesedata to surrounding wells andseismic lines, com-
pleted before theditch cutting samples were obtained, allowed confident placement
of the Eocene sequenceboundariesontheseismic sectionandwell log.
Figure 6.1 shows the locationof thewell andseismic line under discussionand
othersin thearea overlain on Mesozoic structural features. UK 9/12-2is located on
the Beryl Terrace, an intermediate structural featurebetween theouterShetland
Platform andViking Grabenalong which Eocenesands were funneledto thebasin
floor. Aportion ofseismic line CNST82-10 (Figure 6.2) shows thelocationof the
well andexpression of thesequences aboutten kilometers eastandwest thereof.
Thenormal faultleft ofcenter marks theboundary betweenthe ShetlandPlatform
andBeryl Terrace. Displacement on this faultofPaleogene stratais probably at-
tributable to differentialcompaction, but couldpossibly be strike-slip basedon the
upperPaleoceneanticlinal featurejust westof the fault.TheFrigg sequenceis rela-
tively thick (over 200msec) with thedistinctiveBalder seismic marker at thebase
anda high-amplitudereflection at thetop of theBruce fan sands(Heritier andoth-
ers, 1979) which show a massive cleansandon thegamma-ray log. TheLower
Hordaland sequenceonlaps theFrigg sandsand is muddy. Thegamma-rayshows
upward-fining overlainby upward-coarsening texturaltrendsindicative of theret-
rogradation followed by progradation. A strong gamma-ray peak marks the topof
theLower Hordalandandcorrelatesto a continuous,high-amplitudeseismic reflec-
tion. TheUpper Hordaland,muddy and slightly upward-finingaccording to the
gamma-ray curve, thins updip, and displays medium-amplitude reflectionsof aver-
age continuity. TheBeltonsequencehas a highly variable, spiky gamma-ray re
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Figure 6.1Locationmap indicating position ofwell UK 9/12-2, seismic line CNST
82-10.ShadingofMesozoic structure after Figure 1.1.
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Figure 6.2 A portion of seismic line CNST 82-10 showing expression of Eocene sequences passing through the location of the well
in which foraminiferal samples were studied.
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sponseand is thin, lying about one reflection above theUpper Hordaland. TheThet
has a sandat thebase andanothernear thethetop,with clay in between. Thewedge
is thickest justto the westof thewell andthins up and downdip fromthere.
TheEocenesectionextends from 784 to 1363meters in well UK 9/12-2, a total
of579 meters, from which cuttingswere obtainedat 10 meterintervals. A total of
69 samples wereused, including thoseextending about50 meters down intothe
Paleoceneand50 meters up into the Oligocenesectionsin order tocomparetheir
biofacieswith theEocene.
6.2 Data
The raw counts of the samples are shownin Table6.1. Taxa are organized into
threeprinciplegroups: (1) agglutinatedbenthics, (2) calcareousbenthic forms, and
(3) planktics. Thenumber ofeachtaxon is shownfor each sample depth, as well as
thetotals ofall agglutinants, all calcareous, all planktic, andall threeforms (total
foraminifera) for each sample. Thetotal number of foraminiferain most samples is
relatively low: as few as none, only as high as 165,averaging about 50 foraminifera.
Standardprocedure forpaleoenvironmental analysis typically requires 200-300
foraminiferaper sample, in order toestablishaccurate relative abundancesbetween
thetensof species typically present. This impoverished assemblage withlow over-
all abundancemakesinterpretations less robust thanthey would bewith larger sam-
Twenty-eight agglutinatedforms were recognized, with primary generainclud-
ing Cribrostomoides, Cyclammina , Haplophragmoides, andRhizammina tubes.
Only Cyclammina andHaplophragmoides were consideredsufficientlyabundantto
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Table 6.1 Checklist of microfossils identified and counted in samples from well U.K. 9/12-2.
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divideinto species; therest of theagglutinants were only identified togenus.
Twenty-seven calcareous generawere identified,dominatedoverall by Cassidulina,
Cibicidoides, andDentalina(calcareous tubes), among which division into species
was not considereduseful. Four planktic foraminiferal generawere presentin sube-
qual fractions, Catapsydrax, Globigerina,Globorotalia, andSubbotina.
Radiolarians (spherical planktic silica microfossils) were presentin some samples
andwere counted.They all appearto beof thegenusCenosphaera, as describedby
King (1983), who notedtheir maximum abundancein NPI3 time (late Ypresian).
Itis apparentfrom consideration ofTable6.1that there is variationamongthe
foraminiferaas a functionof depth in the well. A crude biostratigraphic subdivision
may berecognized simplyby considering theobviousdivisionsin thetable, at3810
and 3120feet. In order to consider the variabilityfurther, the foraminiferal abun-
danceshave beenplotted as a functionof depthalongside thewell log and these-
quence interpretations overlain (Figures 6.3-6.5). Asnoted earlier, thesequences
were interpreted long beforetheforaminiferal samples were studied, andthebound-
aries shown are essentially unchanged.
The graph of thetotal number of severalkey generaofagglutinatedforaminifera
(Figure 6.3) showsleast threeEocene units reflectedin their variation.
Agglutinants are rare in the Frigg sand,common in theHordalandsequences,and
very rare toabsent in theoverlying Belton andThetunits. Information for selected
calcareousbenthicforaminifera (Figure 6.4) indicatesa nearly symmetrical trend
with respect to depth. Calcareousforms are rare or absentin the Frigg sequence,
abruptly more common in the HordalandandBelton, andin low abundancein the
Thetsequence. Summary information (Figure 6.5) shows the totalforaminifera
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abundancepeaks (uncorrectedfor variationsin sample volume) are not well corre-
lated with the condensedsections(gamma-ray peaks), a relationship typically es-
poused as the chiefutility ofpaleontologicaldata in sequencestratigraphic analysis
(Loutit andothers, 1988;Womardt, 1989, 1992). This relationshipis actually most
applicabletoshelfareaswhere transgressionproduces radical changes in paleoenvi-
ronment and sedimentaccumulationrates. Deepenings are of considerably less con-
sequencein slope andbasinareas where they do notproduce suchlarge paleoenvi-
ronmentalshifts or changes in sedimentaccumulationrate.
Radiolariansare dominantlyfoundin theFrigg andBelton sequences. Thecal-
careous foraminiferaare most abundantin the Upper Hordaland,Beltonand
Oligocene. Agglutinantsare rare in theFrigg, common in the Hordalands, andoth-
erwise very rare. Planktic abundancesare lowin theFrigg and Hordalandse-
quences,abruptly higher in theBelton, and quitelow in theThet.
The significanceof the distinctly low number of foraminifera,or impoverish-
ment,in theFrigg sequenceis enigmatic. Thesequenceis quitesand-richin this
well andthesand was probably rapidly deposited thereby dilutingthe fossil concen-
tration. Since cuttings were only availableat tenmeter intervals, it was notpossible
to directly sample some ofthe intercalatedmudstoneswithin the sequencewhich
may have much higher foraminiferal concentrations.Thesandwithin theFrigg se-
quence in this well may alsopromote disaggregationof thefragile agglutinatedtests.
If, indeed, lower than averagesizedpopulations of foraminiferaoccupied thearea
during Frigg time, this might indicate a highly stressed environment. Possible fac-
tors stressing theecology could includerapid sedimentationrate, low Ehand pH,
restricted circulation,andlimited nutrients.
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In summary, theFrigg sequence ischaracterized by an impoverish agglutinated
foraminiferalassemblage supplementedby radiolaria. Radiolariavanish andagglu-
tinantsand calcareous forms
are more abundantin the Lower andUpper Hordaland.
Agglutinants disappearacross the Upper Hordaland/Beltonboundary andtheBelton
is conspicuously enrichedin calcareous andplanktic forms. Finally, theThetis
dominatedby calcareousbenthics in moderatenumbers. This subjective analysis
of the biofaciespresent in thewell doessuggestdistinctbreaks within thesection
which correspond to fourof thefivesequenceboundariespreviously identified.The
Hordaland succession is not divisible, suggesting thelower andupper sequences do
not reflect a change in factorswould haveinfluencedthe foraminiferalbiofacies,
chiefly paleoenvironment.
6.3 Q-Mode ClusterAnalysis
In order to more objectively consider the biofacies, a quantitative technique
called cluster analysis wasperformed. Cluster analysis, one ofmany multivariate
techniques commonly applied to quantitativemicropaleontologic datasets, isa
methodfor groupingsamples or variables basedon some measureof similarity
(Park, 1974). Themode ofcluster analysis applied, Q-mode clusteranalysis, is the
groupingof samples baseduponthe similarityof thefauna contained in each sam-
ple. In contrast,R-mode cluster analysis groups variables, which in this instance
wouldbe foraminifera, basedon their co-occurrence in samples. Thebasic steps
involvedin clusteranalysis are: (1) obtaining a data matrix, (2) computing a simi-
larity matrix, (3) clustering samples, and(4) computing a "cophenetic correlation
coefficient". The similarity matrix is derivedusing simplematrix algebra to pro-
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ducea number which represents the degreeof similaritybetween each sample and
everyother sample. Thereis a variety ofmathematicalformulas for computingthe
similarity,thechoice ofwhich is determinedby thetype ofraw data. TheBray-
Curtis coefficient(Brayand Curtis, 1957) is generally consideredparticularly appli-
cableto faunalpercentage data. Clustering of samples is typically doneby connect-
ing the two mostsimilar samples, treating them as a single sample,recomputing the
similaritybetweenthis new sample and theremaining samples, and repeating the
processuntil valuesofall the samples are graphically connectedin a dendogram.
The cophenetic correlationcoefficientis a number which indicatesthe degree of
distortionin the clusteranalysis introduced by the averaging of samples in theclus-
tering procedure. A valueof 1indicates identical starting andfinishingmatrices (no
distortion), whereas valuesfrom 1to 0 indicate decreasing similarity (increasing dis-
tortion).
Thedata matrix used was a derivationof thedatamatrix shownin Table6.1.
The raw counts were converted topercentagesof thetotal number of foraminiferain
each sample, thuseliminatingbiasintroduced by the fact thateach sample had a dif-
ferent numberof foraminifera. Next, taxa which did not average over one percent of
the total faunawere removed becausethey are considered insignificant andonly add
noise to the data(this was verifiedby performing a preliminary clusteranalysis with
the
rare
forms included). Barren sampleswere omittedfrom the datamatrix, since
they provide no biofaciesinformation(they are, however, significant in otherways).
Thefinal data matrix included the percentagesof29 taxain 68 samples. Clustering
was performed using a methodreferred to as WeightedPairGroup Averaging, a
common algorithmin which no correction is madefor thefact thatthe weight of
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each sample added to thecluster increases since eachis compared to an averageof
the previouslyclustered samples. Thenecessary arithmetic computations were per-
formedusing BioStat™softwareon an Apple™Macintosh™ computer.
The dendogramproduced by thecluster analysis is shownin Figure 6.6.
Samples are on the vertical axis indicatedby sample depth andshadedbars indicat-
ing which Eocenesequencethey fall within and similarityis shownon thehorizontal
axis. The cophenetic correlationcoefficient for this cluster analysisis 0.73. This
means thatthereis a modest amount ofdistortion of thedatacausedby the averag-
ing ofsimilarities in the clustering process.
By subdividingthe dendogram at the similarity level shownby thedashedline
(about 0.75), distinctclusters emerge, which are closely related to thesequences,
along with a fewoutliers at thebottomof the dendogram. Thetwo most similar
samples are at1262 and 1344meters in theFrigg sequence. The sample from 887
meters is dissimilar from most of therest of the samples, probably explainedby the
factthatit only has two calcareousforaminifera, distinguishing it from bothother
samples with low numbers, which are chiefly the agglutinatedbiofacies, andother
samples with calcareousforms, which typically have a wider variety of taxa. The
Frigg falls into twocluster groupswhich includeone UpperHordalandsample
( 1042m). Two otherFrigg samples, 1280 and1372meters, are outliers (for no rea-
son apparentin the data), as are thetwo samples from theunderlying Balder .
Three Frigg samples cluster with theHordalandsamples (1143, 1152, and 1207m)
possibly becauseof their enrichmentin Rhizammina. TheHordalandcomprises one
group, an idea supportedby the stratigraphy and subjective considerationof thepa-
leontologicdata, withmany of theLower Hordaland samples fallingwithin a mixed
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subcluster. The Beltonforms
a distinct cluster thatincludes two samples from the
Oligocene, which we might interpret to support the ideathat thesetwo muddy units
are similar and verydifferent from theintervening sand-prone Thet. More
Oligocene samples wouldbeneededto test this theory. TheThet forms a very dis-
tinct cluster, as we wouldexpect givenits strongly calcareous, planktic-free faunal
component.
To theright of the similaritycutoff (Figure 6.6), the groupings cluster as they
might be expected to. TheThetandBelton are similar,both havinga major calcare-
ous component,and are together similar to theHordalandsequences.TheFrigg is
distinct from theother four, by virtue ofits impoverished agglutinated assemblage.
6.4 PaleoenvironmentalModel
The significanceof thebiofacies characterizing thegroups indicatedby cluster-
ing is addressableby means ofpaleoenvironmental analysis. As discussed in
Chapter One, agglutinatedforaminifera are enigmatic,with somewhatuncertain pa-
leoenvironmental significance. Gradstein andBerggren (1981) reported on the oc-
currence ofmicrofossil assemblages dominatedby agglutinating foraminifera, from
theNorth Seaand LabradorSeaPaleogene and compared themto thewell-known
so-called "flysch facies"in the Alpine-Carpathianflysch basins. They concluded
thatthe biofaciesrepresented by large, coarsely agglutinating ("type A") and small,
fine-grained ("typeB") agglutinantsrange from 200-4000 meters paleo-water depth
andthatthey were chiefly related to physico-chemical factors such as rapid deposi-
tionof organic-rich, carbonate-poor elastics under conditionsofrestricted bottom
water circulation.
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Theagglutinants in UK 9/12-2are chiefly in thelower Eocene andvanish quite
abruptly in the Belton. While it is unlikely thatthis study, in itslimited scope,will
solve the riddle of thepaleoenvironmental significanceofagglutinants,we may
speculate. Agglutinatingfaunasare commonly regarded as indicating lack of car-
bonatein the water for benthiccalcareous forms to constructtheir tests. However,
benthic calcareousforms do occur in low but steadily increasing numbers from the
baseof the Frigg to thetop of theUpper Hordaland(Figures 6.4, 6.5). It is possible
thatthese microfossils are non-indigenous and were transported downslope or are
theresult ofcontaminationin the well. If so, one would expectto see abrasion of
the tests or possibly sortingby size, neitherofwhich were typically observed. Test
dissolution of thecalcareousbenthics or planktics was not observed either, as might
be expected ifthe carbonatecompensation depth (CCD) were shallow. Furthermore,
thereis a2Ometer thick micritic limestone bedat 1175 meters in theFrigg sequence
(Figure 6.5) which suggests that carbonate was readily available in thewater. In
summary, thereis not any concreteevidence tosupport a paleoenvironmental inter-
pretation, or carbonateavailability signal,of theagglutinantswhich differs from that
ofGradsteinand Berggren (1981). However, it may bepossible torefine the paleo-
bathymetric rangeofagglutinants,which they proposed was 200-4000meters.
Jones(1988) presented analyses ofLate Paleoceneflysch fauna in six North Sea
wells thought, by virtue of their structuralposition relative to one another, torepre-
senta transectalongpaleoslope from theoutershelf tobasinfloor. Inhis paleoslope
transectapproach, he assumeda 200 m water depth for theshelf edge and calculated
a 1500meter water depth for thebasincenter basedon trigonometric reconstructions
assuming a particular dipalong the slope from theshelfedge to thebasin floor
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(following methodsofNyong andOlsson, 1984). Hispaleobathymetric model is
only as accurate as his not insignificant assumptions regarding thesewater depths,
the dipof the slope, andtheposition of theshelfedge andbasinfloor. While his
water depths may have error, theposition along thetransectis well-constrainedsuch
thatthe differingforaminiferalassemblages he foundwithin contemporaneous rocks
probably represent shelf, slope, andbasin settings. Alternatively, the variationin
foraminiferalassemblages along thetransectcould reflectpaleoenvironmental fac-
torsnot necessarily related towater depth, such as substratetype or oxygencontent.
Jones(1988) founddelicate, fine-grained tubularagglutinantsofRhizammina
genus,thought toprefer fine-grained,low-energy environments (Schafer and others,
1983; Schroder, 1986) preferentially on thebasinfloor. On themiddle slope oc-
curred more robust, coarse-grained tubesalong with Recurvoides, Psammosphaera,
andRhabdammina, thought to prefer higher energyareas,possibly turbidity current-
influenced, with coarser sediments. Theupper slopewells were populated by fewer
coarse-grained tubesandrelatively more common Haplophragmoides waited.
Figure 6.7 is a tableof theenvironmentalpreferences of various agglutinatingtaxa,
including groupsof tubesrelatedby size andtexture. Radiolariansare thought tobe
most abundantin theopen ocean (Ingle, 1980),partly dueto thedissolution ofcar-
bonatetests below the calcium compensation depth (CCD).
Eocenedeepwatercalcareousbenthic foraminifera have beendescribedfor the
North Seaonly briefly. King (1983, 1989) named an "outersublittoral - epibathyal"
biofacies, comprised chiefly ofBulimina, Gyroidina,Pullenia, Uvigerina,
Valvulinerina,Bolivina, andNodosaria, which he assigns a water depth of50 meters
to "over200"meters, which is not very precise. Tjalsma andLohmann (1983)
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studied Paleoceneand Eocene bathyal and abyssal benthic foraminiferain the
Atlantic andcircum-Atlantic. Among the species identifiedrelevant to this study,
they found Cassidulina, Cibicidoides, and Gyroidina representative of deeper
(abyssal) depths and Lenticulinaatshallower (bathyal) depths. Berggren andAubert
(1975) describedtwo Atlantic benthic biofacies:a shelfalfaunadistinguishedby
lenticulinids, vaginulinids,textularids,and polymorphinids, anda lower slope and
abyssal plain assemblage ofNuttallides, Gaudryina, Dorothia, Gyroidina, Bulimina,
pleurostomellids andstilostomellids. Theshallower biofacies is referred to as
"Midway-type" after its descriptionin theMidway Groupof the Gulf Coast(e.g.
Plummer, 1927;Kellough 1959, 1965) while the deeper water assemblage is called
"Velasco-type" following early publications illustrating it from theVelasco
FormationofMexico (Cushman, 1925,1926).
Figure 6.8is a summary ofthebiofacies assignment and interpreted paleoenvi-
ronment for eachsequence. Absolutepaleobathymetries are less certain as they are
baseduponthe geometric reconstructionof themargin duringthe Paleocene(Jones,
1988). TheFrigg assemblage ofsmall totalnumbers dominatedby agglutinated
foraminiferais termed "impoverished flysch faunatype Aplus radiolaria" basedon
the dominanceofRhizammina, Cyclammina, andCribrostomoides, along with afew
other agglutinantsand radiolaria. This probably represents the deepestunit: lower
slope tobasin floor. A shallowingis interpreted near thetopas theoverall numbers
of foraminiferaand calcareousfractionincreases in theuppermostsandof theFrigg.
TheHordaland sequences
sharethe
same
basic "type A" agglutinatedassemblage,
but lack the deepwaterinfluenceofradiolaria,hence they are assigned a middle
slope association.A gradual shallowing throughout Hordalandtimeis inferredfrom
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the stratigraphically-upward increasing number of calcareous forms. The Belton se-
quence representsa distinctly shallower environmentbased on theabrupt replace-
mentofagglutinantsby acalcareous benthicassemblage with an increase in radio-
larians andplanktics. Theinflux ofradiolariansand planktic foraminiferacouldbe
an indication ofincreased oceanographic connection to theAtlantic duringthis time.
This calcareous biofaciesis regarded as most similar to the "Velasco" type of
Berggren andAubert(1975), by virtue of thepresenceofPullenia, Oridorsalis,
Gyroidina, and Cibicidoides, thought torepresentupper slope. TheThetsequence
sharesa similar fauna, but withouttheplanktic foraminifera or radiolaria, suggesting
a shallower water depth, probably outer shelfbasedon Thet geometriesand accord-
ing to the sequencestratigraphic interpretation for theThet. Theabsenceofplanktic
foraminiferamay indicateless openocean influence,which is consistentthe paleo-
geography ofMurray (1992) indicatinginterruption oftheAtlanticconnection
across the English Channelat this time.
Thedifferencebetween havingboth northand southAtlantic connectionsand
only one or theother would be expected tohave a profound influenceon the circu-
lation. During periods ofpoorcirculation,the deep basincould becomeenviron-
mentally adverse, with low oxygen,poornutrient supply, andpossibly decreased
carbonateavailability. Gradstein andBerggren (1981) consider North Sea aggluti-
nantsto have been favoredduetorestricted circulation, low Eh andpH, andlow
oxygenlevels. They note thatlow oxygen supply can lead to highercarbon dioxide
levels, inhibitingcalcification.
Thewater depths assigned to these(and many) paleoenvironmental zones is
problematical. Water depths were probably deepestin thebasin during themid-
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Paleoceneinterval (about 60 Ma) studied by Jones (1988). Furthermore, while his
transectincluded wells in thebasin(the Viking Graben), the structuralposition of
UK9/12-2 on theBeryl Terraceprecludes a"basinal" environmentalinterpretation.
Finally, the depths must be geologically reasonable. Given thatthe Frigg contains a
biofaciesmost similar towhat Jones(1988) foundin the lower slopeandbasinal ar-
eas,we might assign theFrigg his paleobathymetric range of1000-1500meters.
Theproblem with this is thatthepresent day structural topof theFrigg is at 1143
meters,requiring thateither thebasin stopped subsiding post-Frigg or has undergone
considerable uplift,neitherofwhich seems a tenableconclusion. Instead, a modifi-
cationof thepaleobathymetries represented by theshelfand slopeenvironmentsis
in order. TheFrigg is assigned to thelower slope (reserving the basinalenvironment
for the Viking Graben to the east) adjusted upward to 600-900meters. The
Hordaland middle slopeenvironmentis regarded as 300-750 meters. The slightly
shallowerupper slope Beltonfalls in the200-500meter range, andthe shoaling
outershelfThet, 100-200meters.
Overall, the paleobathymetric trendfor theEocenesequences
at this well loca-
tionis reasonablewithin theconstraints ofwhatis expected from the sequence
stratigraphic analysis. In thebroadest sense,theseismic stratigraphy suggestsfilling
of thebasin andreductionofdifferentialtopography compatiblewith gradual shal-
lowing. Theabrupt shoalings for theBelton andThet are compatiblewith the se-
quenceinterpretations thatsuggesteach representsa basinwardshift in coastal on-
lap, thatfor the Thetbeing rather dramatic. Thebiofacies patternsand their abrupt
change at sequenceboundariesindicates that, with theexception of theLower/Upper
Hordalandboundary, thesequence boundariesrepresent significantchanges in pale-
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oenvironmentas well as changes in paleobathymetry. Thechange from dominantly
agglutinatedto calcareous faunaat the Upper Hordaland/Beltonboundary is the
most dramatic change in biofacies. It is interesting that samples in the Beltonin-
cludeplanktic foraminifera andradiolaria, which may indicate a betterpaleoceano-
graphic connectionto North Atlanticsurfacewaters at this time. If so, theimproved
basin circulation,and consequentincrease in oxygen andnutrient levels, may be re-
sponsible for the disappearance ofthe agglutinatedforaminiferathought torepresent
a "stressed"environment.
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Chapter Seven
SUBSIDENCE ANALYSIS
Thischapter examines thesubsidencehistory and rates ofsediment accumula-
tionof a well on theBeryl Terrace. This type ofinformationis useful in elucidating
relationships which may have beenimportant in sequencedevelopment, such as
changes ofsediment supply rate or in creationofaccommodationspace. Although
primary interestis on theEocene section, theyoungerrocks must be stripped offin
order todetermine their contributionto subsidence.Similarly theunderlying
Paleoceneand Mesozoic strata needtobe backstripped in order todocument the
spacemade availableby their compactionbeforeand duringEocene loading. The
olderand youngerunits are not as well-constrained in eitherageor water depth as
the Eocene.
7.1 DataInput
Thetectonicsubsidenceandotherinformationderived from subsidenceanalysis
is only as valid as the datausedin the computation. Detailed geologic information
is required, including theage,lithology, porosity, paleo-water depth andthicknessof
eachunit, as well as the durationofanyhiatusesand/orthicknessofsectioneroded.
Numerical ageswere assigned following thetime scale ofHarland andothers (1990)
and, for theCenozoic, the chronostratigraphy in Figure 5.2. Figure 7.1 provides a
graphic summary ofsome ofthe informationwhich wasinput for UK 9/12-2. The
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Figure 7.1 Summary ofwell U.K. 9/12-2, informationusedin subsidence
analysis. Thickness, lithology, age, andinterpreted paleowater depth are
plotted. Numbers near unconformitiesindicateage
ofrocks lying above
unconformity.
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fundamentalfeaturesto noteon this depthsectionare (1) thelarge differencein pre-
andpost-Cretaceous apparentsedimentaccumulationrate, and (2)an increase in
water depth for thePaleocene andEocene, followedby late Eocene shallowing. It
shouldbe clear from thesetwo observationsthat a major increase in accommodation
spaceoccurredin theearly Tertiary.
Triassic and Jurassicrocks
are
foundat thebase ofthe section,according to the
interpretation on the compositelog, a reasonableexpectation given the geologyof
the Beryl Terrace (Robertson, 1993). Triassic sedimentsare nonmarine(fluvial and
lacustrine), disconformably overlainby Bathoniandeltaicsrelated to Middle Jurassic
rift-related subsidence(Badley andothers, 1988;Ziegler, 1982;Robertson, 1993),
bothassigned a paleo waterdepth of zero. Downfaultingled to transgression and
depositionof the Kimmeridgian clays, chiefly outer marine shelfrocks (Robertson,
1993) assigned 50-100meters water depth, in the Late Jurassic. TheUpper
CretaceousChalk disconformably overlies theKimmeridge clay, and was deposited
in aslope paleoenvironment with an estimated 100-400meters water depth. The
water depth comes from comparison to Central Grabenestimatesof 100-600meters
(Wood, 1981; Joy, 1992; Gradsteinand others, 1994), which ought tohave been
deeper thanthe Beryl Terrace. Paleocene waterdepths are particularly poorly con-
strained, ranging from 300-600 meters for slopeand basinsandsand shales (Wood,
1981), which generally agrees with estimatesof Jones (1988). Eocene water depths
show an overall shallowing(Chapter Six). The dominantly calcareousforaminiferal
faunain the Oligoceneandyoungerstrata suggeststhey were deposited in shelfal
water depths (Wood, 1981; Gradsteinand Berggren, 1981), estimatedto range from
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50-200 meters at this position. Ages for the Cenozoicsequencesare from the
chronostratigraphy presentedin ChapterFive.
North Seasediment porosities are anomalouslyhigh, a fact not overlooked by
the petroleumindustry. Much of theTertiary is undercompacted and uncemented.
Paleoceneand Eocene agesands are unlithified withporosities as high as 30%and
permeabilitiesup to5 Darcies (e.g. Alba Field (Mattingly andBretthauer, 1992),
Frigg Field (Mure, 1987)). Harris andFowler (1987) presenta porosity versus depth
relationship extending into the Jurassicfor the southernViking Graben (Figure 7.2),
although thisprobably reflects higher thanaveragesandstoneporosities since only
reservoirrocks are plotted. Thesubsidenceprogram ofBond andKominz (1984)
defines porositiesas exponential curves. In order to reflect thehigherporosities in
North Searocks, theclean sandstoneporosities were revised upward basedon the
work ofHarris andFowler (1987) to 40%at thesurface, 30% at2000meters, and
10% at4000meters burial depth.
Thedata input for thesubsidenceprogram is shown in Table7.1. Stratigraphic
unitsand unconformitiesare shown in thefirst column. Thethicknessofeachunit,
measuredfrom the well log, is in column two. Unconformitiesare recordedas 10
centimetersthick (small, butnonzero, a requirement ofthe program). Densities
were calculatedbasedon the fractionallithologieswithin eachunit andassuming
densitiesof2.65, 2.68, 2.71, and2.75 for sand, siltstone, shale, andcarbonate,re-
spectively. Sandsare presumed to be veryclean, basedon their description from
cores ( e.g., Harris andFowler, 1987; Milton andothers, 1990) andtheir expression
on the gamma-raylog. No externally derived cementwas interpreted and very little
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Figure 7.2 Porosity versus depth relationship for hydrocarbon-bearing
reservoirs in theNorth Sea (modifiedafterHarris andFowler, 1987)
illustrating anomalously high porosities, a factor takeninto account during
backstripping.
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Table 7.1 Input file detailing valuesusedin backstripping program.
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cementationofany kind was noted in the mudlog description. Minor local cement
is derived internally from dissolutionofshell debris.
7.2 Results andDiscussion
Plotted in Figure 7.3are selectedresults of thebackstripping procedure. A grad-
ual increase in totalsedimentcolumn thicknessin the Mesozoic was followed by a
dramatic increase at about61 Ma (indicatedby thearrow). Thisperiod ofrapid de-
position coincideswith the Andrewsequence (Figure 7.1). About500 meters of
sandwas deposited in justover one million years, as contrastedwith the underlying
100meters of Cretaceouschalk which accumulatedslowly over about30 m.y. High
accumulationrates continuedthrough thePaleocene, were moderateduringthe
Eocene, andleveled offin Oligocene time. Decompacted sediment thicknessmim-
ics the first curve but with correspondingly thicker section.
Theamountof space betweentheseafloorand sea-level, regardless ofeustatic
effects, is theamountof space availablefor sedimentstoaccumulate, alsoreferred to
as "accommodationspace" (Jervey, 1988). Theportion of the accommodation
spaceaccountedforby sedimentsis shownon the curve with black squares in Figure
7.3. Theactual accommodationspace is calculatedby adding the water depth to this
curve, andis
indicatedby theshadedbandon Figure 7.3, which extendsfrom the
minimum tomaximum water depths. Themost dramatic changes in accommoda-
tion spaceare coincidentwith theinflectionpoints on thesubsidencecurve: in the
early Paleoceneand late Eocene.
Thepaleobathymetric shallowing ofabout500 meters for theThet andBelton
sequences(indicated by the arrow in Figure 7.3) requires a tectonicuplift of several
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hundred meters and/or
a eustatic fall. Although eitheris consistentwith the se-
quencestratigraphic interpretation ofrelatively low sea-level forcing deposition to
theoutershelf during Thet time, themagnitudeof thefall is problematical. Thesea-
levelcurve proposed by Haq andothers (1988) suggestsabout 50 meters ofeustatic
drop atabout36 Ma. Theremainder of thepaleobathymetric shallowingrequires
450meters ofuplift of theShetlandPlatform, the mechanismofwhich is unknown
andthemagnitudeofwhich is unlikely in most cases.
Paleobathymetry Revisited
Although uplift ofover 500 metershas beensuggested for the tiltingassociated
with lower Paleocene deposits (Nadin andothers, in review), thereis not evidence in
theupper Eocenestratigraphy, such as an influx of coarse sediments, to support
Eoceneuplift. On the contrary, thetotal volume ofThetsedimentsuggestsa signifi-
cant decreasein sediment supply to thebasin(Liu and Galloway, 1993). An alter-
nateworking hypothesis lies in re-evaluating thepaleobathymetric estimates, which
includeconsiderableerror ranges. If theagglutinated faunarepresents paleoenvi-
ronmentalconditionswhich are independent ofpaleobathymetry, such as substrate
typeor oxygenlevel, they might be disregardedin this analysis. Instead, consider-
ing only the calcareousforaminifera, a differentpaleobathymetric story emerges.
The calcareousassemblage is essentially the same throughoutthe Eocene (Figure
6.4), varying only in abundance, from one or two specimens per samplein thelower
Frigg to scores per sample in the rest ofthe Eocenesection(Figure 6.5). Thepaleo-
bathymetric interpretation of this "Velasco" assemblageis outershelf to upper slope,
200to 500meters. Theinflux ofradiolaria andplanktic foraminiferain theBelton
sequence may represent
"floods" (Wood, 1981; Gradsteinand others, 1992) indica-
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tiveof apaleoceanographic change which allowedgreatercirculation of openma-
rine waters duringthattime,ofno paleobathymetric significance. In this case, a
water depthof200-500 meters throughout theEocene stillrequires a shallowingof
100-300 metersbetween the Thetandthe Oligocene. While more reasonablethana
500meter shallowing,this interpretation still requires asignificant tectoniccompo-
nentbeyond themaximum attributable toeustasy(50 meters) as suggested by Haq
andothers (1988).
This analysis shows thatthereis considerableuncertainty in interpreting the pa-
leobathymetric significanceof foraminifera, particularly agglutinants,of theNorth
SeaPaleogene flysch. Examinationofthe entireUK 9/12-2well might better con-
strain thepaleobathymetries oftheunderlyingPaleocene andoverlying Oligocene
andMiocene, thusplacing the Eocenein a firmer contextrelative to theseapparently
deeper andshallower sections, respectively. However,consideration ofthe
Cenozoicin many North Sea wells (Gradstein and Berggren, 1981;Gradsteinand
others, 1992, 1994; King, 1983, 1989) has notprovided anyparticular refinementof
the slopeandbasin paleobathymetries.
SubsidenceMechanisms
RapidPaleocenesubsidencerepresents the downdipextent ofthe tiltingof the
East ShetlandPlatform (Jones andMilton, 1990; Milton and others, 1990), which
somehave postulated was causedby a plume related to theIceland hotspot (White,
1988; Nadin andothers,in review). Nadin andothers (inreview) postulate, further,
thatfollowing theuplift andtilting during thePaleocene, collapse ofthe plume led
tostrong regional subsidence.This, combinedwith post-rift thermal subsidence, is
thought toaccountfor strongEocene subsidence(also noted by Joy, 1992, and
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Armentroutand others, 1993). Theonsetofspreading between Greenlandand
Svalbard
to thenorth (andresulting ridge-push forces) and theearliest Alpine com-
pression to the southmay haveinfluencedthebasin in thelate Eocene,accounting
for theinflection point at34.8 Ma on the subsidencecurve. Kooi andothers(1991)
showedthatsuch tectonic events may produce intraplate stresses which are felt over
a large area capableof influencing subsidencepatterns. Joy (1992) loosely postu-
lates thatthe transitionfrom an intracratonic setting to one adjacent to an opening
ocean basinconstitutes
a major tectonic change which ought to be manifestedin the
sedimentary record in thebasin.
DepositionalRates
Sediment accumulationrates, calculatedby division ofthe uncompacted sedi-
ments thicknessesby their duration,are shownin Figure 7.4. Rates were about 30
meters per million yearsin theMesozoic, thenincreased dramaticallyin the
Paleoceneto as high as 700m/my during depositionof the Balmoral sequence.
TheBeauly-Baldersequenceaccumulated at 106m/my, which isconsistent with the
overall higherPaleocenerates of depositionbutnotrepresentative the much lower
rates expected for thecondensedsectionatopthe BalderFormation.
Eocenesequencesshow moderateaccumulation rates (Figure 7.4inset) of30-
50 m/my for thefirst fourunits with theThetsequencetoppingout at 115 m/my.
High rates ofdeposition for theThet are consistentwith thesequencestratigraphic
interpretation of a relative drop in sea-levelwhich shifteddepositionbasinward and
focusedit on the outershelf, in thearea of study. Oligocene rates were low, with a
minor increase in the UpperMiocenewith Utsira Formation deposition.
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Both the subsidenceand accumulationrates presented must be considered represen-
tativeonly ofwell UK 9/12-2. Thesubsidenceis probably extrapolatable across the
Beryl Terrace, a discrete structural element,but with a differentsubsidence history
thaneither theShetlandPlatform to thewest or Viking Graben to theeast. Studies
ofmultiple wells in theNorth Seahave shown widely varying subsidenceandsedi-
mentaccumulationrates (Nielsen and others, 1986;Thorne andWatts, 1989; Liu
and Galloway, 1993). Liu and Galloway (1993) showedrates which varied spa-
tiallybut averaged hundredsofmeters per million yearsin thePaleoceneversus tens
ofmeters per million yearsin the Eocene. Their work indicatedaverageEocenede-
positional rates similar to thosepresented here, including a higher rate for theThet.
Liu and Galloway (1993) calculated volumes ofsediment within thebasin and
showedthatalthough theThet had a relatively high accumulationrate, the totalvol-
ume ofsedimentwithin the sequenceis lowerthan average.
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Chapter Eight
SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS
The previous chapters documentand interpret the Eocene sequencestratigraphy
of theNorth Seabasinusing an integrated approach combining seismic andwell log
data, localized foraminiferal biofaciesanalysis, tectonic subsidencehistory and de-
positionalrate analysis. Because theseseveral chapters present sometimes disparate
perspectives ofthe stratigraphy, this chapter summarizes and reconciles theresults
andincorporates pertinent informationfrom theliterature, including thaton regional
climate,paleoceanography, tectonic history, andeustasy. Techniques applied and
their utility are discussed, andthe major conclusionsare reviewed at theendof the
chapter.
8.1Remarks On AnalyticalTechniques
Themethods appliedin this study have individual strengths, weaknesses, and
limitations with regard tounraveling theNorth Sea Eocenesequencestratigraphy.
Theregional approach taken necessarily applies a broad brush to the geologicpic-
ture,which may include significantsub-regional variation. Conversely, the local-
ized evaluationof one well for biofacies andsubsidenceanalysis brings a very local
focuswhich may not apply sub-regionally,much less regionally.
Theregional gridofreflection seismic datainterpreted was useful for identifying
basin-scalesequencedevelopment, butnot localized geometrieswhich only occurred
on one or twolines within the grid. Furthermore, the displayed scaleofregional
seismic datais such that relatively small butimportant sequence stratigraphic fea-
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tures, such as basin floorfans andsubmarinechannelsandlevees, are beyond the
resolution ofthe data. Becauseof the high degree ofstructural heterogeneity in the
NorthSea, it is not possible to make confidentwell correlationsor evaluategeome-
tries more thana few kilometers from a seismic line, such that seismic datagaps can
not be adequately filled using well data. At the same time,withoutnearby well data,
as is the case for large parts of theNorwegian Platform, seismic sequences cannotbe
confidentlylithostratigraphically interpreted.
Distinct reflection lapouts within theseismic data,particularly near theshelf
margin on theShetlandPlatform, make theNorth SeaEocene an excellentcandidate
for seismic stratigraphic analysis following themethods ofMitchumand others
(1977). However, it was notpossible to correlateanyof theseismic sequence
boundariesto shelfalerosioneventsnor was clearevidence ofcoastal deposits in-
dicativeofcoastal onlappresent in anyof thewells. Well distribution on theinner
shelf, however, is quitesparse. Correlationof sequence boundariesin the well log
dataset was possible onlyby way ofpeaks on thegamma-ray log which are
chronostratigraphically significant andwidely correlatablesedimentstarvationsur-
faces. This combinationofExxon-type andFrazier-type sequenceidentificationand
correlationworked very well, partly becauseNorth Sea transgressive deposits are
quitethinsuch thatseismic sequenceboundariesnearly coincide with overlying
maximum flooding surfaces.
Biostratigraphy as an aid tocorrelation in this project could have beenstrength-
enedhad therobust, high -resolution dinoflagellatecyst zonationsofBujak and
Mudge (inpress) beenavailable for many wells. This would have greatly increased
theconfidenceofsequenceinterpretations on wells distal from seismic lines. The
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data andinterpretations used, chiefly ofa foraminiferalnature,provided lower reso-
lution than the palynologicaldata. Sequence age estimates were possible onlyto
within theresolution ofthe NP zones (1-2 m.y.) towhich they were correlatedand it
was notpossible to estimate thedurationof condensedintervals.
Theutilityof foraminiferal biofacies analysis andthepertinent paleoenviron-
mental and paleobathymetric constraintsit provides was well-demonstratedfor the
single well studied.One ofthe most important results of thebiofacies analysis was
thatsignificant,objectively verified changes in themicrofaunaoccurredat the se-
quence stratigraphicboundaries, suggestingmajor changes in paleoenvironment
during thosetimes. Greaterconfidencein thepaleoenvironmentalinterpretations
wouldhave beenachieved hadit beenpossible toexamine more of the Cenozoic
section andextendthe study tomore wells. Furthermore, larger sample sizes would
have provided greater numbers offoraminifera which wouldhave added confidence
to interpretations by increasing the signal strengthand perhaps shedlight on thecal-
careous versus agglutinatedassemblages and thenature ofimpoverishment.
Thetectonicsubsidencein the well studied, which may represent theBeryl
Terrace area as a structural elementis well-constrained. Thesubsidenceand accu-
mulation rate information, even ifonly locally applicable, provides useful insights
on sequenceevolution.More precise paleobathymetric informationwouldhave en-
abled a more defensibleinterpretation ofthemagnitude oflate Eocenerelative up-
lift, which was almost certainly chiefly tectonicin origin.
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8.2 Tectonics
Galloway and others (1993) documentedfourNorth Sea Cenozoicmega-se-
quences correlatedwith and thought tohave been a product primarily of tectonic
phases in andaround thebasin. These tectonosequences correspond to the
Paleocene, Eocene, Oligocene, andMiocene, a finding not surprising given the
sharedregional tectonicsand proximity oftheNorth Sea tomany of thenorthwest
European outcrops where thesesubdivisionswere historically defined.Each
tectonosequencespanstens ofmillions of years andis comprised ofshorter se-
quencesspanning millions of years. Major tectonicevents,such as uplift ofthe
ShetlandPlatform
or the onset ofseafloor spreading in the North Atlanticandphases
ofthe Alpineorogeny,affected boththe sediment source areas andbasin configura-
tionandare thought to control tectonosequencedevelopment. TheEocenesection
constitutes one tectonosequence and some of theEocene sequencesmay berelated
toregional tectonicphases as well as toeustatic variations.
Figure 8.1summarizes northwestern European andAtlantic tectonics and
oceanography in relation to theEocene sequences. Atlanticrifting has beena persis-
tentfactor in North Seaevolution, a direct influence duringMesozoicrifting and a
peripheral influence thereafter. Althoughindirect, regional tectonicshave been as-
signed a growing sphere ofinfluencein recent years through such mechanisms as
intraplate stresses which can effectsubtle vertical andhorizontal motions far afield
fromactive deformationfronts (Cloetingh, 1986; Cloetinghandothers, 1987; Kooi
andothers, 1989). Thethreemost important tectonic processes which may havein-
fluencedtheNorth SeaPaleogene are North Atlanticseafloor spreading to the west
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and north, Alpineand Pyrenean orogenies to the south,andupliftof theShetland
Platform
sourcearea andassociatedvolcanism.
Atlanticseafloor spreading to thewest would be expected to exert compressive
stress on the basinvia ridge-push forces, but as the spreading movednorth ofthe
basin, thestresses exertedwere more extensional. Compressive stresses may uplift
source areas andpossibly downwarpbasinal areas,accentuating differential topog-
raphy, while extensionwouldbe expected todiminish differential topographyand
possibly lead to regional subsidence.Theorogenies which occurredto the southof
thebasin, as a result ofEurasia/Africaplate convergence(Frisch, 1981), wouldalso
constitutea compressional stress, but one oriented more nearly north-south,rather
than east-west. Thedirect influenceof35 megaPascals (MPa; 1 Pa=l Newton pres-
sure per squaremeter) ofAlpine compression (Cloetinghand others, 1987)is visible
in thesouthernNorth Seain theHampshire Basin andSole Pit areas where inversion
occurred beginningin themiddleEocene(Dewey andWindley, 1988). Thelate
PaleoceneHebridean volcanismproduced upliftandtiltingof theShetlandPlatform,
raising the ScottishHighlands source area while subsiding thebasin(Miltonand
others, 1990).
Thebaseandtop ofthe Eocene correspond to major Atlantic-domain seafloor
spreading changes, theformer part of aglobal plate reorganizationaffecting many
spreading centers (Hayes andPitman, 1970;RonaandRichardson, 1978), poten-
tiallyproducing tectonosequenceboundaries globallyas well (Schwan, 1980).
Inflectionson thesubsidencecurve for well UK 9/12-2also occur at thesetimes.
Concomitantwith theoutpouringofBalderash and collapse of theShetland
Platform sourcearea, spreading commencedbetween Norway andGreenland
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(Pitman andTalwani, 1972; Ziegler, 1982), towhich Kooi andothers (1989) par-
tiallyattribute their calculationof 1 kbar regional NW-SE compressional stress in
theEarly Eocene. Theearliest phase of thePyrenean orogenybegan aboutthis time
as well (Srivastava and Tapscott, 1986), producing N-S orientedcompression to the
south. All ofthesetectonicreorganizations andstress reorientations serve todiffer-
entiatethePaleocenetectonic setting ofthe North Searegion from thatof the
Eocene(Galloway andothers, 1993).
In the LateEocene, spreading commencedbetweenGreenlandandSvalbard,
producing an W-E extensionalregime (LePichon, andothers 1988; Kooi and others,
1989), whichpersisted throughout Oligocene time. This fundamentalchange from
early Eoceneregional compressive tolate Eoceneextensional stress regime pro-
posed by Kooiand others (1989) agreeswith the observationswhich show the
Eoceneas partly representing a transitionfrom Paleoceneto Oligocenesedimenta-
tionand stratigraphy. TheFrigg style of sedimentation,emphasizing coarse sedi-
mentbypassing to thebasincenter, is more similar to thePaleocene (Liu, in prep.),
while theincreasing introductionofshelfandslope mud andonsetofNorwegian
sources duringthe Hordalandand Beltontime has more in common withthe overly-
ing Oligocene (Garber, in prep.).
Withregard to intra-Eocenesequencedevelopment, the compressive stress
regime postulated by Kooi and others (1989) andthe resultingenhanceddifferential
topography from basin margin tocenteris consistent with the early EoceneFrigg se-
quencein which discretesands from a high-energy shorezone were fed across a
relatively steep shelftopond in thebasin center andintervening lows ( e.g. theBeryl
Terrace). A variety ofregional and globalevents occurred near the Frigg/Upper
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Hordalandboundary, including cessationofvolcanismin the FaeroeTrough (Knox
andMorton, 1988) andtheend ofspreadingin theLabradorSea(Pitman and
Talwani, 1972). Theresult must have beento relax compression, reducedifferential
topography betweenbasin margin andcenter,andpossibly shiftsource areas from
one favoring sandto anotherfavoring mud.
Clear tectonicinfluenceswithin theregion are not apparentduring Hordaland
andBeltontime, althoughextension in the Rhine Graben (Dewey andWindley,
1988) andearly phases ofPyrenean orogenyoccur duringLower Hordaland time
(Ziegler, 1982). TheBelton/Thetsequenceboundary coincides witha late stagein
thePyrenean orogeny. As discussed in Chapter Seven, theThetrelative sea-level
fall musthave had tectonic andprobably eustaticcomponents.
8.3 Climate and Eustatic Considerations
North SeaEoceneclimate varied over a range ofabouttwenty degrees, accord-
ing to oxygenisotope analysis (Buchardt, 1978;Figure 8.1). An early Eocene
warmingtrendpeaked atabout 30°Cby theend ofFrigg sequencetime. Gradual
coolingbecame abruptly more rapid in late Belton time,with terminal Eocene tem-
peraturesofabout 5°C. Eoceneclimate is relevant to source area weathering and to
glacially-inducedeustatic fluctuations.
LateEocenecooling, ofteninterpreted tobe have accompanied (or caused) polar
ice buildup, wouldexplain, in part, theeustatic fall thought to contributeto theThet
sequencedownward shiftof onlap. TheabsenceofThetagesediment elsewherein
thebasin, documentedby seismic and biostratigraphic evidence(Gradstein and oth-
ers, 1992), may be related to strongbottomcurrent activity related to theencroach-
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mentofArctic waters which entered theNorwegian-Greenland Seaat this time
(Ziegler, 1988; Rea andothers, 1990). Therelative shallownessof thebasin, en-
hanced by aeustatic low, wouldhave favoredaxial ocean current development ca-
pable of transporting suspended sedimentandpossibly eroding as well. Currents
were not,however, sweeping all through thebasinas theEnglish Channel was dis-
connectedfrom theNorth Seabasinby an intervening high at this time (Murray,
1992).
TheFrigg sequencefan sandsatFrigg Field have beenlinked to a large (110 m)
Ypresianeustaticfall (Haq andothers, 1988) by McGovney andRadovich (1979)
andHeritier andothers (1979). However, this is about two million years after the
ageproposed for the Frigg sands by Bujak andMudge (inpress), who place themin
theNPI2/13 range. Furthermore, mechanisms for eustaticvariations ofthatampli-
tudeand frequency are notwidely agreed upon duringthis non-glacial period of,in
fact, warm climate. Thefact thatcoastalonlap cannotbe demonstrated for theFrigg
interval makesit unlikely that even a stratigraphically significantrelative fall in sea-
level occurred at this time. Itappears, instead,thatthelast vestiges of theuplifted
sourcearea, tapping Jurassic sandstones,rapidly shedsandinto deep water at this
time. This is consistentwith the concentrationofHordalanddepocenters (Figures
4.7-4.16) to thesouthof those oftheFrigg sequence(Figures 4.2-4.6), since the
northerly Shetland sources are considered sand-prone while Moray Firth area
sourcesin theScottishHighlandsare chiefly metamorphicbasement (Morton,
1979).
The major change from large-scale, basin-centeredsand deposits to prograding
muddy platforms at theFrigg/Hordaland sequenceboundary suggests a change in
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thesource area. This coincideswith theonsetof cooling(Buchardt, 1978; Figure
8.1), which may have favored aridchemical weathering ofScottishHighlandsrocks
into clays rather thanthe mechanicalweathering of Orkney-Shetland Paleozoics
(Morton, 1979, 1981)into sand. Furthermore, thewide variety oftectonic changes
discussedabove probably contributedto the change in source area,perhaps by
upliftingit, whichin itself couldhave contributedtolocal orographic climatic
changes. Thelarge relativeincrease of silty mud to thebasin duringHordaland
time is suggestive of temperateglacialactivity, but this may
not be compatible with
theinterpreted paleotemperatures, and, in any case,is not substantiatedby any
coeval glacialdeposits. It is not knownif the silts, clays, and muds of theHordaland
resemble glacialflour or not but core examinationmight resolve thematter.
Theonset ofAntarcticice accumulationis generally agreed tobe late Eoceneor
early Oligocene(Barron andothers, 1981). This is expected to haveinfluencedeu-
static sea-level by a lowering ofabout50 meters (Miller andothers, 1987; Prentice
andMatthews, 1990), which is in general agreementwith the36 Ma fall of50 me-
ters proposed by Haq andothers (1988). However, as notedabove, therelative sea-
level fallinterpreted toproduce theThet shelf-margin wedge was well over this,
suggesting a major tectoniccomponentto thatfall.
TheHaq andothers (1988) sea-levelandonlap curves (Figure 8.1) do not bear
closeresemblanceto thesequencesdescribed herein. If theHaq andothers curve
doesreflect globaleustatic variations,it might be concludedthateustasyis not a
controllingfactor in theNorth SeaEoceneandthatotherfactors, such as sediment
supply or tectonicsover-rodeeustasy. It isinteresting tonote thatthe low-order
variationson theHaq andothers (1988) curve do roughly correspond to changes in
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the North Sea. For example, duringFrigg time many sequencesoccur on the onlap
curve, whileduring Hordalandtime therewas less apparenteustatic variation.
Higher frequency appearstoreturn in the late Eocene.
Thetiming ofthe condensedsectionsobservedin theNorth Seado not consis-
tently correspond to major condensedintervals on theHaq andothers (1988) curve.
In any case,theaverage durationofeventson the onlap curve, about 1.5million
years, is aboutthe same as the potential error in estimatingtheageofNorth Sea
Eocenesequencesby indirect correlationofNP zones. Thus,individual events on
theonlap curve,with their apparent100,000yearprecision, can neither berefuted
nor supported with thepresent agecontrol.
8.4 Conclusions
1.TheEoceneofthe northernNorth Seaconsists offiveregionally mappable
stratigraphic sequences.Four of thesequencesare boundedby widely correlatable
radioactivemudstonesrepresenting relative sedimentstarvationand one is bounded
by erosionalsurfaces. Thepulse of depositionrepresented by eachunitreflects a
unique quantity, texture, and source ofsedimentas well as varying accommodation
2. Theearly EoceneFrigg sequenceincludes deposits ofa high-energy shore-
zone along the ShetlandPlatform which fedclean sandsacross a relatively steeply
slopingshelfto the floor theViking Graben and intervening Beryl Terrace. A sub-
sidiary sediment source on the Western Platform delivereddiscretepulses ofsandto
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the CentralGrabenslopeand basininto discrete slope fans (Tay sands,Gannet
Field).
3. MiddleEoceneLower andUpper Hordalandsequencesrecord a thick, mud-
dominatedprogradation focusedon thesouthernShetlandPlatform andouter Moray
Firth with clean sandsbypassing theinner shelf tobasinfloor via debris flow and
high-density turbidity currents,such as thoseatAlbaField in the Witch Ground
Graben.
4. A basinwardshift in coastalonlap marks thelate Eocene Belton sequence,a
thin,basin-centeredunitreflecting decreaseddifferentialbasintopography with
shelf, slope, andbasin sandsarranged in logical successioneastof theShetland
Platform source area,rather than bimodally concentratedon theinner shelfandbasin
floor as in the early andmiddleEocene sequences. Norwegian sources which pre-
viously deliveredsandto a restricted area on the Horda Platform may havereached
the northViking Graben duringBelton time.
5. Coincidentwith theeustatic fall accompanying the onsetofAntarctic glacia-
tion in thelatest Eocene, the sand-prone Thet sequencewas deposited in a shelf
margin wedge geometry occupying the length ofthe outerEast ShetlandPlatform.
The upperEoceneis otherwise quitethinor missing in thebasin, possibly as a result
ofbottom current scouring related to Arctic Ocean waterencroachment from the
Norwegian-Greenland Sea.
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6.Foraminiferalbiofacies analyses ofwell UK 9/12-2on theBeryl Terrace show
a stepwise evolution from anearly Eocene fauna dominatedby agglutinated
foraminifera representing a lower slopeenvironmentto a late Eocene outershelf
calcareousbenthicassemblage. Q-mode cluster analysis confirms thata distinctbio-
faciesis associated with four of thefiveEocenesequences,and changes coinciding
with thesequence boundaries.Paleoenvironmentalanalysis suggestsabrupt shal-
lowing and/or rapid changes in basincirculation and connectionto theAtlanticoc-
curred coincidentwith thesequenceboundaries,consistentwith their geometric in-
dicationofonlap variation.
7.Subsidenceanalysis of theMesozoic and Cenozoic sectionfor the same well
shows apronounced increase in subsidencerate ofthebasement in theEarly
Paleocene, moderate late Paleocene through theEocene subsidence, and low subsi-
dence duringthe OligoceneandMiocene. Decompacted sediment accumulation
rates for theEocene averageabout 37 meters per
million
years
for thefirst four se-
quences, but increased to 115 meters per million years for theThetsequence,pre-
sumably dueto the rapid, focuseddepositionwhich occurredwhenbaselevel low-
8. Intraplate stressesrelated toNorth Atlanticseafloor spreading to the west and
the Africa-EurasiaAlpine collision to thesouth have exerted primary influence on
long-term sequencedevelopmentin thebasin, definingan Eocene tectonosequence.
InitiationofGreenland/Norway spreading andmajor, effusivebasalticvolcanism
mark theearly Eocene while Greenland/Svalbardspreading andAlpinepulses oc-
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curredin thelate Eocene. Within theEocene, thestrongestlink between theob-
servedsequencesandregional tectonicinfluencesis at theFrigg/Hordaland bound-
ary, corresponding to the endofLabradorSea spreading,a time of one of thelargest
proposed globaleustatic falls. Although thedirect relationship between thesegeo-
graphically separated areas is unclear, it isthought that intraplate stress ofthe sort
describedby Cloetingh andothers (1986) contributedtouplift and downwarp of
sediment source areas,basin margins, andareas of sedimentdeposition.
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Appendix
Sequence Tops in North Sea Wells
measured in meters from mean sea level
NorwegianSector Wells
1/5-2 56°34'42.0000"N 02°38'30.2000"E 2802 2719 2664 2616 2564
1/6-4 56°44'52.0590"N 02°42'23.6430"E 3075 2978 2901 2835 2762
1/9-1 56°24'05.0700"N 02°54'06.4900"E 2849 2752 2682 2604 2564
1/9-5 56°29'27.6900"N 02°57’55.2700"E 2945 2865 2783 2705 2643
2/1-3 56°54'41.3900"N 03°06'30.3900"E 2768 2728 2584 2396
2/3-1 56°53'09.5000"N 03°51'38.3000"E 2105 1945
2/4-10 56°40'41.5000"N 03°13'21.6000"E 2976 2759 2589
2/5-6 56°34'13.3400"N 03°37,16.5700"E 2883 2755 2631 2588
2/6-2 56°30'48.9000"N 03°42'39.6600"E 2991 2822 2655 2485
2/8-2 56°29'52.8530"N 03°28'33.6380"E 2795 2683 2550 2468
2/8-3 56°18'31.0000"N 03°26’54.0000"E 2684 2536 2403 2285
2/8-7 56°26'50.6000"N 03°36'48.3000"E 2479 2383 2311 2245
2/9-2 56°20'56.7000"N 03°56'00.6000"E 2905 2740 2411 2277
3/5-2 56°32'34.4560"N 04°23'22.0730"E 2541 2346 2221 2032
3/7-1 56°27'43.5000"N 04°00'07.8000"E 2661 2382 2151 2030
7/1-1A 57°47'52.0000"N 02°09’56.0000"E 2051 1984 1929 1822
7/3-1 57°50'35.7000"N 02°44'57.1000"E 1658 1536 1457 1306
7/9-1 57°20'37.1000"N 02°51'21.0000"E 2039 1966 1889 1582 1520
7/11-1 57°04'15.6000”N 02°26'24.4000"E 2839 2757 2721 2639 2567
8/3-1 57°59’13.0000"N 03°40'13.0000"E 881 815 775 671
9/4-2 57°41'11.0000"N 04°02'35.0000"E 1111 1076 982 854 791
9/4-3 57°36'54.5000"N 04°18'57.7000"E 1063 1030 863 789 677
9/4-4 57°42'01.4800"N 04°13'20.7900"E 1039 1006 879 779 725
9/8-1 57°20'34.0000"N 04°20'13.0000"E 1089 1062 962 857 814
9/12-1 57°11'40.0000"N 04°57'21.0000"E 962 905 761 637 537
15/2-1 58°45'19.7500"N 01°35,40.5400"E 2036 1910 1650 1494 1387
15/3-1 58°50'55.0000"N 0r43’13.0000"E 2124 1973 1752 1545 1388
15/3-2 58°59'00.5000"N 01°47'12.6000"E 1947 1736 1503 1421 1227
15/3-4 58°49'05.2800"N 01°52’59.8200"E 2208 2085 1902 1656 1532
15/5-1 58°35'00.7000"N 01°39'11.0000"E 2028 1901 1817 1734 1622
15/6-3 58°30'16.6800"N 01°42'36.5217"E 2181 2065 1928 1774 1724
15/6-4 58°37'30.9700"N 01°48'19.1800"E 2156 2033 1930 1794 1653
15/9-3 58°29'10.0400"N 01°4r38.4600"E 2118 2052 1918 1751 1713
15/9-4 58°24'00.2600"N 01°47'06.9300"E 2295 2146 1988 1923 1840
15/9-14 58°17'23.1900"N 01o 41'28.0600"E 2357 2237 2112 1929 1870
15/9-15 58°18'07.4500"N 01°55'19.6700"E 2147 2116 1997 1869 1857
15/12-1 58°10'32.6000"N 01°44'23.1000"E 2431 2224 2100 2007 1916
16/1-1 58°59'18.0000"N 02°02'03.0000"E 2170 2014 1824 1705 1527
16/1-2 58°56'09.1500"N 02°13'20.0630"E 1947 1820 1764 1707 1530
16/2-1 58°53'35.2000"N 02°2r25.7000"E 1567 1551 1517 1454
16/7-1 58°20'23.0000"N 02°18'50.0000"E 1639 1541 1492
16/8-2 58°20'59.8100"N 02°24'59.5800"E 1499 1406 1307
16/9-1 58°22'41.5000"N 02°48'17.0000"E 1293 1218 1124
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17/4-1 58°35'47.0000"N 03°16'15.0000"E 998 953 796
17/10-1 58o01'54.0000"N 03°09'58.0000"E 1295 1149 1094 960
17/11-1 58°12’36.0000"N 03°20,35.0000"E 940 891 847 775
17/12-3X 58°11'33.0000"N 03°51'44.0000"E 742 646 614 580
24/9-1 59°16'09.4800"N 01
o
47'31.1800"E 2007 1885 1701 1554 1402 1096
24/9-3 59°22'25.9500"N 01°46'26.7200"E 2034 1845 1704 1494 1239 1015
24/12-1 59°02'29.8000"N 01°52'57.9300"E 2166 1985 1742 1569 1421
25/1-1 59°53'17.4000"N 02°04'42.7000"E 2042 1807 1591 1436 1155
25/1-2 59°56'08.0000"N 02°04'54.6000"E 2075 1866 1658 1333 1105
25/1-4 59°59'52.6100"N 02
o
15'54.8000"E 2168 1924 1760 1496 1330
25/1-6 59°46'57.6800"N 02°05'42.2300"E 2126 2083 1833 1667 1314
25/2-5 59°48'01.4000”N 02°28'18.3000"E 2116 1988 1796 1711 1546
25/4-1 59°34'27.0000"N 02°13'23.0000"E 1902 1782 1602 1367 1242
25/4-2 59°35’46.5100"N 02°18'51.4000"E 1906 1687 1589 1403 1248
25/10-2 59°09'38.4000"N 02°11'38.1000"E 1913 1816 1673 1448 1401
25/10-3 59°12'59.0000"N 02°19,42.0000"E 1703 1599 1471 1362 1303
25/11-3 59°10'36.1900"N 02°26'19.6000"E 1672 1581 1477 1293 1252
25/11-10 59°10'09.2140"N 02°20’59.9220"E 1669 1592 1532 1453 1363
30/2-1 60°52'04.8000"N 02°38'47.5000"E 1892 1813 1565 1404
30/3-2 60°47'49.2000"N 02°55’18.0900"E 1890 1782 1517 1261
30/4-1 60°37'20.8700"N 02°09'34.6100"E 1888 1710 1602 1443 1368
30/7-3 60°17'09.2400"N 02°14'54.4400”E 2079 2012 1908 1588 1277
30/7-6 60°29'29.8200"N 020 03'26.1400"E 1931 1756 1677 1451 1253
30/9-1 60°28'25.0900"N 02°52'25.0900"E 2079 1843 1769 1649 1584
30/10-5 60°00'25.8800"N 02°04'07.1700"E 2074 1958 1745 1501 1251
31/2-5 60°46'16.0000"N 03°25'53.0000"E 2007 1782 1252 1091
31/2-6 60°54'13.5700"N 03°38'49.4300"E 1083 1000 672
31/4-5 60°33'30.9200"N 03°03'25.1700"E 1747 1582 1431
33/12-2 61°13'31.8000"N 01°51'25.9700ME 1644 1497 1362 1237
34/4-1 61°32'49.2300"N 02°16'23.6600"E 1657 1604 1522 1372
34/4-2 61°30'30.9300"N 02°04'17.0400"E 1612 1553 1469 1390
34/4-3 61°36'32.9500"N 02°07'34.4200"E 1693 1632 1539 1417
34/4-4 61°30'20.8500"N 02°14'09.5400"E 1610 1561 1511 1201
34/10-1 61°10'46.8400"N 02°12'43.6700"E 1748 1460 1300 1200
34/10-2 61°06'07.9200"N 02°13'39.9600"E 1768 1649 1450 1332
34/10-3 61°12'49.4800"N 02°11'55.0300"E 1538 1438 1332 1219
35/8-1 61°21'26.0000"N 03o 21'46.0000"E 1649 1593 1364 1189
35/8-2 61°16'15.4200"N 03°2r58.7100”E 1648 1554 1417 1255
UK Sector Wells
2/5-5 60°56'08.0000"N 00°50'07.0000"E 909 686 577 485
3/1-1 60°56'43.4900"N 01°09'31.9400"E 1221 1102 1004 822 726
3/1-2 60°53'21.0800"N 01°09'17.7800"E 1248 1059 947 798 688
3/2-3 60°57'35.6000"N 01°13'48.4000"E 1257 1129 964 846 760
3/2-4 60°53'06.3000"N 01°17'33.3000"E 1277 1138 1000 872 771
3/3-4A 60 051'44.5000"N 01o 31'00.0000"E 1378 1317 1256 1139 1043 875
3/3-5A 60°51'05.1030"N 01°24'44.8100"E 1358 1202 1064 907 826
3/3-8 60°52'37.0000"N 01°32'28.0000"E 1374 1346 1300 1221 1145 912
3/4-6 60°50'07.9700"N 01°44’56.9800"E 1682 1501 1408 1314
3/7-3 60°40'20.1000"N 01°18'53.2000"E 1304 1164 987 887 714
3/8-2 60°47'09.8000"N 01°25'56.2000"E 1347 1217 1102 974 838
3/BA-7 60°43'49.7600"N 01°28’46.5200"E 1422 1312 1099 967 873
3/9A-1 60°48'27.8900"N 01°42'10.3500"E 1425 1228 1125 1020
3/11A-6 60
0
31'55.9800"N 01°05’09.5500"E 1061 952 645 567 506 440
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3/15-1 60°36'04.6000"N 01 049'53.0000"E 1872 1723 1460 1343 1185 1058
3/19-1 60°27'36.5000"N 01°45'12.3000"E 1838 1634 1518 1273 1123 953
3/21-2 60°17'19.9000"N 01 009'36.7000"E 927 854 679 549 497 427
3/22-1 60°16'27.1000"N 01°22'48.1000"E 1409 1260 939 879 729
3/23A-2 60°16'31.2000"N 01°29'35.7000"E 1592 1430 1220 1138 1083 931
3/25-1 60°16'06.9000"N 01 052’33.6000"E 1920 1734 1507 1320 1199 1133
3/28-2A 60°00'33.7700"N 01 025'27.8000”E 951 917 805 707 670 477
3/29-1 60°06'46.5000"N 01°44'21.9000"E 2016 1812 1600 1337 1239 1206
3/30-2A 60
o
00'04.7000”N 01°59'00.3800"E 2247 2073 1967 1667 1258
9/3-1 59°56, 43.5700”N 01°31,12.6800,,E 1093 1011 895 700 671 543
9/4-1 59°53'45.2200"N 01°41'21.3600"E 1805 1703 1482 1357 1142 944
9/7-1 59°41'32.4000"N 0ri4'46.9000"E 1027 856 710 645 600 442
9/8-1 59°43'32.1000"N 01°33’28.3000"E 1561 1367 1278 1164 1052 882
9/8-4 59°47'02.6000"N 01°32'10.9000"E 1334 1185 1119 1051 968 847
9/98-2B 59°45'02.4200"N 01°38'57.2600"E 1573 1437 1317 1182 1102 927
9/98-5 59°48’15.9000"N 01°42'48.6000"E 1860 1743 1503 1342 1135 982
9/13-1 59°33'00.0000"N 01°32'00.0000"E 1539 1427 1251 1191 1051 892
9/13-3A 59°37'21.9840"N 0r27'38.6550"E 1407 1256 1076 1036 967 850
9/13-5 59°30'04.7000"N 01°32'32.8000"E 1555 1445 1304 1211 1119 929
9/13a-27 59°31'56.1943"N 01°26'49.9998"E 1604 1370 1108 1077 1053 896
9/16-1 59°29'12.0000"N 01°04'32.6000"E 1044 885 644 620 513
9/17-1A 59°20'52.0000"N 01 o 18'41.2000"E 1384 1258 1019 929 891 739
9/23-1 59°14'55.8000"N 01 o 32'19.1000"E 1568 1459 1347 1177 1122 939
9/23-2 59°15'31.1000"N 01°28'57.9000"E 1666 1556 1444 1384 1121 923
9/23A-3 59°17'08.8000"N 01°33'54.6000"E 1534 1410 1352 1215 1135 911
9/248-1A 59°12'03.4500"N 01°38'05.2000"E 1987 1747 1529 1340 1290 1065
9/27-1 59°08'34.3200"N 01°19'56.7600"E 1296 1139 900 776 715 639
9/28-1A 59°03, 52.9000”N 01°30’34.2000"E 1805 1653 1497 1385 1255 993
13/30-1 58°05'44.1060"N 01°03'14.2840"W 238 204
14/4-1 58°59'51.7610”N 00°23'44.9000"W 363 263
14/10A-2 58°46’23.4100"N 00°05'50.6800"W 636 611 545 521 467
14/14-1 58°32'48.8130''N 00°15'28.2920"W 690 626 551 478 416
14/15-1 58°36'08.6000"N 00°05'43.4000"W 708 596 547 482 427
14/15-2 58°30'39.8600"N 00°01'09.2000"W 773 690 633 583 485
14/19-11 58°23'42.3100"N 00°22'51.8300"W 581 521 447 401
14/19-4 58°26'16.7000"N 00°13'22.2000"W 672 584 511 458
14/20-5 58°23'39.7500"N 00°07'23.0500"W 763 681 574 510
14/25-1 58°10'11.4000"N 00°00'56.4000"W 1041 756 652
14/26-1 58o 01'54.1870"N 00°54'39.1710"W 351 256
14/29-1 58°06'26.5300"N 00°15'16.9500"W 735 726 605 543
14/29A-2 58o 01'30.1000"N 00°21'58.5000"W 710 570 509
14/30-1 58°07'52.5950"N 00°10'45.3970"W 807 674 571
15/4-1 58°56'59.9000"N 00°42'57.4000"E 932 829 685 564 537
15/6-1 58°40'33.4592"N 00°11'05.9445"E 800 693 550 503
15/12-1 58°30'10.0000"N 00°18'30.0000"E 1008 955 637 564
15/13-1 58°33'37.9000"N 00°25'06.9000"E 1018 958 598 571 560
15/17-4 58°29'03.7000"N 00°17'21.1000"E 981 923 701 579 543
15/17-5 58°27'13.8500"N 00°17’56.0000"E 1056 1018 710
15/17-7 58°26'55.9000"N 00°13'35.0000"E 1023 946 805 739 704
15/17-8A 58°22’06.9000"N 00°22'27.4000"E 1381 1282 955 701 673
15/18-2 58°25'00.0000"N 00°26'00.0000"E 1357 1217 984 872 817 776
15/19-1 58°24'54.7000"N 00°39'01.9000"E 1504 1345 1119 1072 1022 925
15/20-1 58°28'55.7600"N 00°57'59.5700"E 1770 1655 1402 1212 1174 1065
15/20-2 58°21'55.2500"N 00
0
55'56.5500"E 1888 1778 1530 1348 1224 1132
15/21-1 58°13'21.6000"N 00°05'07.2000"E 1052 1033 984 768 675
15/21-2 58°16'19.0000"N 00°04'32.0000"E 1147 1091 924 740 700
15/21-3 58°10'54.5880"N 00°05,58.8600"E 1163 1108 1038 770 691 652
15/22-2 58°12'24.9300"N 00
0
16'56.4800"E 1441 1410 1105 939 850 725
15/22-5 58°15'52.4000"N 00°13'48.3700"E 1495 1438 1326 1103 859 757
15/23-3 58°12'48.9740"N 00°25'30.4890"E 1609 1521 1187 999 896 785
15/23-4+48 58°18'29.1200"N 00°25'56.0900"E 1607 1508 1170 936 875 772
15/24-1 58°18'49.2000"N 00°42'13.2000"E 1618 1587 1197 1086 973 885
15/26A-3 58°06'10.2200"N 00°05'48.1100"E 1300 1246 1151 793 690
15/27-3 58°03’48.7000"N 00°12'15.4000"E 1453 1345 1211 1049 936
15/28-1 58°03'12.6000"N 00°30'41.3000"E 1665 1561 1261 1237 1191 1128
15/28A-3 58°07'06.7520"N 00°30'58.0690"E 1724 1652 1294 1258 1211 1132
15/30-2 58°06'11.0000"N 00°50'36.5000"E 2049 1931 1800 1629 1528 1324
15/30-3 58°05’51.3000"N 00°59'45.2000"E 2194 2073 1901 1768 1555 1439
16/3A-1 58°52'53.3190"N 01°3r29.0540"E 2069 2004 1781 1606 1428 1196
16/8-1 58°44'53.7000"N 01°32'18.4000"E 2005 1873 1740 1627 1540 1384
16/11-1 58°32'02.2570"N 01°02'53.8700"E 1806 1629 1508 1381 1290 1122
16/12-1 58°37'56.1000"N 01
o
14'21.3000”E 2048 1956 1652 1503 1408 1275
16/17-1 58°23'02.4840"N 01°17'29.1420"E 2291 2200 2044 1918 1693
16/17-2A 58°26'46.8000"N 0ri6'27.4000"E 2326 2153 2044 1843 1621
16/17-8a 58°29'39.4200"N 01°16'28.9560"E 2119 1951 1750 1610 1546
16/18-1 58°21'37.1000"N 01°32'17.7400"E 2332 2217 2122 2029 1826
16/21A-2 58°14’00.6790"N 01°08'02.2150"E 2015 1910 1782 1614 1559
16/21A-3 58°13'45.7790"N 01°05'15.2600"E 1999 1931 1768 1591 1438
16/22-1 58°15'57.4900"N 01°15'55.4300"E 2063 1994 1933 1815 1639
16/22-2 58°13'05.7500"N 01°22'25.8700"E 2435 2339 2220 1918 1825
16/23-2 58°15’46.8000"N 01°31'29.1000"E 2334 2242 1986 1939 1858
16/26-1A 58°06'20.5000"N 01°08'35.2000"E 2175 2109 1953 1822 1677
16/26-3 58°03'44.5500"N 01°10'06.7000"E 2287 2201 2046 1912 1811
16/27A-2 58°02'54.1100"N 01 022'46.4300"E 2411 2354 2306 2188 2152
16/28-1 58°02'52.8000"N 01°24’22.8000"E 2421 2383 2216 2102 2040
16/28-3 01°32'45.1150"E 2446 2344 2236 2064 1998
16/29-2 58°07'58.4500"N 01°40'57.1900"E 2429 2328 2115 2039 1938
20/1-2 57°54'49.5660"N 00°51'24.6090"W 350
20/3-1 57°55'30.2000"N 00°29'57.2800"W 654 545 464
20/3-4 57°51'03.1510"N 00°25'37.4590"W 721 620 520
20/3-5 57°53’24.3100"N 00°34'03.2600"W 595 547 496
20/10-1 57°47'38.9000"N 00°07'38.7000"W 964 889 828 774
20/10-2 57°40'08.3480"N 00°08'56.0760"W 855 764 723 649
20/19-1 57°21'57.8000"N 00°15'40.8000"W 623 495
21/1-1 57°54'00.9000"N 00°00'04.0000"E 995 885 811 748
21/1A-12 57°58’57.5990"N 00°09'18.4520"E 1308 1196 1076 1000
21/2-1 57°55'14.4900"N 00°15'46.9300"E 1491 1428 1248 1166 1118
21/3-2 57°57'39.4900"N 00°35'47.3500"E 1928 1831 1665 1620 1480
21/6-1 57°49'39.6080"N 00°06'51.7250"E 1206 1125 1055 975
21/6-2 57°48'09.5675''N 00°00'13.9811"E 999 908 874 843
21/9-1 57°42'20.4000"N 00°46'05.5000"E 2068 2041 1987 1906 1827
21/10-1 57°43’50.2000"N 00°58'29.5000"E 2035 2022 1963 1918 1847
21/10-4 57°47'28.3000"N 00°50'50.6000"E 2141 2107 2093 1912 1803
21/12-1 57°33’34.5000"N 00°18’12.0000"E 1735 1724 1680 1498 1402
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21/14-1 57°37'23.0000"N 00039'35.5000"E 2073 2061 1988 1869 1843
21/15A-1 57°33'45.3090"N 00°53’02.9830"E 2282 2262 2202 2122 2055
21/15A-2 57°39'34.4800"N 00°53'36.2000"E 2259 2225 2153 2069 2012
21/20A-1 57°27'04.9620"N 00°59'21.9850"E 2466 2414 2348 2262 2188
21/20A-2 57°22'17.1800"N 00°48'54.0800"E 2413 2387 2331 2256 2145
21/208-3 57°28’06.2800"N 00°48,39.8100"E 2310 2300 2210 2143 2065
21/21-1 57°12'37.6000"N 00°10'05.7000"E 1041 1009 954 914
21/28-1 57°06'49.0000"N 00
0
24'14.3000”E 1148 1059 1010 959
21/28A-4 57°07'53.3860"N 00°32'04.5130"E 1441 1370 1271 1169
22/1-1A 57°53'21.5080"N 01°07'28.2930"E 2352 2266 2163 2065 1965
2 2/5 A-10 57°55'56.2400"N 0r48'44.3400"E 2578 2487 2360 2208 2119
22/SA-11 57°53'33.2500"N 01°49'43.7500"E 2630 2564 2428 2255 2150
22/SA-1A 57°59'19.4270"N 01°49'31.0000"E 2411 2351 2244 2120 2073
22/SA-6 57°51'36.7340"N 01°53'57.5680"E 2288 2255 2140 2069 2002
22/8-1 57°44'17.5400"N 01°28'50.1600"E 2485 2431 2318 2234 2163
22/9-1 57°42'27.5400"N 01°47'44.1000"E 2416 2359 2298 2219 2161
22/10-1 57°47'47.5840"N 01°57’08.8800"E 2252 2230 2143 2085 1992
22/10A-2 57°48'13.4050"N 01°48'45.6170"E 2425 2373 2268 2156 2063
22/10A-4 57°44'08.4700"N 01 050'26.5900”E 2388 2341 2284 2172 2051
22/11-1 57°39'55.0000"N 01°07'10.0000"E 2163 2131 2067 2021 1981
22/11-2 57°39'35.6540"N 01°03'04.7620"E 2188 2163 2114 2041 1977
22/12A-1 57°38’18.4700"N 01 o21'17.8400"E 2368 2339 2284 2205 2129
22/14-1X 57°36'38.3560"N 01°41'56.7740"E 2481 2393 2319 2208 2097
22/16-1 57°27'38.5000"N 01°11'52.1000"E 2503 2473 2314 2256 2171
22/17-1 57°27'42.1000"N 01°20'42.2000"E 2418 2397 2311 2201 2100
22/17-T1 57°22'30.0190"N 01°23'00.0810"E 2948 2895 2791 2739 2623
22/18-2 57°27'22.4000"N 01°24'24.2000"E 2398 2383 2268 2149 2058
22/18-3 57°27'37.5990"N 01°33'09.8220"E 2532 2510 2385 2320 2252
22/18-4 57°22'39.0930"N 01°28'57.2250"E 2480 2431 2303 2202 2108
22/19-2 57°28'01.0370"N 01°44'31.2000"E 2565 2497 2409 2274 2227
22/26A-1 57°04'10.1600"N 01°02'24.6000"E 2364 2264 2176
23/11-1 57°34'40.4000"N 02°05'41.2000"E 2370 2303 2179 2072 2006
23/21-1 57°17'39.8000"N 02°09'46.0000"E 2486 2386 2329 2283 2234
23/26A-3 57°03'12.6860"N 02°03'46.9130"E 3083 3009 2949 2839 2747
23/27-1 57°08'34.1000"N 02°18'59.9000"E 2738 2685 2638 2571 2490
27/3-1 56°57'30.5000"N 00°32'20.2000"W 282 184
27/10-1 56°42'29.6220"N 00°0r30.9640"W 468 370
29/2-1 56°56'43.9000"N 01°19'39.5000"E 2665 2578 2500 2457 2425
29/SA-1 56°50'18.7000"N 01°48'52.5000"E 2804 2713 2670 2590 2558
29/6A-1 56°49’24.0000"N 0r09’22.0000"E 2504 2321 2140 1977 1890
29/7-2 56°41'20.4000"N 01°18’41.2000"E 2292 2116 1942 1826 1775
29/12-1 56°37'53.5200"N 01°23’55.1900ME 2123 1995 1779 1574 1536
30/8-1 56°42'09.4000"N 02°27’30.7300"E 2919 2834 2772 2710 2610
30/1 18-1 56°33’11.3400"N 02°04’52.7200"E 2925 2874 2820 2747 2651
30/128-2 56°31'48.6000"N 02°17'08.9000"E 2887 2830 2708 2641 2567
30/128-3 56°30'56.9000"N 02°16’36.5200"E 2937 2821 2726 2648 2550
30/13-1X 56°34'01.3000"N 02°3r45.0000"E 2789 2711 2602 2541 2449
30/16-6 56°29'21.7680"N 02°09'09.7780"E 2736 2676 2579 2517 2467
30/17-IX 56°23'45.2340"N 02°12,29.4320"E 2640 2527 2475 2375 2301
30/17A-4 56°25'51.1200"N 02°12'11.9900"E 2656 2542 2463 2374 2305
30/27-1 56°09'46.0660"N 02°18’26.7460"E 1971 1743 1676 1592 1506
210/5-1 61°52'21.3600"N 00°49'56.1400"E 1459 1412 1350 1284
194
195
210/13-1 61°39'02.9580"N 00°28'26.2510"E 1312 1041 915
210/15-lx 61°34'30.9000"N 00°56'13.5000"E 1407 1250 1194 1114
210/24-1 61°13'33.0700"N 00°40'03.6400"E 889 658 556
210/24-2 61°15'36.8200"N 00°43'55.5400"E 992 786 670
210/25-2 61°14'29.8700"N 00°55'11.6030"E 1198 978 871 776 718
210/30-1 61°04'07.4124"N 00°54'05.5440"E 1238 1167 1085 817 755 645
211/7A-2 61°41'16.4350"N 01°16'38.5380"E 1361 1239 1108 971
211/11-1 61°35'47.6500"N 01°09'53.2500"E 1383 1261 1162 1029
211/12-6 61°39'07.6240"N 01°20'31.7080"E 1346 1189 1069 1008
211/12-7 61°37'23.7310"N 01°14'45.3570"E 1370 1251 1072 1024
211/12A-1 61°39'35.1530"N 01°21'57.8940"E 1363 1230 1132 1032
211/19-1 61 0 21'25.5000"N 0r36'37.7000"E 1575 1400 1237 1142 1106
211/24-5 61°14'16.7000"N 01°37'59.4000"E 1613 1421 1268 1157
211/27-7 61°05'10.6500"N 01
o
22'07.0000"E 1337 1217 1082 948 861
211/27-8 61°08'23.0400"N 01°15, 53.2100"E 1311 1170 959 888 847
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